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PREFACE 

The Geoscience Information Society (GIS) is an independent, nonprofit professional society 
that was established in 1965. The Society was created to improve the exchange of information 
in the geosciences by cooperation of an international membership that is now composed of 
approximately 300 geoscientists and information science professionals. GIS is a member society 
of the American Geological Institute and an associated society of the Geological Society of 
America (GSA). The annual meeting of GIS is held concurrently with that of GSA, and papers 
in geoscience information are presented as a part of the GSA program. 

Oral versions of the papers in these Proceedings were presented during the 1992 GSA annual 
meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio, October 26-29. This volume is divided into three parts: 

l. Invited papers, given at the GIS symposium "Preserving Geoscience Imagery," held on 
October 27, 1992; 

2. Contributed papers, presented at the GIS technical session "Geoscience Information," 
held on October 28, 1992; 

3. Contributed papers, originally given at the GIS poster session on October 27, 1992. 
Papers are arranged within their sessions in the order of original presentation. They have 

been lighlly edited for consistency. The authors are solely responsible for the opinions and ideas 
that appear in these papers. Use of product names does not constitute endorsement by GIS. 

My sincere thanks goes to Amanda Masterson, GIS Publications Manager, and to the Texas 
Bureau of Economic Geology, for their considerable assistance in the production of this volume. 
Finally, I dedicate this Proceedings to the authors, whose creativity, dedication, and cooperation 
gave us a memorable meeting and a lasting contribution to scholarship. 

Louise S. Zipp 
GIS President and Editor 
March 1993 
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PART I 

SYMPOSIUM: 

PRESERVING GEOSCIENCE IMAGERY 





INTRODUCTION 

Preservation issues of the 1990's arc focused on priorities, decision-making, and action. The 
call to arms has been sounded in the information community and, more recently, in the scholarly 
community. Techniques for mediation and damage-prevention for groups of material or individual 
pieces are now established and accessible. Because the first wave of pilot projects is finished and 
the results have been reported, we are faced with taking the next steps. 

Since we cannot, and do not want to, save everything, who will decide what to preserve? The 
leadership vacuum among institutions and organizations, at this sLate, is very apparent. What 
unknown regional materials are languishing in conditions that endanger their existence for lack 
of significant institutional support? What opportunities for preservation are offered by laser-disc 
technology? What can be done for the contemporary photographic images now in individual 
professional collections to keep them inLact for at least the lifetime of the scientist who created 
them? Now that digital data have achieved a threshold of perceived value, how much has been 
lost for lack of preservation? How can the complicating factors of cos t, obsolescent technologies, 
and lack of clear lines of responsibility be overcome to set rational priorities and policies? 

As I organized the 1992 Geoscience Information Society (GIS) symposium "Preserving 
Geoscience Imagery," I sought papers that would answer this current need for knowledge with 
which to make informed choices. Image, so critical to the expression of geologic thought, 
imposes an added burden for preservation. With this in mind, I gathered a rather eclectic group 
of papers that touch on today's concerns and tomorrow' s actions for preservation of geoscience 
imagery. 

Mary Scott leaped into the fray that surrounds the issue of preserving digital data. Her work 
has given us a clear understanding of the problems that exist due to the lack of coordination among 
producers and users of this information . High-use geologic library materials were preserved at 
Harvard, as described in a paper by Connie Wick. Results show that mass deacidification of this 
material can be both economical and nondestructive. Isabella Hopkins, presenting a paper not 
submitted for publication, spoke of the background for preservation of USGS field records and 
photographs. Liz Clancy outlined steps that scientists themselves can take to care for their 
professional photograph collections. Julie Golden introduced us to an endangered co llection of 
tum-of-the-century lantern slides of Iowa geologic subjects. The survival of this collection, and 
the many others like it across the country, will depend on a significant level of sustained 
institutional support not available today. The papers by Dick Myers, Alan Fusonie, and Ron 
Young, and Jim Wallace chart precedent-setting Federal initiatives at the National Agricultural 
Library and the Smithsonian Institution using laser-disc technology to preserve photographs and 
other illustrations. Delivery of this information to GIS and the Geological Society of America 
represents a long-overdue cross fertilization between disciplines. 

My thanks go to the authors of these papers whose work shows us the nature of the 
preservation issues facing us today. I want to bring to your attention another presenLation paper 
in this volume, by MacDonald eta!., that was volunteered for the GIS poster session. This paper 
summarizes the hazards and means for prevention of damage to paper-based materials. 

The 1992 GIS annual meeting activities in Cincinnati, October 26-29, had a very strong 
emphasis on preservation. I want to thank Susan Klimley and the Commission on Access and 
Preservation for providing and demonstrating new technology in image preservation at the GIS 
Exhibit. I also thank Mary Riestenberg, Science Theater Chair, for allowing GIS to show the 
video Slow fires: On the Preservation of the Human Record at the GSA annual meeting. A final 
commendation is due to Connie Wick and Susan Klimley, whose article in the October 1993 GSA 
Today Forum "Geoscience Literature: Preserving the Geologic Record" detailed the problems of 
deteriorating geologic literature and the strategies for their solution. 

Louise S. Zipp 
GIS President 
March 1993 
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DIGITAL IMAGERY: HERE TODAY, BUT WHAT ABOUT TOMORROW? 

Mary W. Scott 

Science and Engineering Library 
The Ohio State University 

175 West 18th Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 

Abstract-The geoscience community needs to do long-range planning for the preservation of 
cartographic information in electronic formats. Whether preserving older materials by converting 
them to electronic formats or preserving current digital cartographic data, there are problems. Are we 
creating digital images in electronic hieroglyphics that will be undecipherable as technology 
changes? Or are we storing cartographic data on silver optical disks that will look nice on shelves in 
20 years but will not work on any player that exists then? With almost all mapping organizations and 
companies using digital data files to produce maps, will the maps be published on demand, with each 
map becoming its own edition? Are government mapping agencies issuing cartographic data in 
machine readable format, such as the "Digital Chart of theW orld" available from the U.S. Geological 
Survey on four CD-ROMs? Will there be older editions of maps available for historical studies? Will 
map libraries have maps? How are we dealing with all the digital imagery currently being stored in 
computers around the world? Who has-or who should have-responsibility for archiving this data 
and for keeping the technology for access to it up to date with current technology? Is this a function 
of the United Nations, national agencies such as the National Archives, the Defense Mapping Agency 
or the U.S . Geological Survey, state governments, libraries, private industry, or some other organization? 
What are current policies or guidelines, and are these adequate? This paper summarizes the various 
problems and presents an overview of the current status of preservation of cartographic digital data. 

INTRODUCfiON 

There are several problems associated with the 
preservation of digital cartographic data. In this paper I 
plan to present some examples of some of the problems 
and mention some solutions. Before talking about the 
preservation of digital cartographic data I need to define 
some terms. By preservation I mean making certain that 
something, in this case digital cartographic data, survives 
another century and beyond. By digital cartographic 
data I am referring to cartographic information that is 
now being collected/created and stored in electronic 
formats only. 

THE PROBLEMS 

MISSING MAP PROBLEM 

The first problem is the problem of whether lO print 
or not to print, or the lack of a hardcopy record. We 
might call this the "missing map problem." It was an 

article by Dorothy Prescoll in the Australian Surveyor 
entitled "Where are all the maps?" (PrescoLL, 1990, 
p. 150) that got me thinking about this issue. The article 
is a report of the Working Party on the Preservation of 
Machine-Readable Records, Sub-commiLtee on 
Cartographic Data. This Working Party was created by 
the Australian Council of Libraries and Information 
Services. In this article PrescoLL raises the issue that by 
the year 2000 records to chronicle the last few years of 
this century may not exist unless Australian mapmakers 
adopt some safeguards. The findings of the Sub
commillee included the need to alert all mapmakers to 
the necessity of making preservation copies from their 
digital data in some stable format such as paper or silver 
halide microform . 

James Rhoads expressed a simi lar concern in his 
article reporting on a visit to the Cartographic and 
Architectural Branch of the National Archives. He states 
that there are unique problems with geographic 
information systems (GIS). "At what point or points, for 
example, should data be LakenoutofaGIS for permanent 
archival purposes?" (Rhoads, 1992, p. 166) 



In Great Britain, 1991 was the bicentennial for the 
Ordnance Survey, and the June 1991 issue of The 
Cartographic Journal was dedicated to this event. A 
couple of papers in that issue discuss the problems of 
digital cartographic data. One article describes the British 
Library's Map Library and its role in preserving the map 
history of the British Isles. It points out that " the 
increasing use of digital cartographic data has important 
library implications" (Campbell, 1991, p. 28). The 
deposit in the library of current mapping depends on 
formal publication and copyright. Data that are intended 
for on-screen manipulation may be created, amended, 
and erased without ever being published and deposited 
in the library. Another article discusses the digitizing of 
the Ordnance Survey's maps. The beginning of 1991 
saw the milestone of 100,000 maps in the Ordnance 
Survey's database. For the Survey it is technically 
feasible to produce a map when and only when a customer 
wants it, so that map stores, lithographic priming, and 
printed map collections in map libraries could become 
part of the past (Fellingham, 1991, p. 5). 

WAREHOUSE PROBLEM 

Problem 

The second problem is the vast amount of data 
already in electronic format. We might call this the 
"warehouse problem." 

In 1990 a General Accounting Office (GAO) study 
found that the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) was not properly handling data 
from its numerous missions. The study found that 
"hundreds of thousands of tapes containing space science 
data are stored under deplorable conditions" (General 
Accounting Office, 1990, p. 2). The GAO found that 
NASA did not even have an inventory, so it had no way 
of knowing what data had been kept, what had been lost, 
or where tapes were located if something needed to be 
retrieved. NASA is taking some positive steps, including 
limited tape restoration programs, establishment of a 
task force to reassess the management of data, and a 
census of data stored at several locations (General 
Accounting Office,l990,p.4). Given limited resources, 
NASA has restored selected tapes, but it does not plan to 
restore hundreds of thousands of noninventoried, aging 
tapes stored at various locations (General Accounting 
Office, 1990, p. 31). The Jet Propulsion Laboratory's 
(JPL) magnetic tapes were stored at the Federal Record 
Center in Laguna Niguel, California. In 1986 the manager 
estimated that probably half of the 130,000 JPL tapes 
stored there were either damaged or degraded beyond 
restoration or contained data no longer worth keeping. 
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In 1989 JPL removed its tapes from the center and began 
a restoration project. Approximately 12,500 tapes 
containing digital images from Voyager, Viking, and 
Mariner 9 and 10 missions were restored (General 
Accounting Office, 1990, p. 31 ). 

Solution 

The EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
is responsible for producing, archiving, and distributing 
remotely sensed data from various Federal programs. It 
has over 100,000 computer tapes, close to 10 million 
frames of aerial and satellite photographs, and 
approximately 1 million Landsat scenes (Quirk, 1991 , 
p. 342). This center, along with the National Archives, 
may be part of a solution to this "warehouse problem." 
The 1990 General Accounting Office report on NASA's 
handling of space data, found the EROS Data Center' s 
Tape Library to be in full or partial compliance with 
most of the applicable federal regulations and industry 
guidelines (General Accounting Office, 1990, p. 3I) . ln 
1990 a report on the National Archives enti tled "Taking 
a byteoutofhistory: the archival preservation of Federal 
computer records" indicated that"Geographic data used 
to map thesurfaceoftheearth,otherplanetary bodies, or the 
atmosphere" are included in the electronic records that have 
already been accessioned into the National Archives or are 
scheduled for accession as permanent records. The report 
goes on to discuss problems of providing access and of the 
lack of standardization and documentation (Comminee on 
Government Operations, 1990, p. 7). 

ACQUISITION PROBLEM 

Problem 

The third problem is the continual creation of new 
files. We could call this the "acquisition problem." 
Considerable data are collected from satellites each day. 
It is expected that NASA's Earth Observing System, 
scheduled for launch in 1998, will probably generate 1 
terabit of data each day. About 700 high-density tapes 
would be required to store one terabit of data (General 
Accounting Office, 1990, p. 8). Not all the data received 
from satellites are permanently archived. Some, such as 
data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) series of polar orbiting 
meteorological satellites, is archived temporarily for90 
days, and then a selected data set is permanently archived 
(Miller, 1987, p. 50). The Defense Mapping Agency is 
producing digital replicates of the hardcopy maps and 
charts at the rate of nearly 1,000 CD-ROM titles a year 
(Lauer,l991,p.187).Inasurveyofsourcesoffederally 
maintained digital spatial Jata conducted in I 990 by the 



Federal Interagency Coordinating Committee on Digital 
Cartography, 3 7 Federal organizations reported that 
they "create new data sets of significant value by editing, 
reformatting, processing or merging input data" 
(Marshburn, n.d., p. 1). 

Solution 

Part of the solution to the "acquisition problem" is 
coordination among agencies creating data. In 1983 the 
Federal Interagency Coordinating Committee on Digital 
Cartography was created. In 1990 the Federal Geographic 
Data Committee (FGDC) was established, replacing the 
earlier committee. The objective of the FGDC is to 
promote the coordinated development, use, sharing, and 
dissemination of surveying, mapping, and related spatial 
data(Marshbum, n.d.,p. 2). The U.S. Geological Survey 
has a lead responsibility in this committee. The National 
Geographic Data System and the National Digital 
Cartographic Data Base developed under this committee 
may give some order to the numerous data files being 
created. The National Digital Cartographic Data Base 
was established in 1980 to provide significant amounts 
of basic digital cartographic data to satisfy national 
requirements (Thompson, 1987, p. 187). This data base 
has two major functions: to serve as a central archive for 
the dissemination of digital data to the user community 
for information systems analysis, and to serve as a 
working data base for production of standard graphic 
map products (Peck, 1987, p. 51). The Mapping Division 
has the responsibility for coordinating digital 
cartographic activities throughout the Federal 
government (Peck, 1987, p. 152). The U.S. Geological 
Survey has also had a role in defining and implementing 
digital standards both internally for the U.S. Geological 
Survey and other Federal agencies and also at a national 
level affecting the public as well as government sectors 
(Beck, 1987, p. 52). 

MAINTENANCE PROBLEM 

Problem 

The fourth problem is that of taking care of existing 
files. This problem could be called the "maintenance 
problem." I mentioned earlier the situation with the JPL 
tapes and their restoration project. This project revealed 
that an attempt to restore tapes over 10 years old can 
often destroy them. Once the magnetic oxide coating 
has deteriorated, the tapes can be read on! y once, because 
reading recorded data strips their magnetic oxide layer. 
Thus, if the fust reading was unsuccessful, the project 
could not recover the stored data (General Accounting 
Office, 1990, p. 31-32). 

Solution 

Industry standards suggest validating and copying 
tapes at certain intervals. The National Archives has 
standards for the format in which they will accept tape 
data. In some cases, tape data are copied to a more stable 
format, such as optical disk or CD-ROM. The National 
Archives does not accept optical disk or CD-ROM as an 
archival medium. There are problems of hardware 
dependency with these. The Australian Council of 
Libraries and Information Services (ACLIS) Task Force 
of the Preservation of Machine Readable Records in 
their August 1992 working paper does recognize that 
"optical disk technology is increasingly used for storage 
of electronic information, and may become the preferred 
option in the future" (Australian Council of Libraries 
and Information Services Task Force, 1992, p. 9). In 
1987, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada conducted 
a study that showed that optical disk was a viable storage 
medium for digital map data (Low, 1987, p. 13). At the 
USGS EROS Data Center there is an effort underway to 
convert the approximately I million Landsat scenes 
stored on magnetic tapes to a more stable, durable 
medium. NASA has recognized that a significant effort 
will be required to correct existing data management 
problems. One of the steps they are taking is to use 
optical disk technology to archive selected data (General 
Accounting Office, 1990, p. 40). 

ELECTRONIC HIEROGLYPHICS PROBLEM 

The fifth and final problem I want to talk about is 
the future access to this data. This could be called the 
"electronic hieroglyphics problem." The National 
Archive's report, "Taking a byte out of history," gives 
some examples of this problem, notably 1960 census. 
"The type and format of computer tapes used for census 
returns in the 1960's became obsolete a few years later. 
There are only two machines in the world that can read 
the original data tapes from that census. One machine is 
in the Smithsonian Institution and the other is in Japan" 
(Committee on Government Operations, 1990, p. 3) . 
The 1960 census records have now been converted to a 
more standard format, but this points out how quickly 
computer records can become obsolete. To quote the 
report: "Like Stonehenge, it is possible that a computer 
tape can be seen but not understood" (Committee on 
Government Operations, 1990, p. 3-4). In some cases 
there may be a need to preserve the software in order to 
be able to access the data, as in the case of geographic 
information systems where there is an interrelationship 
between software and data. In order to be able to run 
software for a long period of time, we may need to 
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preserve the hardware (Committee on Government 
Operations, 1990, p. 20-21). Without establishing a 
museum of working hardware, there will always be a 
need to convert data from existing media to some new 
media to keep up with changing technology. Otherwise 
we will be left with a library or museum of silver disks 
and magnetic tapes aU lined up on a shelf with no way 
for future generations to know what is on them. In that 
case we will lose the record of measurement of the earth 
at this point in time. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These five problems, the "missing map problem," 
the "warehouse problem," the "acquisition problem," 
the "maintenance problem," and the "electronic 
hieroglyphics problem," are probably not the only 
challenges confronting us. I am sure that others can 
name additional problems. But what I hope to do here is 
expose the tip of an iceberg. There is a large amount of 
cartographic digital data on U.S. government computer 
tapes. What is happening with digital cartographic data 
produced by commercial firms I do not know. Another 
unknown area is state and locally produced cartographic 
data. Although the iceberg is of unknown size and 
shape, some preservation of some data is occurring. But 
as we move along with this trend of digital cartographic 
data there should be more concern about the future need 
for today's data. 
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IMAGE-RELATED ASPECTS 
OF PRESERVING HIGH-USE GEOSCIENCE LITERATURE 

BY DEACIDIFICATION 

Connie S. Wick 

Kummel Geological Sciences Library 
Harvard University 
24 Oxford Street 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Abstract-Earth sciences literature, especially that containing oversize or color illustrations, 
presents unique preservation challenges. As new options become available, administrators of 
geoscience literature collections must make decisions as to which option best suits the needs of the 
materials and the users of the material. One option, especially for materials that are frequently 
consulted and are most usable in original format, is deacidification. Deacidification neutralizes acidic 
paper, buffers it against further acid attack, and makes it usable for the foreseeable future. Two 
methods of deacidification are possible: to treat each piece separately, which may be the best approach 
for rare or unique materials, or the mass deacidification technique. A deacidification pilot projec t was 
conducted, including deacidification of oversize illustrations, geoscience theses, photographs, and 
cartographic materials. For some of these materials, deacidification may be a useful alternative to 
microfilming or reformatting. Results of the project indicate areas where mass deacidification might 
be cost-effective and efficient, and areas where more research is needed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Preservation of earth sciences literature has been 
known for some time to present unique challenges due 
to format, most notably an unusually high percentage of 
color and/or oversize illustrative material accompanying 
the text (Klimley, 1984, 1985). Due to these 
accompanying materials, microfilming is often not the 
treatment of first choice in preserving materials for 
future use. Gould (1991) notes the need for the original 
geologic map or a full-size color copy for the geologist 
to take into the field. In addition, she asserts the continuing 
need for access to the valuable observations often 
contained in older theses, guidebooks, serials, and maps. 
Images such as photographs have been the subject of 
preservation inquiries (Porro, 1991 ), but the first analysis 
of the specific preservation requirements of text and 
juxtaposed images is found in the report of the 
Commission on Preservation and Access Joint Task 
Force on Text and Image (1992). The Task Force's 
report noted the importance of color in distinguishing 
adjacent areas of the image that are of varying identities 
(i.e., varying lithology or geologic age). 

OVERVIEW OF THE PrLOT PROJECT 

In 1992, the Harvard University Libraries undertook 
a 1-yearpilot project to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
mass deacidification process for some segments of the 
coHections. This project was one of the recommendations 
of a lengthy review of the preservation needs of Harvard's 
research collections (Harvard University Library Task 
Group on Collection Preservation Priorities, 1991) and 
subsequent analysis of various methods of mass 
deacidification. Mass deacidification is one strategy for 
addressing the brittle paper problem. Other strategies 
include microfilming, utilization of digital imaging 
technologies, and storage of lesser-used materials at an 
off-site location at controlled temperature in order to 
increase usable paper life. 

There is a growing body of literature on 
deacidification. For example, Brandt (1992) provides 
broad descriptions of the various processes currently 
available. The Committee on Institutional Cooperation 
(CIC) Task Force on Mass Deacidification (1992) and 
Sparks (1992) provide excellent overviews of th e 
technology and the administrative decision-making 
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involved in the adoption of a program of mass 
deacidification. The CIC Task Force Report indicates 
that 60% of collections in CIC libraries are acidic but not 
yet brittle, and that there is a clearly demonstrated need 
for mass deacidification. The report indicates that a 
consortia! arrangement may be the best way to proceed. 
My paper, however, will deal with deacidification solely 
as it may apply to part of a preservation program for 
earth sciences literature. My intent is to report the 
fmdings of a6-month project to ascertain which segments 
of the earth sciences literature might best benefit from 
treatment. 

The process used in the pilot is known as DEZ, or 
the diethyl-zinc gas diffusion process, which was 
invented by the Library of Congress (LC) and developed 
by LC and Akzo Chemicals, Inc. The process treats 
whole volumes or groups of paper documents, such as 
maps, in order to neutralize the acids and to leave an 
alkaline buffer against future acid attack. Air and moisture 
are removed from a treatment chamber in which the 
materials have been placed, and molecules of DEZ gas 
are released and penetrate the materials. 

SELECTION FOR DEACIDIFICATION 

PHYSICAL CRITERIA 

Success of a project such as this pilot depends in 
part on the ability of the earth sciences librarian to make 
informed choices as to the intellectual and physical 
selection of material to be sent. There is a complex 
interplay between the physical and intellectual aspects 
of selection for deacidification. Due to the newness of 
the technology, we started with particular knowledge of 
what sort of material is or is not physically a good 
candidate for the pilot, which then limited our intellectual 
selection. Guidelines were developed based on the 
treatment experiences of other libraries, knowledge 
generated from shipments as we progressed, and studies 
of the DEZ process undertaken by Akzo. 

In addition, since the materials were being shipped 
to Houston, Texas, by freight, there were limitations on 
the size and type of material that could satisfactorily be 
sent in crates. The crates were about the size of common 
milk crates, and special containers were constructed for 
sheet maps. 

COATED PAPER 

Coated paper (generally recognized by its glossy 
appearance) presents an obstacle to effective DEZ 
treatment. The DEZ molecule cannot get past the coating 
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and alkalize the paper. Therefore, volumes that consist 
of mostly coated paper were not pan of this project. 
However, for the purposes of the geology materials, if a 
volume that was otherwise a candidate for deacidification 
had some scattered glossy or coated pages, it was sent 
through the process, with the know ledge that the glossy 
pages were not deacidified. Only when a text had glossy 
paper composing more than 25 percent of the text block 
did we not send it for treatment. 

LEATHER BINDINGS 

Volumes with "red rot,"thatis, leather in an extreme 
state of deterioration, were not sent for treatment. This 
is due to the powdery nature of the deteriorating bindings 
and the probability that the leather dust would be 
deposited over all the material in the chamber during 
treatment. 

FRAGILE OR BRITTLE MATERIALS 

Deacidification neutralizes the acid already in papers 
but does not strengthen paper. Thus, paper that is already 
in an advanced stage of deterioration will not be helped 
by the process. 

ADHESIVES, PLASTICS, AND LABELS 

Before the project began, we were aware that labels 
affixed to the outside of volumes might loosen in the 
process, and that glues inside the volumes, such as those 
that hold the photographs in the theses, might al so 
loosen. We also knew that plastics, such as those used in 
spiral bindings, would probably not hold up. Thus, 
although we wish to preserve the geoscience guidebooks, 
which have lasting value as indicated by Kidd ( 1980), 
we did not include these due to the high percentage 
bound with spiral bindings and/or laminated covers. 

INTELLECTUAL CRITERIA 

Given these caveats, we proceeded with 
deliberations about which materials would be most 
likely candidates for deacidification. The term "mass" 
in no way implied that one can send large segments of a 
collection, in toto, through mass deacidification. The 
selection process must be rigorous and well-informed 
by know ledge of the current and predicted future use of 
the collection in question. We were most interested in 
treating relatively high use materials (although our 
choice was sometimes hindered by the physical 
limitations noted previously), that we wished to retain 
on-site for relative ease of use by library patrons (not 



stored remotely), and that had one or more of the 
challenging characteristics of earth science literature. 
That is, the material should contain images that are 
difficult or expensive to reproduce otherwise, and the 
images should be retained in proximity to text After 
ruling out guidebooks and monographs due to the labor
intensive process of scanning every volume for coated 
paper, we decided on mass deacidification of theses, 
separate maps, and serials containing folded maps. 

THESES 

Theses were the focus of the first part of the pilot 
project. Walcott (1988) found that geoscientists make 
substantial use of theses in their research. Theses have 
many characteristics that suit them well both 
intellectually and physically for deacidification. First, 
we knew from experience that theses are relatively high 
use items. They are in demand not only for researchers 
at Harvard but also for other geoscientists. We lend 
theses often, but our awareness that the paper on which 
the theses were written was subject to deterioration had 
led us to speculate on how much longer we could make 
them available for loan. We had considered reformatting 
them but decided to try preservation through 
deacidification as a possibility. The library's collection 
consists of approximately 500 theses, dating from the 
1930's to the present Earlier theses, as well as second 
copies of the geology library theses, are in the University 
Archives. Initial testing indicated that only 17 theses 
were on alkaline paper. Ninety-five theses contained 
textonly, whereas 19containedtextandcoloredgeologic 
maps. The rest contained photos in addition to colored 
or blue-line maps along with the text. We sent all of the 
volumes with no photos for deacidification, and we sent 
12 duplicate copies of theses containing photos for 
testing to determine the effect of the process on the 
photos. Deterioration of photos tends to be fading and 
changing of the colors. Embrittlement of photographs 
was not a problem in any of the volumes. Nonetheless, 
we wished to test for any fading or color change in the 
photographs. Four duplicate volumes were 
"destructively" tested by cutting photos in half, so we 
could compare "before" and "after." 

MAPS 

Newman (1989) emphasizes the strong preference 
for "hard copy" of geologic maps by the users. Fiche is 
seen only as an archival storage medium. We were 
interested in testing deacidification on heavily used 
sheet maps. In addition, the Harvard Map collection 
participated in the project. In the first phase, 60 folded 

geologic maps were sent, and a.pproximately 400 
nongeological sheet maps were sent. All the maps were 
late 19th century or 20th century. Maps were selected 
that were produced through lithography. Mass 
deacidification would not be appropriate for earlier 
hand-colored maps, nor is it intended to solve individual 
artifactual problems. The maps were general! y of uniform 
size and weight and were large groups of related materials, 
such as USGS map series and late 19th century European 
topographic maps. 

Deacidification on an item-by-item basis (which is 
different from the DEZ process here) is still the treatment 
of choice for conserving sheet maps that do not fit these 
criteria. If a map is to be saved for its artifactual value, 
whether it is a sheet map, or a map that should be 
removed from the accompanying text, deacidification is 
an integral part of conservation and should be undertaken 
before encapsulation of the map occurs. Preferably, the 
map should be deacictified and then ultrasonically welded 
along all four edges. If deacidification is impossible, 
then a buffered sheet should be included with the map 
before it is sealed. If no alkaline sheet is available, the 
mylar folder should be lefl open on one side. Ultrasonic 
welding is preferable to using tape for sealing the map, 
as dirt can collect around the tape, and the adhesive can 
ooze over time. 

SERIALS 

In the initial phase, serials were more difficult to 
select. Again, we knew we wished to deacidify relatively 
high use materials with color images interspersed in the 
text. But for serials, the physical aspect of selection was 
more difficult. First choice would have been runs of 
USGS serials from the late 19th or early 20th century. 
But in scanning the Bulletin, theM ono graphs, and other 
series, it became apparent that the percentage of coated 
paper was generally too high. Some items from other 
Harvard libraries that had already been deacidified had 
shown some rings on the plates that had been printed on 
glossy paper. In some cases, we felt that this would 
interfere with interpretation of the photograph, so we 
wished to avoid the numerous plates on glossy paper. 
We ended up sending serials that did not in fact meet the 
criterion of high use. The Records of the Geological 
Survey of India were sent to see how volumes with 
varying bindings (some buckram, some leather) would 
fare, and to see how the few coated paper maps in the 
volumes would come through the process. In fact, these 
are relatively low use journals. Perhaps in the long run , 
storage at a remote location at controlled temperatures 
would be the most feasible choice. But they made an 
excellent test case for the pilot project. 
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TREATMENT RESULTS 

THESES 

Of the 114 thesis volumes that had no maps, all were 
returned successfully deacidified. Some "side effects" 
of the process were noticeable. Most common is a 
"grainy" feeling to the buckram binding. This is due to 
flaking of the pyroxylin coating on the buckram. On 
seven volumes, the flaking was severe enough to warrant 
rebinding. (These seven volumes, interestingly. were 
bound in 1978-1979. Perhaps something about the cloth 
used at that time is particularly susceptible to flaking, 
but we do not know for sure.) 

On their return the volumes had a distinctive acrid 
odor, which dissipated over time. Although harmless, 
the odor is unappealing, but it can be remedied by 
having the books "air out" longer before they are shipped 
back to the library. The odor problem seemed to be tied 
particularly to volumes that had blue-line drawings in 
them and was quite persistent in these volum_es for 
several weeks. Some theses were actually photocopies 
of the originals. In such cases, when fust opened after 
deacidification, the pages had a tendency to stick together 
and needed "fanning" to completely separate the pages. 
However, in no cases did any pages remain stuck together, 
nor did they transfer any ink from one page to another or 
obliterate text. 

The maps came through the deacidification in 
excellent condition. By examining the "before" and 
"after" samples, we could determine no color shift 
whatsoever, even on the hand-colored maps. We had 
expected there to be some color shift, and indeed, were 
not concerned at that prospect if the color shifts were 
consistent within a particular map. Since the color is 
used for encoding purposes, it would not matter if the 
color shifted, if that shift were consistent between the 
map and the legend. But no changes were observed. In 
the test cases where we sent out photographs, again we 
could compare "before" and "after." We did observe 
some color shifts, although none that were detrimental 
to interpretation of geologic information contained 
therein. Since color photographs in theses probably 
have shifted or faded anyway, this may not be significant. 
However, studies were performed on the photographs 
that were in contact with deacidified paper. The studies 
were done at the Image Permanence Institute in 
Rochester, New York, and were intended to determine 
if deacidified paper in contact with a photograph would 
affect that photograph over time. Preliminary results 
indicate that black-and-white photographs may be 
unaffected by contact with deacidified paper but that the 
effect on color photographs requires further investigation. 
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Since most of the theses that we had not treated con lain 
color photographs, we have decided not to treat any 
more until further information is available. The outcome 
of the volumes with maps only, however, was highly 
satisfactory. 

MAPS 

Mass deacidification of the 4 ,000+ maps was high! y 
satisfactory. Only one map was damaged in the process. 
Packing of maps is very labor-intensive at this time, and 
we seek a more efficient way to accomplish this. In a few 
cases in the first shipment, packing the maps too thickly 
resulted in uneven deacidification of maps where the 
vapor could not penetrate. They were re-treated 
successfully, and the problem has not recurred. The only 
way to know if the deacidification has been successful 
is to examine the map or volume under ultraviolet light, 
which reveals untreated areas. No negative effects on 
the maps were observed. The process appears to be 
highly successful for sheet maps, and since the first 
phase we have gone forward with the next phase, which 
includes approximately 3,000 additional USGS geologic 
maps. 

SERIALS 

More than 100 volumes of Records of the Geological 
Survey of India were mass deacidified. They contained 
various oversize plates and color maps. In a handful of 
cases, some minor color changes were visible on folded 
maps, but no changes occurred that would interfere with 
the interpretation of the information encoded in the map. 
On return, these volumes also had an odor, but it was less 
persistent than that of the theses and dissipated rapidly. 
Some of the volumes were leather-bound, and the leather 
showed no change from the process. About 10% of the 
volumes lost the spine labels. The glue that we use to 
coat the labels did tend to turn from clear to white, but 
no illegibility occurred. The hinges of these volumes 
tended to be tight when first opened, but they loosened 
back to their normal state quickly. Although most of the 
paper was uncoated, there were a few plates on glossy 
paper, none of which exhibi ted any color change, 
although as noted earlier, the DEZ molecule does not 
permeate the kaolin in the coated paper. 

COSTS 

During the first year of the pilot, the overall cost to 
deacidify a book was approximately $12 and the cost to 
deacidify a map close to $4. It is expected that in a full-



scale project the costs would be substantially lower: 
between $6 and $10 per volume. The total expense in the 
fust year came out to slightly under 10% of what is spent 
annually on library binding. It is also slightly less than 
10 percent of what is spent on preservation microfilming. 
Our current cost to microfilm a volume is $90, and the 
cost to create a photocopy facsimile is $65 per volume. 
Considering that microfilm is not a highly desirable 
choice for geologic materials, deacidification seems 
cost-effective for retaining materials in original form. 
Another perspective is that the cost of mass 
deacidification of a volume is roughly equivalent to 
what it currently costs us to bind a geologic serial 
volume. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Mass deacidification appears to be a highly 
satisfactory treatment for some parts of the geological 
research collection. The most appropriate use appears to 
be for materials that are a permanent part of the library's 
research collection and that should be retained on-site 
for accessibility. Particularly of interest are the materials 
that do not lend themselves to microfilm, including 
oversize illustrations and maps. Further work needs to 
be done to ascertain the effect of the process on color 
photographs. In the meantime, it would seem prudent to 
not put original color photographs through the treatment 
process. However, in the geological sciences, this would 
primarily eliminate photographic images that may be 
housed as part of an archives collection or that are an 
integral part of geoscience theses. The coated-paper 
limitation of the DEZ process needs further investigation 
to determine treatment options for this type of paper. 

Other areas where further work is needed are chiefly 
cosmetic; that is, the residual odor that initially occurs 
after treatment, and some of the problems with bindings, 
labels, and adhesives. One very useful application may 
be the potential for mass deacidification oflarge numbers 
of sheet maps that should be retained in original form. 
Although, of course, the process cannot protect the 
maps from the rigors of physical wear, it can ensure that 
the paper does not become brittle for the foreseeable 
future, thus increasing the useful life of the map and 
helping it to stand up to longer use. 
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ABSTRACT 

We propose to establish the multiple values of preserving and organizing geoscience imagery for 
continued scientific and multidisciplinary research. The Field Records and Photographic Libraries 
provide access to and preservation of 120 years of deposited field and photographic records created 
or collected in the process of U.S. Geological Survey operations. 

Usage records kept since 1954 demonstrate the multiple values of geoscience imagery for 
continuing scientific and multidisciplinary research. Imagery provides unique information, especially 
uninterpreted photographic observation documenting sites, events, and specimens. Evidential and 
comparison applications demonstrate economic, educational, historical, political, and social impacts. 

The libraries' collections of geoscience imagery include drawings, annotated maps and aerial 
photographs, illustrated field notes, black-and-white photographic materials, and color media. In 
preserving geoscience imagery, material identification and deposit, preservation needs and costs, and 
material organization and description are the archival challenges. A prototype CD-ROM of black
and-white and color photography is explored as a next step in preservation, collection access, and 
distribution. 
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PRACTICAL PROCEDURES FOR PRESERVING 
PHOTOGRAPHIC POTPOURRI 
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Abstract-The old saying, "a picture is worth a thousand words," was never more true than when 
photographs are used to document your work. Photographs can vividly illustrate both problems and 
successes and add dimension, depth, and perspective to your report. They can be used extensively for 
general education, lectures, and publications. Therefore, they can, and should, be regarded as useful, 
valuable tools as well as historical documents. They are worthy of the best care you can give them 
to ensure not only preservation of the physical artifact but also preservation of the information 
contained within the image. 

This paper addresses the basics of how to organize, document, and store photographs and 
considers supplies, equipment, and proper storage facilities and conditions. Featured are reasons 
photographs do not last and methods for averting these problems. 

INTRODUCfiON 

Photographs taken in the course of your work are as 
important to documenting that work as is the written 
report. As long as your photographs survive and are 
made available, they allow the viewer to actually see the 
overall landscape as well as specific geologic features. 
Specimens may be seen in matrix or in minute closeups 
that disclose basic structure or composition. A myriad of 
details and components that may not have seemed 
important at the time-or were unnoticed-add 
dimension and perspective and aid the process of putting 
things into proper context. They enable the viewer to 
make comparisons and note change. In other words, 
photographs are far more than just personal mementos. 
They can and should be regarded as historical documents 
worthy of the best care you can give them to ensure 
preservation of the information contained within the 
image, as well as preservation of the physical artifact 
itself. 

The proper organization and care of photographic 
collections require a bit of judicious planning, coupled 
with a moderate expenditure of cash and a reasonable 
amount of time. Whatever the expense, however, in the 
long run you will find that the time and money have been 
well spent. 

ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH 

The time to begin organizing is as soon as your 
photographs come back from the processing lab. This is 
the perfect time to weed out and discard images that arc 
out of focus, inappropriate subject matter, or duplicates 
of lesser quality. There are many valid reasons for 
retaining multiple or similar images of a subject, and if 
you can use them and the overall quality is good, by all 
means keep them. But no doubt you will find that there 
is one particular view of a specific subject that always 
gets used and the rest just sit. A second-rate view is 
never going to get any better, but it is going to take up 
space. Storage space is always in short supply. It really 
makes sense to weed at the beginning and avoid wasted 
motion later. 

IDENTIFICATION: WRITE IT DOWN 
ANDDOITNOW 

If the image is worth keeping, it is worth identifying. 
Compel yourself to do it immediately and directly on the 
slide mount or the back of the print. Information written 
directly on the photograph cannot later become separated 
and lost. 
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Keep it brief. Keep it simple. If you feel you must 
write volumes on every photo, you will wind up writing 
nothing at all. The date is a very important element of 
information and so easily forgotten that it should always 
be noted immediately. Beyond that, a brief mention of 
"who," "where," and possibly even "what" will usually 
suffice. Voluminous details and expanded information 
belong in your field notes or report. Your photo needs 
only enough information on it so that it can be identified 
quickly and can be cross-referenced to your notes or 
report efficiently. Identification will never be easier 
than it is when you deal with the image for the first time. 
Not only will it simplify your own life for years to come, 
but someday some colleague, researcher, family member, 
or historian will forever bless you for it, too. 

WRITING IT DOWN THE RIGHT WAY 

Writing on the back of fiber-based (plain paper) 
prints should only be done with a very soft (No.2) pencil 
and a very light hand. Ballpoint pen, hard pencil lead, or 
excessive pressure will dent the paper and create raised 
marks on the image face or, in the extreme, might even 
cut through the paper. Ink from fountain pens or rubber 
stamps, as well as adhesive on gummed labels, may 
eventually soak or bleed through the paper and 
permanently stain the image. 

In recent years, resin-coated (RC) papers have 
come into very popular use for photographic prints. The 
resin coating is designed to prevent developing chemicals 
from absorbing into the photographic paper. It is also 
very efficient atresistingjustaboutevery known writing 
implement. Ordinary fountain pens, ballpoint pens or 
felt-tip markers cannot be used because the inks bead up 
and smear. Some very, very soft lead pencils will work, 
and when you find one that does, hang on to it. If pencil 
will not work, use a fine-tip permanent-ink marking 
pen. You would do well, however, to try to confine all 
writing to the borders, as the ink may soak or bleed 
through the resin coating. 

You need to be careful not to touch or write in the 
image area of a 35-mm slide, but otherwise ballpoint 
pens and pencils write well on cardboard slide mounts. 
Permanent-ink and felt-tip markers tend to feather on 
cardboard, but rubber stamps or slide imprinters may be 
used effectively. Permanent-ink markers seem the best 
solution for writing on plastic slide mounts. Under 
normal storage conditions, pressure-sensitive labels work 
well on all slide mounts, but if the slide is to be projected, 
remember that heat from the projector lamp can soften 
the glue on the label and cause the slide to jam in the 
projector. 
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ORGANIZATION: HOPING TO FIND 
THAT PICTURE AGAIN 

You mustnextmake some decisions on how you wish 
to organize your photographs into a functional system that 
works for you. There are lots of options, and you need to 
give careful consideration to the method that will suit your 
purposes most effectively. Ask yourself how you are most 
likely to look forthatimageagain. By date? By subject? By 
site? There are no wrong decisions,just some decisions that 
may be easier to live with than others, particularly as your 
collection grows. When you only have a few photographs, 
there is no problem, but when your collection starts to 
number into the hundreds or thousands, major obstacles 
may need to be overcome. 

Albums are one way to keep a series of photographs 
together and organized. Albums have the advantage of 
keeping photographs in a specific order, as well as helping 
protect them from many of the physical dangers to loose 
photographs. On the other hand, many users find albums 
clumsy, restrictive, and far too inflexible for the type of usc 
they require. What many look upon as advantages arc 
looked upon as serious disadvantages by others. 

Another option is to keep loose photographs in acid
free file folders, which are themselves supported in acid
free boxes and kept on metal shelving or in metal filing 
cabinets.Youdoneedtoensure thatthefoldersareadequately 
supported within the box, however, for if the folders arc 
allowed to slump the photographs will be injured. This 
system is more flexible, making it easier to add, subdivide, 
or remove images, but it also makes it more difficult to keep 
track of images and requires additional steps to protect the 
image from damage. 

Organizing positive images into several broad subject 
categories, which can then be subdivided again and again as 
necessary, is an easy and logical filing system. A very broad 
subject heading like "Geology," for example, keeps all 
geology-related photos together. This precludes them from 
being intermingled with similar subjects in anthropology or 
zoology. They can then be subdivided into other areas such 
as "field trips," "exhibits," "minerals," "mines," "people," 
"sites," and so forth. Subdivisions can be progressively 
narrowed, as needed, until you have easily manageable 
groups of findable images. 

Sayyouhaveaphotograph taken in 1982ofJohnJoncs 
removing a spectacular quartz crystal specimen from a site 
in Colorado. Ignoring for the moment the possibility of 
filing by date or other arbitrary number, it is very easy and 
practical to file this photograph in a logical category such as 
"John Jones" or "Quartz Crystals," or "Colorado Sites," or 
even "Specimen Removal Techniques." Any of those 
categories are valid; what you have to do is decide which 



one will best suit your needs. What were you trying to 
illustrate when you took the photo in the first place, and 
which aspect of the image is likely to be most important to 
you in the future? If you change your mind later on, of 
course, the system is not going to fall apart. Remember that 
categories can be changed, modified, broadened, narrowed, 
or even eliminated if the need arises; images can be moved 
to another category if your initial decision is less than 
satisfactory. 

Photographic prints or slides organized by date, or 
arbitrary accession, or field number are really the least 
desirable methods of categorization because if you cannot 
remember the date or number of the photo you want, it can 
be very time-consuming to track it down. You may be stuck 
with looking one-by-one through many photos that have no 
relation to the one you want 

Cross-referencing your collections can be an important 
tool in future retrieval. If youarecomputerized,you probably 
have search capabilities and can find the images you need 
through key words or fields, no matter what the physical 
storagelocationmightbe.Butifyouhavetosearchmanually 
through a large collection, that's an entirely different 
ballgame. There are two different approaches you might 
take. One would be to make multiple photocopies, duplicate 
prints, or slides and simply me them under all the likely 
categories. This method is expensive and consumes a lot of 
storage space. A second, and more economical, method is 
to simply write a note stating what and where the image 
actually is and put the note in with secondary category 
images. Then, when you are looking through the "Quartz 
Crystal" photos you will also be directed to look for a 
related photo in the "John Jones" file and/or any other flle 
which you may have cross-referenced to the "Quartz 
Crystals." 

NEGATIVE NUMBERS CAN BE USEFUL 

Another common organizational problem is not being 
able to find the correct negative when you need it. For 
security reasons, prints and negatives should not be stored 
together. To ensure saving at least a portion of your collection 
in the event of a disaster such as fire or flood, negatives 
should be stored separately, completely away from your 
positive images, in another room or, even better, in another 
building, if at all possible. About the easiest way to find a 
negative is to give it a unique number. That number is then 
written directly on the negative's border in permanent ink. 
The same number is written lightly in pencil on the back of 
the matching print, and you may then file your negatives in 
numerical sequence. 

The numbering system you select for your negatives is 
not of great importance, but it is imperative that each 

L__ _____ --

number be unique. As always, it is best to keep it as simple 
as possible. One of the most obvious numbering systems is 
to start at "1" and keep going. The pitfalls of this system are 
that the numbers have no meaning, and eventually they get 
very large and unwieldy. Working the date into the number 
can be very useful. For example, prefixing the last two 
digits of the year t.O a number as in "89 .00 I" tells you that 
this is the first image numbered in 1989. This has the clear 
advantage of dating your work automatically. At the same 
time it keeps the number groups to a manageable size since 
you will start over again each year. In addition, the changing 
year component makes the number unique. Organizing and 
storing yournegati ves numerically makes it easy to retrieve 
them and then return them to their proper storage location. 

Slides can be categorized in the same broad subject 
headings as are prints, but one of the better storage systems 
makes it impractical to subdivide them as narrowly. Inert 
plastic (such as mylar or triacetate) pages, which 
accommodate 20 slides per page and fit nicely into 3-ring 
binders, make the best use of space, protect slides from dust 
and fingerprints, and make them relatively easy to view 
without removal. Then, assigning a unique number, which 
is its exact storage location, not only is very simple but also 
accomplishes two things at once. A 3- or 4-letter code 
represents the category. That is coupled. with a consecutive 
page number within that category and followed by the 
number of a specific slot on the page. In other words, the 
first slide on the frrst page in the "Geology" category would 
be numbered "GEO 1-1" and the last slide on the third page 
would be "GEO 3-20." The slide's number is permanently 
recorded on the slide mount. Returning it to its proper 
location then is always easy, no matter how many times it 
is removed or for how long. When a print is removed from 
its file, always write the file name lightly in pencil on the 
back of the print to make its return to the correct file a simple 
operation. 

A CHECKOUT SYSTEM: HOPING TO 
GET THAT PICTURE BACK AGAIN 

The next important step in maintaining control is to 
establish a checkout system so you always know where 
your images have gone. It is essential, however, that your 
checkout system be quick and easy. If it's not, nobody
including you-will bother with it. 

Preparing cheap, ready-made checkout forms in 
standard sizes of2 x 2, 2 x 2, 4 x 5, and 35 mm and having 
them immediately available is a good way to begin. Easily 
photocopied examples may be found at the end of this paper 
(Appendix A). These sizes fit readily in various storage 
containers. Minimum information requested consists of the 
image number or title, date, borrower's name, and (brieOy 
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stated) reason for removal. The completed checkout form 
then serves as an "out" card, replacing the image in the ftle 
and remaining there until the image is returned. The amount 
of information requested on the checkout form is enough so 
that, months later, if you need to track the image down, you 
will know its number, who took it, how long they've had it, 
and what they planned to use it for. The "planned use" part 
is really very helpful in jogging people's memories, 
especially when the same pexson has checked out several 
photographs overtime for several different purposes. When 
a person can remember why they borrowed an image in the 
first place, they can more easily figure out where to look 
for it 

A master list, or other separate accounting, for loaned 
images tends to become complicated, inconvenient, and 
inflexible, whereas an out card in place of the removed 
image eliminates the need to fill out two separate forms. It 
also provides an immediate explanation as to the status of 
the missing image when going through the file. To ensure 
a return deadline, a brief note under the appropriate date on 
your calendar can provide a convenient reminder. 

KEEPITSAFE;KEEPITFOREVER 

Now that you have brought order out of chaos, you 
need to consider the matter of preservation. Ensuring the 
longest possible life for your photographic images through 
proper care and storage should be a priority. 

First of all, you should be aware that, although many 
external factors can damage or destroy photographs, 
problems inherent in photographic materials and chemicals 
themselves can hasten destruction. Photographs can even 
contaminate other photographs through contact. 

At present, only black-and-white, archivally 
processed photographs on fiber-based paper are 
considered to be permanent photographs. Most 
contemporary prints are now being processed on resin
coated (RC) paper. The resin coating prevents 
photographic paper from absorbing processing chemicals 
and, therefore, dramatically speeds up development time 
in the darkroom. (As you might guess, it is this very speed 
that accounts for RC's growing popularity.) Reliable data 
are not yet available on the permanence of RC papers, a 
relatively recent development. Problems have been 
observed when they have been stored or displayed under 
less than perfect conditions. At present, photographs 
printed on RC paper should not be considered archival or 
permanent. 

RC papers are also used to produce prints that are fed 
into a quick processing machine in which extremely 
strong chemicals produce a damp-dry print in about 10 
seconds. This speed makes them ideal for use in high-
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volume, fast-paced business applications such as 
advertising or public relations, where a large number of 
photos are needed for a very short time. This process was 
not designed for long-term retention. These prints are 
loaded with extra strong hypo (fixer) and not only are 
unstable in themselves but also will contaminate any 
photograph placed in contact with them. Since chemicals 
can migrate through paper, there is real danger of 
contamination during storage even though prints are in 
separate envelopes or folders. 

Color photographs face problems from the same 
dyes that produce their color. Contemporary color dyes 
are very unstable, and fading of both color prints and 
color transparencies is unavoidable in today' s technology. 
There is no such thing as an archival or permanent 
color photograph. The most stable and reliable method 
of safeguarding color images is to have color separations 
made on black-and-white film that is processed to archival 
standards. If stored under optimum conditions, color 
separations may be expected to produce good color 
images for as much as 200 years. Color separations are a 
relatively expensive process. Though obviously not 
practical for general application to the bulk of your color 
collection, they certainly merit consideration for the 
worthy few. 

Color dyes continue to fade even when kept in the 
dark. Reversal color films like Kodachrome have color 
forming agents in the processing chemicals and have a 
proven dark storage life longer than that of other color 
developed films. Cibachrome is a process used to produce 
display-type transparencies or prints. It has a much higher 
resistance to image fading from exposure to light than 
conventional color developed images. 

You should select your camera film for the longest 
dark storage life you can get. Duplicate prints or slides 
should be made for work purposes, choosing film that has 
the greatest resistance to fading when exposed to light. At 
the same time, it makes good sense to select your film 
processing lab for known reliability. 

Temperature and humidity control is the most 
important step that can be taken in protecting a photo 
collection. Ideal conditions would keep the temperature 
stable, no higher than 70.F, with the relative humidity 
between 40% and 45%. The lower the temperature the 
better, but relative humidity above 60% or below 25% 
can cause harm. You may want to consider installation of 
an air conditioner and dehumidifier (or humidifier) to 
help stabilize environmental conditions in your storage 
area. Excessive moisture and/or high humidity encourage 
the growth of fungi . Fungi will eat directly into 
photographic emulsion and cause permanent scarring. 
Storage in damp basements or hot attics should be avoided 
completely. 



Light, or more specifically the ultraviolet (UV) 
spectrum in light, can damage your photographs. The two 
worst offenders are direct sunlight and fluorescent light. 
UV shields over all fluorescent fixtures in your storage 
and work areas are well worth the expense. UV shielding 
plexiglass sheets directly over matted photographs on 
display are essential. Damage from UV depends on the 
intensity and length of exposure, so it is prudent to display 
photographs in subdued light. It is very important to use 
only duplicaJe slides for projection. Keep your original 
slides in safe, cool storage and use them only for 
duplicating other slides for projection. Duplicate slides 
need to be identified directly on the slide mount as 
duplicates. Writing "Dupe" or just "D" in a comer is 
usually sufficient, but it is important to keep track of 
which slide is the original and which the duplicate. 

You should be aware of other damaging substances 
like gases or solid particles found in air pollution, as well 
as fumes from household items such as cleaners, sol vents, 
and insecticides. An air-filtration system can be installed 
forafairlymoderatesum.Itshouldhavespeciallydesigned 
filters for both gases and particles and a fan to pull 
incoming air through the filters. 

Work and storage areas should be kept as clean as 
possible to keep dust and dirt out of the area. Dust and dirt 
particles are highly abrasive and can cause permanent 
damage by ocratching emulsion surfaces. As an added benefit, 
cleanliness helps to discourage insects, mice, and other 
pests, many of whom will eat anything organic and seem to 
fmd photographic paper and gelatin emulsions especially 
tasty. Food and beverages attract pests, may cause damage 
through spills, and should be consumed elsewhere. 

Most properly, you should wear clean white cotton 
gloves when handling photographic materials because 
the dirt and oils from your fingers and hands can 
permanently damage emulsions. Cotton gloves, however, 
can make it difficult to manipulate prints and negatives. 
If you fmd you cannot work while wearing gloves, at least 
be certain to wash your hands frequently and be extremely 
careful to handle photographic images only by comers 
and edges. Never touch the emulsion surface. 

STORAGE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT: 
THE RIGHT STUFF 

Some rather commonly used items may harm 
photographs and, interestingly, some of them have been 
specifically made for photographic use. They include 
adhesives, cardboard, paper and glassine envelopes and 
sleeves, photo albums, mounting boards, rubber bands, 
rubber cement, printing and writing inks, raw wood, 
unprotected steel, newspapers, and some plastics. 

Two terms should be your constant guide when 
selecting storage materials. They are inert and acid
free. Examples of inert plastics are mylar, triacetate, or 
polyester. These plastics do not give off gases harmful 
to photo emulsions. Please be aware that they do not 
breathe either, and should not be used in high-humidity 
situations. Because plastics tend to build up a static 
charge, you should never use them with old photographs 
or negatives that display a flaking emulsion. Clear, 
inert, plastic storage pages and sleeves are sensible 
because they permit you to view the image without 
having to remove it, thus reducing handling problems. 
You can buy inert plastic storage pages that have been 
compartmentalized in standard photo sizes from 35 mm 
to 8 x 10. Many are made for standard 3-ring binders, 
which is a very handy and efficient way to store them . 
Inert plastic sleeves are made in all standard photo sizes 
and are very useful in handling negatives, transparencies, 
and prints alike. 

Acid-free means that the acid content of a paper 
product is neutral in pH. Acids in paper have a tendency 
to migrate and eat away at anything in close contact. 
These acids eventually destroy the original paper as 
well. Acid-free paper may be "buffered" with calcium 
carbonate, which helps keep the paper from gradually 
becoming more acidic. Some conservators, however, 
have voiced concern about the possible effects of 
buffering on some types of 19th century photographic 
emulsions. All of the answers are not yet in on thi s 
debate, so at this point, you will have to make your own 
decision. Both buffered and unbuffered supplies are 
readily available. You can buy acid-free paper negative 
envelopes, file folders, storage boxes, and even photo 
albums in a variety of sizes and shapes to serve a 
multitude of purposes. A list of suppliers is included at 
the end of this paper (Appendix C). 

Other storage considerations include cabinets and/ 
or shelving. Basic storage equipment should be 
constructed of noncombustible and noncorrosive 
materials such as anodized aluminum, stainless steel, or 
steel with a baked-on enamel finish . Wooden cabinets, 
shelves, or drawers are unsatisfactory because they can 
leach acids. 

Archival storage materials are generally more 
expensive than the regular kind, but if you want long
term protection you just have to bite the bullet. You will 
never regret it. In the long-term, the pleasures derived 
from ease of access and image lifespan that come fTom 
the careful organization and storage of your irreplaceable 
photographs are worth every bit of the time and expense 
involved. You will find that once your system is in place, 
it will not require much to keep it going. 
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WHO OWNS THIS STUFF? 

THE FINAL DISPOSITION: 
NO SURPRISES, NO DISAPPOINTMENTS 

The long-term preservation of your records and 
photographs depends on your preparations for their 
final disposition when your need for them is past. If 
you do nothing, someone else eventually will be forced 
to deal with the problem. Unfortunately, that someone 
may not know your wishes, recognize the importance 
of scientific records, or be aware of their potential value 
to future researchers. You should make arrangements 
for the final disposition of your records and photographs 
while you are able to do so. 

First and foremost, you need to determine who is 
the legal owner. Do not assume you are the owner 

simply because you did the work. If ownership was not 
spelled out in an employment contract, it is possible that 
the institution that paid you and/or funded your work 
considers itself to be the owner by virtue of having paid 
you to do it If it is resolved that you are not the legal 
owner, will you be allowed to take copies of your work 
with you? 

Your intent to deposit records and photographs 
with the staff of the institution should be discussed with 
your heirs and with the staff of the prospective 
repository. Put your intent in writing! If you plan to 
retain your records and photographs for a period of 
time, spell out your disposition decision in your will. 
Whenever possible, deposit all your materials in a 
single repository. Future researchers will thank you. 
Not only will it be easier for them to find your records, 
but the continuity of your work will be maintained. 

APPENDIX A. Sample forms. 
NEGi: DATE: NEG#: DATE: 

NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 

NEGi: DATE: NEGlt: DATE: 

NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 
0.. 
H 
!):;(/) NEGi: DATE: NEGlt: DATE: HO.. 
(/)H 

...:l 
~(/) NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 
E:: tj 
c3 0 NEGi: DATE: NEGlt: DATE: 
~ ij 

~a NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 
U) 
C') 

NEGi: DATE: NEG#: DATE: 

CUT NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 

HE RE NEGi: DATE: NEGlt: DATE: 

(/) NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 
0.. 
H 
...:l NEGi: DATE: NEG#: DATE: (/) 

H 
:::::> 

NAME: 0 REASON: NAME: REASON: 
:.:: 
u NEGi: [iJ DATE: NEGlt: DATE: 
u 
U) NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 
X ... 

NEGi: DATE: NEG#: DATE: 

NAME: REASON: NAME: REASON: 

H ~ :::::> 
u ~ 
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NEG t : 

DATE: I 
I 

NAME: I 
I 

REI\SJN: ! 

NEG . : 

DATE: 

NAME: 

REAS£:lll: I 
I 
I 
I 

NEG t: 

DATE: 

NAME: 

REI'ISCtl: 

NEG t : 

DATE: 

NAME: 

REI'ISCtl: 

NEG t: I 
i 
I 

D~..TE-
I 

NAME: 

APPENDIX A. Cont. 

I 

NEG t : I NEG t: 

DATE: I Dld'E: 

NAME: NAME: 

REASJN: REASJN: 

NEG . : NEG t: 

DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: 

REASON: REASJN: 

NEG t: NEG t: 

DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: 

REASJN: REASJN: 

NEG t: NEG t: 

DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: 

REASJN: REASJN: 

NEG t : NEG t: 

-DATE. -DATE. 

NAME: NAME: 

REASON· 

(J) 
r 
H 

~ 
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APPENDIX A. Cont. 

I I 
SLIDE t: SLIDE i: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: 

DATE: DATE: DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: NAME: NAME: 

~= REASON: ~= REASON: 

SLIDE t: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: 

DATE: DATE: DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: NAME: NAME: 

REASON: ~= REASON: ~= 

SLIDE t: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: 

DATE: DATE: DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: NAME: NAME: 

~= REASON: REASON: REASON: 

SLIDE t: SLIDE 1: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: 

DATE: DATE: DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: NAME: NAME: 

REASON: REASON: REASON: REASON: 

SLIDE t: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: SLIDE t: 

DATE: DATE: DATE: DATE: 

NAME: NAME: NAME: NAME: 

REASON: REASON: REASON: REASON: 
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APPENDIX B. Recommended reference 
books for the care of photographs 

Archives & Manuscripts: Administration of 
Photographic Collections, by Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler, 
Gerald J. Munoff, and Margery S. Long. The Society of 
American Archivists, Chicago, IL, 1984. 

Collection, Use, and Care of Histori cal 
Photographs, by Robert A. Weinstein, and Larry Booth. 
American Association for State and Local Hi story , 
Nashville, 1N, 1977. 

The Care of Photographs , by Siegfried Rempel. 
Nick Lyons Books, New York, NY, 1987. 

APPENDIX C. Suppliers of storage materials for the care of photographs. 

SUPPLIER 

Conservation Materials Ltd. 
P.O. Box 2884 
Sparks, NV 89431 
702-331-0582 

Conservation Resources 
International 

8000-H Forbes Place 
Springfield, VA 22151 
705-321-7730 

Franklin Distributors Corp. 
P.O. Box 320 
Denville, NJ 07834 
201-267-2710 

Hollinger Corporation 
P.O. Box 8360 
Fredericksburg, VA 22404 
1-800-634-0491 

Kleer-Vu Industries Ltd. 
Brownsville, TN 38012 
901-772-5664 

Light Impressions Corp. 
P.O. Box 3012 
Rochester, NY 14614 
1-800-828-6216 

Photofile 
2000 Lewis Avenue 
Zion, IL 60090 
312-872-7557 

Process Materials Corp. 
301 Veterans Boulevard 
Rutherford, NJ 07070 
201-935-2900 

TALAS 
213 West 35 Street 
New York, NY 10001 
212-736-7744 

Taylor Made 
P.O. Box 406 
Lima, PA 19037 
215-566-7067 

PRODUCT 

Equipment 
Supplies 
Tools 

Boxes 
Paper 
Plastic 

Sleeves 

Boxes 
Paper 
Plastic 

Sleeves 

Boxes 
Paper 
Plastic 

Sleeves 

Boxes 
Paper 

Supplies 
Tools 

Sleeves 

TYPE 

assorted 
assorted 
assorted 

assorted 
assorted 
Polyester and 
polypropylene 

polypropylene 
slide pages 

assorted 
assorted 
polyester, acetate 
and polypropylene 

polypropylene 

assorted 
assorted 
polyester, acetate 
and polypropylene 

polyethylene 

assorted 
assorted 

assorted 
assorted 

polyester 
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THE CALVIN PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLECTION: 
AN UNDEVELOPED RESOURCE 

Julia Golden 

Department of Geology 
University of Iowa 

Iowa City, Iowa 52242 

Abstract-Photographers have accompanied geological surveys since the mid-1800's. As 
photographic methods were simplified, photography became a popular hobby and a natural tool for 
scientists. Samuel Calvin, Professor of Natural Sciences at the University of Iowa (1873-1911) and 
State Geologist, took more than 5,000 glass plate negatives, which he used to illustrate specific 
geological features for class instruction, public lectures, and publications. The photographic 
techniques are of high quality, and the images are as aesthetically pleasing as they are geologically 
informative. The Calvin Photographic Collection is not unique; many academic departments 
probably house similar collections. 

As a bicentennial project, the Calvin Photographic Collection was inventoried, prints were 
made, and the plates were transferred to acid-free sleeves. A conservation assessment was not made 
at that time, and funds to carry out an assessment are not forthcoming. However, excellent prints can 
still be made from most of the plates. Most frequently, the photographs are referred to for their 
novelty rather than their research value. 

To make the collection a more accessible and useful research tool, the information from the 
handwritten card index is being entered to a database file that will be available via a campus network. 
To help preserve the negatives, collection management documents for use, care, and storage have 
been written, and access is restricted. For now, the Department of Geology is committed to retaining 
the Calvin Photographic Collection. 

INTRODUCTION CALVIN AND THE COLLECTION 

The Calvin Photographic Collection is not unique. 
Many other collections of photographs like it may be 
housed in geology departments around the country. The 
history of the Calvin Collection and the Department's 
efforts to preserve it cannot be separated from the 
histories of the University, geology department, Iowa 
Geological Survey, and geological investigations in the 
state. In a popular magazine, Calvin (1895, p. 403) 
described the general reader's impression of Iowa as 
"rich in geological resources, fertile as to soils, happy in 
a climate which escapes the depressing influence of 
both extremes, but, so far as relates to natural scenery, 
tame and monotonous." Although Iowa may not be as 
visually exciting as the mountain states, I think you will 
be impressed with the artistry of Calvin's photographs 
taken 100 years ago (Fig. 1). 

Samuel Calvin was appointed Professor of Natural 
Sciences and Curator of the Cabinet of Natural History 
in the 1873-74 school year. From 1892 until his death in 
1911, he held joint appointments as Professor and 
Director of the Geological Survey of Iowa. This was a 
period of exploration and documentation. Mass-produced 
dry glass plates with light-sensitive gelatin emulsion 
were introduced in the United States in 1879 (Ritzenthaler 
and others, 1984). This easy-to-use method allowed 
everyone to become a photographer. Calvin and his 
colleagues carried their cameras in to the field and around 
the world. 

The Collection consists of over 10,000 gelatin dry 
plates and film negatives taken mainly from the mid-
1880's through the 1920's. After 1925 or 1930, film 
negatives became popular, but faculty members rarely 

Note: Accompanying this presentation were 50 35mm slides of the black-and-white photographs 
taken by Calvin and his colleagues. The majority of the slides were made from 5 x 7 -inch contact 
prints of Calvin's original glass negatives. Several slides were taken from lantern slides in the 
Biological Sciences (Botany) Department and the Museum of Natural History. 
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Figure 1. "Bouquet of Sea-lilies." Crinoids dredged by 1893 Bahama Expedition. Scanned from 
photograph by Samuel Calvin, 1893 (?). (Calvin Plate No. 535). [Photograph cropped]. 

added these to the collection. The glass negatives are in 
three formats, 8 x 10, 5 x 7, and 3 x 4. There is no record 
of when Calvin purchased his first camera or which 
cameras he used. The Deparunent has three or four glass 
plate and film cameras of different brands and patent 
dates, which are attributed to Calvin. Associated with 
the original glass negatives is a collection of over 7,000 
lantern slides, most of which duplicate the glass 
negatives. 

What is remarkable about the collection is that it 
exists at all. The glass plates are fragile, the emulsion is 
easily damaged, and they are extremely heavy. The 
Department has kept them through two major moves. 
The first, in 1904, was masterminded by Calvin, and he 
documented it in a series of 18-20 photographs. Old 
Science Hall (now Calvin Hall), a 6-ton brick building 
that housed the natural sciences collections, laboratories 
and classrooms, was rolled 150 feet across the street and 
turned 90° without causing any cracks to form. The 
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movement was so slow that classes were held throughout 
the 5-month move. 

There is no written history of the collection, and 
what is known has been passed down orally (Furnish, 
1992, pers. comm.; Glenister, 1992, pers. comm .). Use 
of the collection before 1976 is not well-documented. 
There have been only four or five caretakers over the 
years. No one remembers any suggestion of discarding 
the collection. I attribute this to the quality and novelty 
of the photographs, respect for Calvin, inertia, and a 
sense of history (although the Deparunent has not been 
as conscientious in saving correspondence). 

The negatives were assigned numbers and indexed. 
Who did this or when it was done is unknown. Another 
card file exists for the lantern slide collection. Both 
indices cross-list the negative and lantern slide numbers 
for easy access. A database file from the index cards is 
started in dBase IV but may be transferred to another 
database management program depending on decisions 



about accessibility over the campus network. In the 
future, lower costs for laser disk technology may make 
it feasible to combine the images with the database. 

The Collection is stored in a small, locked room 
designated for this purpose. In 1975, coinciding with the 
second move to a different building, the Department 
submitted a proposal to the University administration 
for a bicentennial project to preserve the negatives and 
make prints of the collection, but this request was 
denied. The Department felt strongly about the value of 
this project, however, and funds from private sources 
were secured. 

The project entailed printing all the plates and 
storing a set of prints, accessible to the public, in the 
Geology Library. For now, this set is stored in my office. 
A second copy of University scenes was placed in the 
University Archives in the main library. At the same 
time, new acid-free sleeves labeled with the original 
information replaced the old crumbling ones. The old 
sleeves were saved. The project continued on and off for 
about 5 years, and much work was done. However, 
many prints remain unmounted and some glass negatives 
remain stored in cardboard boxes. Conservators 
recommend baked-enamel cabinets, not wood or painted 
metal. Thick cardboard spacers every 10 sleeves add 
support to the plates and keep them vertical (Ritzenthaler 
and others, 1984). Currently, spacers are absent, but it is 
important that they be added. Unfortunately, some parts 
of the collection are still stored in wooden drawers. 

A professional conservation survey was not 
performed in 1976. Before this time, storage conditions 
did not include air conditioning, yet there appears to be 
little deterioration. Blistering of the emulsion, which 
indicates moisture problems, is not apparent. There are 
very few glass plates with mold or other biological 
attacks. Mechanical deterioration is visible at many of 
the edges where small pieces of the emulsion have 
flaked off. Most of this is due to incorrect handling but 
may be due in part to dry conditions. Scratches in the 
emulsion, which are the most frequent imperfections, 
indicate mishandling. Some show signs of chemical 
deterioration such as oils from fingerprints and haloes 
on the emulsion side, indicating that the silver is migrating 
to the surface (Rempel, 1980). 

The composition and condition of the film negatives, 
which are a small fraction of the collection, have not 
been assessed. Whether some of the negatives are 
cellulose nitrate, which is highly probable, has not been 
determined. Flotation or flammability tests can be used 
to differentiate the support media (Rempel, 1979). 
Photography conservators recommend printing and 
making new negatives of all nitrate films. The original 
negatives should not be saved because they are highly 

flammable, curl easily, and continue to deteriorate, 
which can pollute the storage environment. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHS AND USE OF THE 
COLLECTION 

The lantern slide copies of the glass negatives were 
used for class and public lectures by Calvin and also by 
other professors until about 1980. Many of the 
photographs are labeled "class photographs," and I am 
certain that Calvin used these for teaching. Three copies 
of a book known in the Department as "Calvin 's 
Paleontology Plate Book" are catalogued in the Geology 
Library (1915a,b,1925). The volumes were bound after 
Calvin's death. Calvin assembled photographs of 
individual specimens, taxonomically and s tra ti 
graphically, on the plates for use as an identi fication 
handbook in his paleontology classes. 

Calvin's photographs of the University have been 
of continual interest and are frequently used in newspaper 
and popular magazine articles. The first Iowa Geological 
Survey Report, 1892, contains Calvin's photographs. 
He documented mines, quarries, mills, and other 
buildings (Fig. 3). The collection al so contains portraits 
of his family ,colleagues, and classes in the field (Fig. 2). 

Calvin's photographs are aesthetically pleasing. He 
may have taken them to exhibit geological features, but 
they are beautifully composed. Calvin did the developing 
and processing himself. He produced rich blacks and a 
full range of grays. The light, shadows, and reflec tions 
are wonderful. The abstract photographs of rock facades 
and specimen details are fascinating . Calvin was well 
aware of the drama of the landscape and in the fas hion 
of the late 1800's tried to capture nature. 

In 1984, several photographs were used in a traveling 
exhibition curated by the Art Institute of Chicago. A 
photograph is currently the background to a new, 
permanent exhibit at the Herbert Hoover Pres ide ntial 
Library in West Branch, Iowa. The blowup is 8 x 12 ft 
and attests to the quality of the glass negative. A master 's 
degree student used Calvin's photographs of the horizon 
and sky taken as a scientist and compared them to hi s 
own taken as an artist (Moon, 1987). 

Calvin was self-trained in geology. His special 
interest was Pleistocene geology. Earlier natural history 
surveys by Hall in 1855 and White in 1868 began to 
describe the geology of Iowa and correlate it to the East. 
Calvin expanded these surveys and set the groundwork 
for modem interpretations of the geology, stratigraphy . 
and paleontology in the state. Geological features he 
documented in his research and photographs are topics 
of research today. The Silurian carbonate buildups and 
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Figure 2. Professor Samuel Calvin (center right with bow-tie) and class at the State Quarry, North Liberty, Johnson 
County, Iowa, April22, 1899. (Calvin Plate No. 413) 

the origins of these mounds continue to be studied. 
Studies on the sedimentation and stratigraphic 
correlations within the Devonian formations are currently 
being investigated by the Iowa Geological Survey 
Bureau. Miscorrelations of the Mississippian beds in 
southeast and north-central Iowa are still being unraveled. 
In his GSA presidential address, Calvin ( 1909) reiterated 
his belief in five glacial stages. Even this, his greatest 
research interest, the Iowan glacial, was not fully 
understood until the 1960's, when the glacial stage that 
he placed between the Illinois and Wisconsin stages was 
proven not to exist. Calvin's photographs record features 
he could not explain, such as the frost wedge, which was 
not recognized until the 1970's. His photograph 
corroborates evidence for permafrost in Iowa and 
indicates that during the Wisconsinan it was very cold in 
east-central Iowa. 

Most striking and useful for geologic interpretation 
is the lack of trees in Calvin's photographs. Iowa is more 
wooded now. The pioneers and industries consumed 
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most of the trees for buildings and fuel. Today, the type 
localities, and the road and railroad cuts, that were new 
then, are overgrown or have been lost to new construction. 
The photographs are potentially useful for the study of 
agricultural changes and land use. They give a glimpse 
of the native prairie that existed then and is now being 
renewed wherever possible. Currently, copies of some 
of Calvin's photographs are being used for comparison 
in a geomorphologic study of Howard County (Huitved, 
1992, pers. comm.). 

As I looked into the history of the Calvin Collection, 
I found a citation for the GSA Photographic Collection. 
At the 1889 meeting, a committee was established to 
collect geologically oriented photographs and make 
copies of them available in print or lantern slide form for 
a small fee to GSA members and the public (Stevenson, 
1891a, b). In 1895, Calvin sent 50 photographs of Iowa 
geological features (Fairchild, 1896), and in 1899 he 
sent 58 photographs taken by the Iowa Geological 
Survey staff (Fairchild, 1900). The GSA collection did 



Figure 3. Silurian. Champion Quarry, J.A. Green, owner, Jones County, Iowa, October 19, 1895. Photograph by 
Samuel Calvin. (Calvin Plate No. 184) [Note deterioration at upper edge.] 

not grow much after 1900, but a catalogue was published 
(Darton, 1902). The collection was maintained until 
about 1920, when the 1,418 photographs were transferred 
to the GSA secretary's office. Fairchild (1932, p. 201) 
writes, "The future disposition of the photographic 
material should not be an acute problem, as it requires 
small space and no expense. As time passes its historic 
value increases." GSA headquarters thinks the collection 
was transferred to the USGS, but this has not been 
verified (Palmer, 1992, pers. comm.). Although this 
photographic collection consists of prints, not original 
negatives, if it can be located, it will prove historically 
valuable because among other things it documents what 
late 19th century geologists considered geologically 
important in their states and areas of research. 

The 1890's through the early 1900's was an active 
period for the University's Museum of Natural History. 
Expeditions to collect specimens went to the Bahamas 
(1893); many western U.S. trips(l890's); Hawaii(l902); 
Barbados and Antigua (1918); and New Zealand and 

Fiji (1922). Faculty members and geology students 
accompanied the field parties, and Geology as well as 
the Museum and Botany have photographs from these 
expeditions. Botany and the Museum have large 
collections of lantern slides and glass negatives 
inadequately stored. Neither department has any idea of 
how many original glass negatives exist, their condition , 
nor whether documentation exists. In many cases, the 
lantern slides may be the only record of some these 
expeditions. Botany has a list of its lantern slide collection 
numbering over 8,000 and also a library of prints from 
one professor's collection. 

One of the greatest rewards of my delving into the 
history and location of the photographs from these 
expeditions is the interest it has aroused in the other 
departments about their own collections. We plan to 
coordinate efforts to write a grant proposal to do a 
conservation survey of the collections and to correct the 
storage conditions in Botany and the Museum before the 
photographs are lost forever. 
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PRESERVING THE COLLECfiON 

In 1976, when the bicentennial project was proposed, 
the University Archives was not interested in preserving 
the entire Calvin Collection, only the campus-oriented 
photographs. At that time, the State Historical Society 
indicated that it was interested primarily in the 
photographs depicting buildings, industry , and people. 
The Department wanted to keep the collection together 
and resolved to preserve it as well as make it available 
to researchers. More recently, the photoarchivist 
indicated that the Historical Society would be interested 
in obtaining the Calvin Collection (Bennett, 1992, pers. 
comm.). However, fornow the Department is committed 
to keeping it. 

But what about the future of the collection? What does 
it take to secure and preserve a photography collection 
outside an organized archive? First, an interested person, a 
faculty or staff member, who will be responsible for the 
collection. Second, a secure place for storage with a stable 
environment Next, a set of management documents, such 
as use and care policies, and loan and copyright procedures. 
And finally, an administration that recognizes the value of 
the collection. Minimally, this means providing funds 
initially to stabilize the collection, and at best, budget lines 
for personnel and supplies to maintain the collection, but 
lacking these at least moral support. If any of these parts is 
missing or ignored, the collection will be at risk. To save it, 
the collection should be permanently transferred to a 
responsible institution. 

In 1987, I participated in the GIS Symposium entitled 
"CollectionsfortheFuture"whereGeraldFriedman(l987) 
advocated the founding of a Center for the History of 
Geology. A photoarchives would be among the collections 
of this proposed center. There is no Center yet, but that 
would be the perfect place for photograph collections,like 
the Calvin Collection, when departments are faced with 
having to give them up. Until such a center exists, state and 
university archives will have to serve. 

After the collection is stabilized. what is necessary for 
it to become a research tool? First it must be properly 
catalogued. The card index and database file to the Calvin 
Collection are a start The photographs are indexed and 
mostcontaindataongeologicage,locality,geologicfeatures, 
and proper names. But it could be much more useful, 
geologically, if it were properly indexed to formation name, 
included more descriptor terms, and referred to the site's 
existence. I would like to see this happen to the Calvin 
Collection, and it would be a rewarding research project for 
an archivist or geology librarian. 

However, even with that, the collection is not secure. 
It must be used to justify its continued care. Use and 
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preservation must be balanced, and this in turn reflects back 
to sound collection management policies that protect a 
collection. 

How can researchers be made aware of the existence 
of such collections? The Calvin Collection is not cited in 
any published resource lists. The increased accessibility to 
databases and library catalogues via local, national, and 
international networks opens the possibility of maintaining 
the completed catalogue to the Calvin Collection on line. 
Ultimately, a laser disk storage and retrieval system would 
allow access to the collection without endangering the glass 
negatives. Perhaps one way to help preserve collections, 
like the Calvin Collection, and make them more known in 
the geological community would be to compile a list of 
photographic collections in U.S. geology departments and 
geological surveys with the aim of publishing a guide or 
having the listing available via a network. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Photographic collec tions stored in geo logy 
departments are not only valuable historical resources 
but also potentially useful in current research. They 
should be maintained in a secure, stable environment 
protected by a keeper and sound collection management 
policies. A photograph collection can be a valuable 
research tool ifitis carefully catalogued and the catalogue 
is accessible via a network. When a collection is threatened, 
it should be transferred to a responsible institution. 
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EFFECTIVE IMAGE MANAGEMENT: EXPLORING THE POSSIBILITIES 
OFFERED BY LASER DISC AND ELECTRONIC IMAGING 

Richard Myers 

National Archives & Records Administration 
8th Street & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20408 

Abstract-A creative revolution in image preservation and end-user access to valuable 
historical images is under way. As the 1990's begin, optical laser disc technology is changing the 
way images (photographs, slides, artworks, and other unique and rare historical records) are stored, 
preserved, retrieved, distributed, utilized, and displayed. Providing access to and preserving the 
collections entrusted to its care are dual responsibilities of a research institution. Photo reference 
staffs at large research institutions and researchers seeking access to the holdings of these 
institutions are finding that laser disc systems improve access to collections of imagery. Curators, 
librarians, and archivists are finding that laser discs systems enhance significantly their preservation 
efforts through reduced physical handling of original materials by their staffs and patrons and 
improve overall administration of their holdings. Such benefits are particularly evident at the 
National Agricultural Library and the Smithsonian Institution where innovative laser disc system 
applications are operating. The success of this program and its future enhancements will have a far
reaching impact on the preservation and dissemination of agriculturally related imagery and, by 
extension, will serve as a model for other research institutions worldwide. 

INTRODUCTION 

More than 7 years ago at the Second International 
Symposium on the Stability and Preservation of 
Photographic Images, I noted that "Conservation is 
good management; yet in our information-dependent 
society, real, serious concern for the long-term 
preservation of valuable information is very limited." 
Today, that statement, at least in part, is no longer true. 
Conservation is still good management. But today there 
are clear, real indications that our information-dependent 
world is becoming seriously concerned about the long
term preservation of valuable data and recorded human 
knowledge. The fact that we are discussing the 
preservation of geoscience imagery is but one indication 
of this growing sensitivity toward preservation in our 
era. Yet, much more is needed. Concern and sensitivity 
are fine, but they must be focused and transformed into 
practical, realistic programs and activities that actually 
foster the preservation of the valuable recorded 
information resulting from human endeavor. 

As information professionals responsible for 
collecting, storing, maintaining, preserving, and 
providing access to valuable data, information, and 
recorded human knowledge, we face a basic dilemma. 

We know that the best way to preserve our collections is 
to store them in a secure, properly controlled environment 
and eliminate any physical handling of them by staff 
members or users; yet we are obligated to make the 
collections available for examination . Clearly, there is 
an inherent conflict in the core missions of archives, 
libraries, and research institutions, the conflict between 
preserving on a long-term basis-archival permanence, 
if you will-and providing access. We confront this 
dilemma each day. 

Is there a solution to this basic dilemma? 
I would submit that a workable, effective solution 

rests in the integration of today' s laser disc and electronic 
imaging technologies into the basic collection 
management programs that exist in your institutions. If 
I were to visit each of you at your institution and tell you 
that I had an economical system that would permit you 
to preserve more effectively the geoscience imagery in 
your collections and at the same time improve access to 
that imagery, you might say "imagine that." Well, you 
do not have to imagine anything because you will sec 
demonstrated and learn firsthand about such a system 
here today. 

Currently there are a number of projects underway 
within Federal agencies that illustrate the kind of 
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integration that has mitigated this basic dilemma, and, in 
fact, these projects are paying interesting collateral 
dividends. These are operating programs, not prototypes 
or pilots. We will focus our attention on two innovative 
image management programs that use laser discs and 
electronic imaging-one at the National Agricultural 
Library (NAL) and one at the Smithsonian Institution 
(SD. It is our hope that this examination will serve to 
highlight for you how the application of today's 
technology can contribute to a significant enhancement 
in effective image management and solve the mission
based conflict between preserving valuable research 
material and providing access to it. 

Before Alan Fusonie and Ron Young discuss the 
NAL program, I want to take a couple of minutes to 
provide you with an overview of what is happening at 
the Smithsonian Institution. At the Smithsonian 
Institution's Office of Printing and Photographic 
Services, the integration of laser disc and electronic 
imaging technologies emanated from the actions taken 
by that office to provide the best possible preservation 
environment--cold storage for a collection of more 
than 1.5 million images-most in color and most in a 
2 x 2-inch slide format. Once in cold storage, the 
photographs became difficult to view and use. At this 
point electronic imaging technology becomes an 
important part of the preservation program-by placing 
the images on laser disc-in the case an analog videodisc, 
the images can be readily viewed without any need to 
handle the originals, which are in archival cold storage. 
The analog format has the advantage of being National 
Television Standards Code (NTSC) compatible
meaning the disc can be played back and viewed on 
practically any videodisc player and television. As many 
as 104,000 images can be stored and distributed on such 
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a disc. SinceNTSC is an input format for most MS-DOS 
and Macintosh programs that handle computer image 
files, these video images can be used to create desktop 
publishing files. 

But electronic imaging technology also offers the 
possibility of converting the images to a digitized, 
computer format that permits the transmission of the 
images to remote sites via fax and telephone lines. Using 
an image scanner-like a Nikon scanner-to convert a 
slide in its collection to a digitized file, the Smithsonian 
is able to provide the media (newspapers, wire services, 
magazines) with its images rapidly and in a format that 
is the norm for media work. In addition the Smithsonian 
has a working agreement with COMPUSERVE to 
provide digitized files of its images for that national 
bulletin board system. At the Smithsonian, electronic 
imaging technology is playing a dynamic role by enabling 
the Smithsonian to maintain its images in the best 
possible environment for their preservation while 
simultaneously increasing and facilitating the 
distribution, availability, and use of these images. 

More than 150 years ago Louis Daguerre announced 
to the world: "I have seized the light and arrested its 
flight." With that announcement began the technology 
we know as photographic imaging. Imaging technology 
has grown and advanced due to a healthy dose of 
imagination. We hope that this presentation will stimulate 
your imagination and provide a glimpse of the exciting 
possibilities that laser disc and electronic imaging 
technologies offer you for preserving your collections 
more effective! y while simultaneously increasing access 
to those collections. As information professionals, we 
too must "seize the light" that today' s imaging technology 
provides and use this technology to take our collections 
and our institutions into the 21st century. 



OUR AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE: IMPROVING IMAGE 
PRESERVATION AND END-USER IMAGE ACCESS THROUGH 

LASER DISC TECHNOLOGY 

Alan Fusonie and Ronald Young 

National Agricultural Library 
Beltsville, Maryland 20705 

INTRODUCTION 

As we gather in this historic and beautiful riverbank 
city of Cincinnati, sometimes called "Queen City of the 
West," I am reminded that many of us work in an 
industrialized setting and in an environment dramatically 
separated from nature. In the modem office setting, we 
no longer experience in the traditional sense how the 
earth works and nourishes us. And the library and 
archival memory of our journey to the present is at risk, 
as the slow fires of acid paper, embrittlement, 
unenlightened and poorly financed storage systems, and 
the ravages of natural disasters, increasingly destroy our 
recorded knowledge. Throughout history, each 
generation has experienced emotions, despair, progress, 
anticipation, and change. The need for change in the 
way we manage archives and libraries is now at hand. I 
am reminded of the handed-down story about President 
Truman and wife Bess, as both were dedicating a 
Women'sGardenClubprojectin Washington, D.C. The 
Lady President of the Garden Club suggested to Bess 
Truman that the President in his dedication remarks 
might use the word "fertilizer" as he shoveled the small 
amount of ceremonial manure onto the new garden. 
Bess Truman quickly replied that use of the word 
"fertilizer" was most unlikely because "You see, it has 
taken me more than ten years to teach Harry to use the 
word manure." So we understand that change does not 
come easy for any of us, yet change we must. 

Today, as we venture into the 1990's, the world's 
appetite for knowledge can be cultivated and harvested 
by the new imaging technology. Each day we see the 
ability of television broadcasters to communicate with 
all levels of society throughout the world. Add to this the 
power and connectiveness of optical disc technology. In 
the 1990's, Marshall McLuhan's global village is the 
exciting possibility. 

As we move toward the 21st century,let us reflect 
upon the challengingjoumey ahead in the dissemination 
and use of laser disc technology. Throughout Eastern 

Europe and within what was once the Soviet Union , 
access to and freedom and interpretation of information 
are expanding. During 1992, the National Agricultural 
Library hassoughttoexploreopportunities for mutually 
beneficial contacts with major archives and libraries 
within these areas. 

As we ponder the world's agenda for the 2 I st 
century, we must see that there is a challenging journey 
ahead in the dissemination and use of laser disc 
technology. Just think for a moment about the poor 
farmer in a developing country, his rural environment, 
and this interpretation of the word "disc." His visual 
description would most likely focus on a plow made up 
of circular plates used to prepare the soil for seeding. 
Very few individuals in the rural countryside of 
developing nations are even remotely aware of the disc 
technology for storage and access to text and non-print 
images. Even so, many of these rural towns in the 
developing countries have government-owned television 
with public viewing screens in their community. Under 
enlightened leaders, the growing volume of available 
images on television videodisc could be cost -effectively 
displayed on TV screens for instructional purposes-a 
real visual knowledge for the people. The potential for 
activeinvolvementin the global community is improving 
with each passing year. 

Within the United States, the United Kingdom, and 
Western Europe, there exist museums, archives, and 
libraries hoping to increasingly utilize laser disc 
technology. In the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area, 
the three national libraries-the Library of Congress, 
the National Library of Medicine, and the National 
Agricultural Library (NAL)-as well as the Smithsonian 
Institution and National Archives and Reco rds 
Administration, have been extensively involved in 
research and development in the area of optical laser 
discs. Atone time, these institutions relied largely on the 
traditional, physical, hands-on-with-gloves approach to 
locating non-print images in response to end-user 
requests. This manual intervention and search process 
may have contributed not only to the deterioration and 
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weakening of individual documents but also to the 
eventual need for costly conservation/restoration 
treatment. 

REVOLUTION IN NON-PRINT 
IMAGE MANAGEMENT 

Fortunately, we are approaching a take-off point in 
the expanded application of optical laser disc technology. 
The non-print image management revolution during the 
1990's will significantly change the way archivists, 
curators, librarians, and others will store, preserve, 
retrieve, display, and access non-print images of photos, 
slides, art, videotapes, motion picture film, and text, as 
well as rare and unique materials. NAL is involved not 
only in improving non-print imaging through use of the 
optical disc but also in evaluating the capture of full text 
and graphics in digital format for publication on CD
ROM laser discs. NAL is also concerned with the 
electronic transmission of high-resolution, full-text 
images, since merging technologies to benefit the users 
is the ultimate goal. 

The Library of Congress is involved in an ambitious 
multimedia program called "The American Memory," 
a catchy title easily understood by the American 
taxpayer at the urban and rural grass-roots levels. Out
standing collections are being examined, and a variety 
of manuscripts, books, movies, pictures, and sound 
recordings are being examined, selected, and fully 
indexed, cataloged, and stored on both digital compact 
disc and analog laser videodisc for eventual distribution 
to universities and public secondary and high school 
libraries around the country. One of the first program 
themes, entitled "America at the Start of a New Century: 
1880-1920," will include the following: 25,000 
photographs from the Detroit Publishing Company; 
writings by African-American authors from the Daniel 
A. P. Murray pamphlet collection, 1820-1920; selections 
from the papers of Edward and Marian McDowell, 
1869-1708; life histories from the Folklore Project, 
WPA Federal Writers' Project, early films from the 
Paper Print Collection, 1915-1960, and other selected 
clusters such as Folk Music from Northern California. 
The types of material, quantities, and funding support 
will influence decisions on the appropriate optical disc 
application. Recently, Carl Fleischhauer of the Library 
of Congress Planning Office and co-editor of the recent 
book, Documenting America 1935-1943 (1988) was 
reported in the March 1990 issue of Online as indicating 
that analog video with high capacity for still picture 
storage may still be an inexpensive approach to 
distributing images to large photo collections. 
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Although analog video has a lower resolution than 
the digitized images, it is quite satisfactory for the 
preservation of photographic images, and a single side 
of a 12-inch analog videodisc can hold over 50,000 
images. Private-sector assistance for the early planning 
stages of the project comes from the Annen burg Fund, 
Inc. and Armand Hammer's Occidental Petroleum Corp; 
and equipment manufacturers' support comes from such 
companies as Apple Computer Inc., Pioneer Video, and 
Pioneer Electronics. A 3-year grant for collection 
preparation came from the David and Lucille Packard 
Foundation. Other federal examples of optical laser disc 
efforts to improve photo access are taking place at the 
United States Information Agency, the Departments of 
Navy and Defense and, also, in the private sector within 
such organizations as Caterpillar Corporation and the 
American Chemical Society. 

OPTICAL LASER DISC NON-PRINT 
IMAGE MANAGEMENT AT THE 

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY 

Since 1986, NAL has adopted the application of 
optical laser disc technology in production a non-print 
image warehouse on two laser discs: Special Collections 
Laser Disc and Forest Service & USDA Office of Public 
Affairs Laser Disc (Fig. 1). Today, NAL has two 12-inch 
database-driven laser disc findings aids, providing access 
to over 50,000 images including photos and color slides 
covering a broad area of agriculture, food, nutrition, 
insects, plan and livestock diseases, forestry, and resource 
conservation, as well as selected public service 
announcement videos and posters. Of historical/rare 
book interest is the image access to the botanical 
illustrations from Plantae et Papiliones Rariores . .. 
(1748-57) by Georg Dionysius Ehret (1708-1770) , 
who was the dominant influence in botanical art during 
the middle of the 18th century. Also of importance is the 
selected image access to the original fruit art by 19th 
century USDA artist Deborah Passmore spanning such 
varieties as the Alexander Apple, Early Golden Apricot, 
Bartlett Cherry, Champion Gooseberry, Victor Loquat, 
and Armstrong Strawberry. The potential search and 
selection possibilities for the end-user in agriculture and 
the related fields is wide-ranging and expanding. The 
end-user is able to search each disc with the 
accompanying database under many subjects, using a 
variety of strategies, and display the picture and 
accompanying information on adjacent video screens. 
For example, an author looking for pictures of women in 
farming, grain elevators in Kansas, fi sh farming, or 
droughts in North Dakota will easily find his or her 
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Figure 1. System used at NAL to display laser optical disc photo finding aids: 1) A 20-mb, 8-inch Iomega bernoulli 
cartridge containing the data base for the laser disc being viewed; 2) An Iomega bernoulli box data storage unit; 
3) A Compaq Deskpro 386-130 Computer; 4) C-QuestTM Picture Data Base Software; 5) A computer monitor to 
display information about the photo on the television monitor; 6) RS -232 Telecommunications Port; 7) The NAL-Forest 
Service Photo Collection Laser Disc; 8) A 12-inch laser disc player; and 9) A color television. 

search fast and visually rewarding. Entry points include 
not only subject but also photographer, date taken, 
geographic location, and many other search features 
oriented toward the end-user. 

USDA PHOTO LASER DISC NETWORK 

Over the past4 years, there has developed a working 
laser disc network within USDA operated by visual 
information specialists who manage individual agency 
photo collections such as: 

•APHIS: Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service 

•ARS: Agricultural Research Service 
•FS: Forest Service 
•FSIS: Food Safety Inspection Service 
•SCS: Soil Conservation Service 
•OGA: Office of Governmental Affairs 
From the initial selection process to documentation, 

data preparation, to image and data entry, the practical 
sense of sharing, cooperation, review, and commitment 
to improving services to the end-user through the 
application oflaser disc technology has been outstanding 
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throughout USDA. Crucial to the success of the program 
is the training and consultation offered by N AL' s Special 
Collections' authoring unit in the area of equipment and 
database reference searching. Special Collections has 
been a Beta test site for evaluating and demonstrating 
the C' Quest equipment and software systems. 

NAL'S SPECIAL COLLECfiONS ' 
AUTHORING UNIT WORM DISC 

PRODUCfiON PROCESS 

The actual production work of recording still frames 
on an 8-inch Panasonic WORM Optical Laser Disc 
using high-resolution Sony 3-CCD camera takes place 
in Special Collections at NAL. Special Collections staff 
and students from the University of Maryland and 
Catholic University make up the authoring unit. During 
the imaging process, workers evaluate image quality by 
viewing on a 19-inch Sony Trinitron monitor. While 
poor images can be rejected, important images may be 
recorded and portions may even be enlarged with 
additional exposures. A big component of the search 
system is the computer software database developed by 
Image Concepts (Marboro, Massachusetts 0 1752). This 
software is called the C'Quest Photo Database System. 
It contains an expandable synonym-based thesaurus 
that allows the system to conduct fast searches with 
multiple subjects, photographer, date, location, and other 
access points. With appropriate continued support, future 
laser disc production will focus more upon original 
agricultural art, other photo collections, and rare book 
illustrations. One ongoing project, entitled Documentary 
Images From Our Natural History Pre-1860, includes 
our 21,000 images spanning our Anglo-American past. 
The complete finding aid will improve access and speed 
while reducing unnecessary handling of the originals. 

BENEATSOFCOMMERC~L 

ANALOG DISCS 

Already the two 12-inch commercial analog discs 
not only have allowed more viewing access to a greater 
number of photos but also have stimulated greater 
interests in USDA photo collections among scientists, 
authors, editors, publishers, newspaper reporters , 
television producers, educational media specialists, and 
many others. Searches in the future will be done from 
offices, laboratories, and experiment stations in remote 
locations. Ideally, all Federal agencies should develop 
cost-effective analog optical laser disc finding aids and 
authoring system for their high-volume current photos 
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and slides as well as historical image files . At the 
college, high school, or grammar school level, many 
media librarians could substantially enhance the 
instructional outreach role within their institution's 
educational curriculum by selectively utilizing the rich 
visual materials increasingly available on analog laser 
disc. Some small and specialized photo co llections may 
be available at 100 images per CD. 

THE IMAGE MANAGEMENT 
REVOLUTION OF THE 1990'S 

The image management revolution during the 1990's 
will significantly change the way archivists, curators, 
librarians, and others will store, preserve, retrieve, 
display, and access non-print images of photos, sl ides , 
art, videotapes, motion picture film, and text. This new 
approach to information management will have a positive 
effect on library shelf space and on binding and 
preservation requirements in all libraries. In the 1990 's, 
the new technology and resulting disc products will be 
more available at an affordable price at the national, 
state and local levels. In particular, agriculturally related 
research in the future will be easily done by scientists, 
authors, editors, publishers, newspaper reporters, 
television producers, educational media specialists, and 
others from offices, laboratories, and other remote 
locations. The resulting decline in handling of original 
archival non-print documents stored with proper 
temperature and humidity controls and appropriately 
subjected to the benefits of mass deacidification will 
translate into substantially enhanced preservation 
guarantees for not only important current agricultural 
images, but also the rich pictorial documents of our 
agricultural heritage. 

CONCLUSION 

Looking toward the future, I am reminded of the 
outlook of the great historian Arnold Toynbee, who 
once said that the last men in the Western World who 
could hope to master the entire body of human knowledge 
available to them were the men of the 13th century, such 
as Dante and St. Thomas Aquinas. Today, through the 
expanded application of new technologies , information 
leaders hope to more effectively manage unbelievable 
quantities and varieties of information for the benefit of 
society. This is especially true in the optical laser disc 
field, where both the government and private sectors 
envision expanded marketers and exciting educational 
outreach opportunities. From the BBC Domesday Projec t 



using interactive videodiscs for digital data in the 1980's 
to the LC videodisc, The Ninety-Six: A Cattle Ranch in 
NorthernNevada, to the National Air and Space Museum 
videodisc, to a home economics videodisc entitled 
Individuals, Families, Societies, to optical disc storage 
projects for art objects, to the implications of laser disc 
technology for the medical profession, to Gardening at 
Home with John Lananton, to the Video Encyclopedia of 
the 20th Century, we gain an appreciation of the sense of 
direction and growing commitment in the area of optical 
laser disc technology. Consumers are now purchasing 
laser disc video players with better picture and sound 
capabilities to view the expanding number of movies 
available in video laser disc. The 21st century draws 
closer with each passing day, and the increased use of 
fiber optic cable networks will allow us to send pictures, 
text, data, and even video images faster than ever before. 
Will we effectively face the technology challenges, 
changes, and opportunities that lie ahead? It is in the 
future that we will spend the rest of our lives, and in that 
future will be the image communication networks made 
up of information providers and end-users, on-line image 
and data outlets, image transfer and satellite units, and 
the ongoing enhancement of the global village that 
McLuhan imagined 21 years ago. Here at NAL, the next 
logical enhancement is networking capabilities through 
telecommunications lines (T-1) via modem or satellite 
transmission for long distances. 
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ELECTRONIC IMAGING IN A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM 
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PRESERVATION 

Jim Wallace, Director/Curator 

Office of Printing & Photographic Services 
Smithsonian Institution 

Washington, D.C. 20560 

Abstract- The various forms of electronic imaging that have recently become commercially 
available have the potential to provide dramatic new opportunities to distribute photographic images 
held by museums and archives. The use of such alternative distribution means should be an integral 
part of an overall photographic preservation program. 

BACKGROUND 

Increasing numbers of videodiscs are being pro
duced by organizations holding large collections of 
photographs. As these discs can contain up to 54,000 
images per side, the cost-per-image of this format 
compares extremely favorably to more traditional 
methods such as microfilm. As the availability of 
electronic images continues to grow, an increasing 
demand for videodiscs has also been observed. 

This in turn has led to new and innovative uses for 
these images, and a proliferation of new electronic 
imaging formats. Videodiscs, computer-readable images 
flies, Photo-CD, and CD-ROM storage, fax transmission, 
and desktop publishing, all are part of a growing variety 
of electronic imaging formats. Combined, they hold the 
potential to vastly increase the capabilities of archives 
and museums to disseminate their photographic 
collections. 

As computer literacy continues to increase, 
especially in the fields of education and publishing, 
these new formats have the potential to be even more 
useful to the end user than traditional photographic 
prints and transparencies. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRESERVATION 

While electronic imaging has created a renewed 
interest in many photographic archives, it is of vital 
importance that the use of this new technology be part of 
a fully integrated program of photographic preserva
tion. It is also important to understand that the forms 
of electronic imaging that are currently available do 
not have the resolution or image-capture capabilities to 

replace traditional silver-halide film. For instance, 
a widely used 35 mm color slide film has the capacity 
to resolved 160 line pairs per millimeter. Electronic 
imaging-even the Photo-CD or high-definition 
television (HDTV)-does not yet have this capability. 

Further, electronic imaging cannot be considered 
an archival medium. It is accepted that silver-halide 
film, stored under proper conditions, can be considered 
as archival. The electronic image, on the other hand , 
cannot. Even if future technology advances develop 
methods of ensuring the preservation of magnetic or 
magneto-optical fields, electronic images will still 
remain captives of their playback equipment. 

Just as it is difficult to find a 78 rpm turntable for 
sale today, there is no guarantee that a videodisc player, 
or even a computer thatreadsMS-DOS, will be available 
over the midterm future-much less in 100 years or 
more. Film, on the other hand, is completely human ly 
readable. 

Therefore, electronic imaging in its present forms 
should best be considered as an alternative delivery 
vehicle for photographic images. Before considering 
the delivery means, however, care must be taken to 
ensure that the original photographic collection is 
properly cataloged, maintained, and stored under arc hi val 
conditions. This generally means the development and 
operation of cold-storage facilities. 

Once placed in cold storage, the photographs become 
difficult to view or use. It is at this point that electronic 
imaging becomes an important part of the overall 
program. Placing the photographs on standard analog 
videodiscs makes the images available for easy viewing 
on simple equipment, without having to disturb or 
handle the originals in archival storage. 
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ELECTRONIC IMAGE DISTRIBUTION 

Once a photograph has been place on a videodisc, 
the electronic image can be transferred into other formats, 
transmitted, and otherwise widely used. In the United 
States, videodisc images are stored in standard analog 
NTSC television format. 

This is both its biggest liability and its biggest asset. 
The liability comes from the relatively poor resolution 
of NTSC television. The asset is derived from the near
universal compatibility the format enjoys in both this 
country and others. 

This means that the video image can be played back 
and viewed using practically any videodisc player and 
television monitor. With the possibility of placing as 
many as 104,000 photographs on both sides of a single 
disc, vast archives can be easily and conveniently 
distributed almost anywhere. The accompanying data 
base of catalog information can be provided on a separate 
computer disk or can be made available through a 
remote dialup service. 

Still-video recorders/players can be easily used to 
store images edited from the larger discs. The 2-inch 
still-videodiscs are becoming increasing used for 
audiovisual presentation and for newspaperreproduction. 

There are now also fax programs available that can 
process the video images through personal computers 
and then transmit them to any fax machine in the world, 
complete with caption. This means that images on a 
videodisc can be viewed, selected, and edited remotely 
without having to handle the original film or remove it 
from archival storage. 

Once an image has been selected for use, a 
photographic print or duplicated transparency can then 
be made and sent to the requestor. However, in a growing 
number of instances the end user really does not need a 
photograph. Rather, the need is to publish the image 
using a desktop format. 

Depending on the publication method, size and 
quality of reproduction desired, etc., image files can be 
made directly from the videodisc and transmitted to the 
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user. This is especially true when the image reproduction 
size is small, and standard laser printers are used for 
final reproduction. 

Since NTSC is an input format for most MS-DOS 
and Macintosh programs that deal with computer image 
files, these video images can actually be used to create 
a variety of desktop publishing files. Assuming that a 
higher quality reproduction is needed, the most recent 
generation of electronic scanners can scan the photograph 
and create a file that can be used with state-of-the-art 
commercial printing systems. 

Once a photograph has been scanned, the file can be 
saved. Then if the same image is requested again, the 
original scan can be reused. In this way, an archive's 
most popular photographs would only need to be 
scanned once-again helping to preserve the original' s 
archival integrity. Using PC's, Macs, and modems, 
these high-resolution scans can also be transmitted 
directly to newspaper wire-service receivers or to higher 
quality receivers at magazines and picture agencies. 

The effects of electronic image use are only now 
beginning to be seen. New uses and applications will be 
developed as part of the continuing growth of the 
technology, and the maturing of a growing user base. 
Video quality will also see vast improvements in the 
intermediate future. Several formats for high-definition 
television have been proposed by manufacturers both in 
this country and abroad. Regardless of which format 
eventually becomes the new standard, higher resolution 
video images will certainly be the result. 

CONCLUSION 

If adopted as part of an overall program of image 
preservation, electronic imaging can play a dynamic 
new role for archives and .museums. The technology 
will enable them to maintain the archival integrity of 
their original photographs, while simultaneously 
increasing and facilitating their distribution, availability, 
and use. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF KANSAS GEOLOGY 

Janice Sorensen and Jim Deputy 

Kansas Geological Survey 
University of Kansas 

1930 Constant Avenue 
Lawrence, Kansas 6604 7 

Abstract-In 1986, the Survey's library staff and Computer Services Section took initial steps 
to develop an in-house database for storing and retrieving bibliographic data on geological studies 
in Kansas. This database is designed to serve two primary functions: production of published 
bibliographies and indexes, and custom on-line literature searches. At present, over 12,000 
references from all areas of the geological sciences have been collected, including references on 
water and mineral resources, geochemistry, soil science, and environmental geology. Titles of many 
unpublished manuscripts, such as theses and dissertations, and open-file reports have also been 
included in the database. Data files are stored and accessed through the Survey's minicomputer 
(Data General MY20000). Computer programs to generate the printed bibliographies were written 
in-house. Commercial software (KW ARE) was purchased for the PC version for on-line literature 
searches. Although KW ARE allows for a variety of search strategies (Boolean logic and combining 
of sets), counties and rock-unit searches are the most frequently requested. Overall, both the 
published and on-line version of the bibliography have received positive responses from customers, 
researchers, and Survey staff. 

INTRODUCfiON 

The Kansas Geological Survey has long recognized 
the importance of collecting bibliographic information 
on geologic research conducted in Kansas. In 1977, the 
first comprehensive bibliography on Kansas geology 
was compiled by the American Geological Institute and 
published as Survey Bulletin 213. Approval from the 
Survey's director in 1986 permitted the library's staff to 
initiate the development of an in-house system for 
collection and storage of bibliographic data. The data
base was designed to serve two primary functions: 
production of published bibliographies and indexes, and 
custom on-line literature searches. At present, over 
12,000 references from all areas of the geological sciences 
have been collected, including references on water and 
mineral resources, geochemistry, soil science, and 
environmental geology. In addition to references 
appearing in published sources, the titles of many 
unpublished manuscripts, such as open-file reports and 
theses/dissertations, are included in the database. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SOURCES 

The Survey's bibliographic data files currently 
represent an impressive 168 years of research conducted 

in Kansas. Although titled a bibliography of Kansas 
geology, information on related research has been 
included as well. The data files are representative of 
citations collected by consulting published bibliographies 
in addition to diligent efforts by the compilers to find 
new sources of data. Following are the major 
bibliographic sources that were canvassed. (For a 
complete listing of consulted references, see Appendix 
A.) 
American Geological Institute (compiler),Bibliography 

of Kansas geology through 1974: Kansas 
Geological Survey, Bulletin, no. 213, 183 pages. 

Combs, L.J. (compiler), 1984, Water-resources reports 
prepared by or in cooperation with the U.S. 
Geological Survey, Kansas, 1886-1983: U.S . 
Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 84-
0609, 117 pages. 

Hardy, R.A.; and Welter, Barbara, 1980, Kansas 
Geological Survey publications; a complete list 
and cross index: Kansas Geological Survey, Open
file Report, no. 80-3, 140 pages. 

Harksen, J.C., 1963, A bibliography and catalogue of 
the reptiles and birds of the Kansas Cretaceous 
with descriptions of new species: Unpubl. M.S. 
thesis, Fort Hays State University, Hays, KS, 81 
pages. 
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Hay, Robert, 1896, A bibliography of Kansas geology, 
with some annotations: Kansas Academy of 
Science, Transactions, vol. 14, pp. 261-278. 

McClain, T.J.; and Long, Kaye, 1982, Bibliography of 
studies of selected stream valleys in Kansas: 
Kansas Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 
82-6, 79 pages. 

Roberts, R.S.; and Hodson, W.G., 1966, Ground water 
inK ansas; bibliography and subject index: Kansas 
Geological Survey, Bulletin, no. 182,41 pages. 

Schoewe, W.H., 1957, Bibliography and general index 
of geological and related papers published by the 
Kansas State Board of Agriculture, 1873-1957: 
Kansas Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 
57-6, 14 pages. 

Schoewe, W.H., 1957, Bibliography, Kansas Academy 
of Science Transactions, 1872-1957: Kansas 
Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 57-7, 
233 pages. 

Schoewe, W.H., 1964, Bibliography and index of 
Transactions, Kansas Academy of Science, 
volumes 1-65 (1872-1962): Kansas Academy of 
Science, Lawrence, KS, 259 pages. 

Skelton, L.H. (compiler), 1984, Catalog of theses and 
dissertations concerning the geology of Kansas 
and adjacent counties of bordering states,1896-
1982: Kansas Geological Survey, Open-file 
Report, no. 84-15, 114 pages. 

Sorensen, J.H., 1982, List of open-file reports: Kansas 
Geological Survey, 26 pages (updated 1984, 1985, 
1987). 

DATA STANDARDS 

Bibliographic data files are stored on Survey's 
minicomputer, a Data General MV20000, in the 
"KANSREF' directory. They are accessed using the 
DG's text editor program otherwise known as SED. 
There are 26 files, each identified by a letter of the 
alphabet that corresponds to thefustentry in the author's 
field. Bibliographic references are entered using the 
following form with nine "fields" or "categories." 

/1/Author(s) 
/2/Dare 
/3/Title 
/4/R.eference source 
IS/Location in reference 
/6/Subject index terms 
n /County index terms 
/8/R.ock unit index terms 
/9/Water/Petroleum Code/Source/Location/ 

Comments 
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Following are detailed descriptions of data fields 
including examples and standards now applied to stored 
bibliographic data. 

FIELD DESCRIPTIONS 

/1/AUTHOR 

The author name field consists of either a single 
author name, or multiple author names. All author 
names are listed and separated using a semicolon. 
Complete fust name is used when middle initial is 
unknown. If middle initial is known from a different 
source, it is shown in brackets. Where there are multiple 
authors, the last author's name is separated from previous 
name by the conjunction, "and." The ALIAS file manages 
the cross-referencing of preferred author name to 
variations on the name (i.e., Moore, R.C.; Moore, R.[C.]) . 

Examples: 
Merriam, D.F. 
Leatherock, Constance 
Buchanan, R. [C.] 
Sanderson, G.A.; and Verville, GJ. 

Abbreviations used in field /1/ listings are as follows: 
Compiler(s) = (compiler), (compilers) 
Chairman = (chair.) 
Editor(s) = (ed.), (eds.) 
Investigators= (investigator); 

(investigators) 
Leader = (leader) 
A select group of references included in the data 

files is not listed in the published bibliography (i.e., 
reprinted articles, non-Kansas articles). When a reference 
is to be maintained in the database but not listed in the 
published bibliography, an asterisk(*) is inserted before 
the fust author's name. All citations appear in the on
line version. 

Example: 
/!/*Treadway, J .A. 
/2/1987 
/3/Shallow seismic study of a fault scarp near Borah 

Peak, Idaho 
/4/Unpubl. M.S. thesis, Department of Geology, 

University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
/5/78 pages, (Available as Kansas Geological 

Survey, Open-file Report no. 87-13) 

/2/DATE 

The date entered in field /2/ is the printed published 
date. Dates in question are surrounded by brackets. 



Examples: 
1969 
[1942] 
[no date] 

The title is the full reference title, including the 
author and title of a larger work in more complex entries. 
Place names, geographic names, and other proper names 
are capitalized. Words to be underlined are enclosed in 
brackets"<>" (the text editor on the Data General does 
not permit underlining). Words that have been added to 
the original title are enclosed with square brackets"[)", 
indicating that they are not part of the original title. 
Abbreviations are not used unless they occur in the title. 
Titles of books are always taken from the title page. 
Punctuation is duplicated exactly in all titles, with one 
exception; all colons are converted to semicolons. 
Therefore, no colons appear in this field. Where the 
article is part of a larger work, the title is followed by the 
specific page numbers, which are followed by the 
author(s) or editor(s) of the larger work, which are then 
followed by the title of the inclusive work. (Examples of 
reference title formats are included in Appendix B.) 

Accepted abbreviations used for field /3/ are as 
follows: 

Abstract 
Editor(s) 
Discussion 
Compiler(s) 
With discussion 

= 

= 
= 
= 

(abstr.) 
(ed.), (eds.) 
(discussion) 
(compiler),(compilers) 
[with discussion] 

/4/REFERENCE SOURCE 

This is the journal, periodical, or in the case of a 
book, the publisher, and city and state or country of the 
publication. For periodicals, list the organization first, 
then the type of periodical unless the periodical type 
appears as part of the "official" title. Periodical titles are 
not abbreviated. 

Examples: 
Journal of Paleontology 
Kansas Geological Survey. Bulletin 
Journal of Geology 
Kansas Academy of Science, Transactions 
Kansas Geological Survey, Lawrence, KS 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, NY 
Unpubl. M.S. thesis, Department of Geology, 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 

/5/LOCA TION (IN REFERENCE) 

The location field is used for volume, number, and/ 
or page numbers of the reference. In the case of a book, 
it is the total number of pages for the entire work. 
Additional information may be included, such as a list of 
maps or plates, and a map scale. Accepted abbreviations 
used in this field include the following: 

volume = vol. section = sec. 
number = no. session ses. 
part = pt. edition = ed. 
page p. article art. 
supplement = suppl. series = ser. 
pages* pp. Abteilung Abt. 

*Where the total pages are given, spell out com-
pletely, where a range of pages are given, abbreviate. 

Example: 
/4/John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, NY 
/5/253 pages 

/4/Kansas Academy of Science, Transactions 
/5/vol. 95, no. 2, pp. 65-78 

/4/Geotimes 
/5/vol. 36, no. 3, p. 29 
Following the location information, additional 

information may also be added. For example, if a National 
Technical Information Services (NTIS) report number 
is known it will be shown in parentheses; if the article 
has been reprinted in another publication , th a t 
information also is shown in parentheses. 

Examples: 
/1/Kalik, AJ. 
/2/1988 
/3/The effects of near-surface geology on shallow 

high-resolution seismic data quality in northeastern Kansas 
/4/Unpubl. M.S. thesis, Department of Geology, 

University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
/5/144 pages (avail. as Kans. Geol. Survey, 

Open-file Rept. no. 88-29) 

/!/Robertson, H.F. 
/2/1977 
/3/Kansas, pp. 37-41,<1n>, Mining and mineral 

operations in the north-central states; a visitor guide 
/4/U.S. Bureau of Mines, Special Publication, 

Washington, D.C. 
/5/no. 3-77, 120 pages (NTIS no. PB-266 873) 

/6/DESCRIPTION OF INDEXING TERMS 

In order to produce a published bibliography as well 
as permitting for on-line literature searches, indexing 
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terms have been assigned in-house by the Survey's 
library staff. The system was designed on a "broad to 
narrow" basis for descriptors of citations. Although the 
published bibliographies list separate indexes for fields 
/6/ subject terms, nl county names, and /8/ rock unit 
terms, the on-line searching system permits single field 
or global searches. In order to maintain and control the 
efficiency of the subject-index file, it was necessary to 
establish "authority files" of index terms. Such a file 
controls the number of subject categories and the possible 
duplication of subject terms. When entering index terms, 
level-one terms are followed by two dashes, level-two 
terms are followed by a comma, and level-three terms 
are followed by a semicolon. Programming design allows 
for county name terms to be entered on field n /. The at 
(@)sign before the word county for second or third level 
terms is recognized by the program as the name listed in 
field n /.Following are examples of index terms entered 
in field /6/. 

Examples: 
ground water-aquifers, evaluation; 
heat flow-geothermal gradient, maps; 
hydrology-rivers and streams, channel geometry; 
hydrology-water quality, salinity; 
maps-geologic, (@county); 
remote sensing-applications, water quality; 
sediments-transport, stream transport; 

n !COUNTY INDEX TERMS 

County locations referred to in a reference are 
included here. County names are separated by 
semicolons. County information will also be used as 
index terms assigned to field nl (i.e., maps-soils, 
@county). In the published bibliography, county listings 
will be subdivided into major level-one index term 
categories. 

Example: 
Greenwood County: 

Ground water 
Jordan, 1982a 

/8/ROCK UNITS 

Rock units listed include formal and informal rock
stratigraphic names as recognized by the Kansas 
Geological Survey. Cross references from infrequently 
used informal terms will be included in the published 
bibliography. Rock units are separated by semicolons. 

Example: 
Cross index 
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Ash Hollow member see Ogallala Formation 

/9/W A TER OR PETROLEUM CODE/ 
SOURCE/LOCATION/COMMENTS 

Field /9/ is used for reference identification and 
comments. Codes are added to this field in the following 
manner: 

I. If the reference relates to a general water study 
(for example, a statewide survey), it is assigned to the 
water bibliography using a lower-case "w" immediate! y 
following the /9/. A study that was conducted in a 
particular area is assigned a river basin code (see 
Appendix C for water codes). 

2. If the reference relates to a general petroleum 
study (for example, oil and gas production for the state), 
it is assigned to the petroleum bibliography using a 
lower-case "p" immediately following the /9/. A study 
conducted in a particular region is assigned a geologic 
province code (see Appendix C for petroleum codes). 

Examples (water code): 
/1/Boyce, Earnest 
/2/1935 
/3/Public and emergency water supplies during the 

drought period in Kansas 
/4/American Water Works Association, Journal 
/5/vol. 27, no. 2, pp. 164-173 
/9/w [NEW] 
w =WATER BIBLIOGRAPHY 

/!/Parkhurst, D.L. 
/2/1987 
/3/Chemical analyses of water samples from the 

Picher mining area, northeast Oklahoma and southeast 
Kansas 

/4/U.S. Geological Survey, Open-file Report 
/5/no. 87-0453,43 pages 
n /Cherokee; 
/9/h[AGI88][KGS Dl033] 
h =NEOSHO RIVER BASIN 

Examples (petroleum code): 
/1/Beene, D.L.; and Oros, M.O. 
/2/1965 
/3/0il and gas developments in Kansas during 1964 
/4/Kansas Geological Survey, Bulletin 
/5/no. 179, 52 pages 
/9/p[NEW][KGS] 
p =PETROLEUM BIBLIOGRAPHY 

/!/Absher, W.F. 
/2/1954 
/3/Greenwood gas pool adds to reserves in Kansas 



/4/World Oil 
/5/vol. 139, no. 4, pp. 84, 86, 88, 90 
n/Morton; 
/9/n[ABEG] 
n = ANADARKO BASIN 
3. The source code is the first bracketed listing. The 

following are examples of codes used (complete listing 
found in Appendix C). 

Example: 
[213] =Information taken from KGS Bulletin 213 
[AGI] = Information obtained from AGI yearly 

bibliographies 
[NEW] =Reference located by KGS library staff 

4. If the reference has been corrected from the 
original source, [COR] follows the source code. 

5. The last code entered on field /9/ is information 
on where the article or book can be located. The following 
are examples of codes used (complete list found in 
Appendix C). 

Examples: 
[ARC] = University Archives, Spencer Library 
[DOC]= Government Documents, Spencer Library 
[ENG]= Engineering Library, Learned Hall 
[KGS] =Kansas Geological Survey Library 
[NOT ILS] = Not available through Interlibrary 

Loans 
[SCI]= Science Library, Malott Hall 

PROGRAMMING 

The two computer-based elements of the 
bibliography reside on the Survey's Data General MV I 
20000. They are the INFOS II database and a set of Data 
General Fortran 77 (F77) programs used to manipulate 
the database. INFOS II is a proprietary Data General 
database-management system. A library ofF77-callable 
subroutines allows F77 programs to interact with the 
database. Although F77 is not usually thought of as a 
text-processing language, the text-handling facilities of 
DG F77 are adequate for the needs of the bibliography. 

INFOS DATABASE 

The INFOS database was designed with two goals 
in mind: to produce printed products and to serve as a 
basis for an on-line interactive retrieval system that 
could be used in place of the printed version. So far on! y 
the first goal has been realized. The system has been 
used to produce the initial bibliography publication 
though 1984, theses bibliography, two water 
bibliographies, and an update through 1989. (See 
Appendix D for listing of published bibliographies.) 

The bibliography database is a collection of variable
length records (bibliography citations), each accessible 
via one or more keys residing in a set of indexes. No 
length restrictions are imposed; a citation, or any of the 
nine fields within the citation, can be of arbitrary length. 
Keys are stored in the tree-structured index in the ASCII 
collating sequence for quick retrieval. To place a record 
and key in the database, the contents of both the record 
and its key are specified. Thus, a record and its key have 
no intrinsic relationship to one another other than that 
defined by the database designer. For example, a database 
record consisting of the string "A" could have a key 
consisting of the string "B." This flexibility allows 
different types of keys to exist in an index for different 
purposes. An individual citation record in the database 
has multiple keys in multiple indexes linked to it. The 
following paragraphs contain detailed descriptions of 
the structure and usage of two of the bibliography 
database's indexes. 

The AUTHOR index contains two types of keys: 
unique keys, that consist of a primary author name 
followed by a "!" character followed by the date of 
publication, and cross-reference keys that are made up 
of a secondary author name followed by a"#" character 
followed by the text of the citation's unique key. For a 
citation with a primary author and two secondary authors, 
three keys would be generated (one unique, two cross
reference) and linked to the single instance of the citation 
in the database. The choice of"!" and "#" for markers 
means that for any one author, all keys involving primary 
authorship will appear in the index before all keys 
involving secondary authorship because"#" follows"!" 
in the ASCII sequence. This is the ordering appropriate 
for the printed bibliography. To generate the printed 
bibliography, an F77 program simply scans th e 
AUTHOR index and writes citations in the order in 
which it encounters keys in the index. 

The ALIAS index contains author name variants 
linked to database records containing the preferred 
author name for publication purposes. When generating 
keys for the AUTHOR index, author names from the 
citations are mapped onto official names using the 
contents of the ALIAS index. Thus, the citations can 
contain the author's name as it appears in the original 
publication, while the printed bibliography will list the 
citations using a single variant of the author's name. 

FORTRAN77 PROGRAMS 

A number of additional special-purpose F77 
programs exist to extract information from the database. 
For example, one program prints the contents of a single 
field from each citation, along with its unique key, to a 
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flat text file. This file can then be sorted using Sort/ 
Merge (another Data General utility) with duplicates 
deleted to produce a text file containing all unique 
instances of the contents of a field. Such a file can be 
used to catch spelling errors and to check for consistency 
of usage. 

Possible enhancements to the current system include 
development of an interactive editor to allow direct 
update of bibliography citations within the database. 
Since this facility does not currently exist, entry and 
update of bibliography data are done with an ASCII 
editor on a series of flat text files. When a printed 
bibliography, field content lists, or other products are 
needed, the text files are loaded into the database using 
an F77 program. Another enhancement is an on-line 
retrieval system that would allow any Survey researcher 
with access to the MY /20000 to query the bibliography 
of an author or any field, or perform a global search. This 
will most likely be implemented on a microcomputer/ 
LAN platform rather than on the minicomputer. 

PUBLISHED BIBLIOGRAPHIES 

The published bibliography is arranged in the 
following fashion. An index to source-abbreviations is 
included at the front. County outline and simplified 
geologic maps appear on the opposite page. The 
bibliography proper follows and is arranged 
alphabetically by the author's last name and initials , and 
then chronologically by publication year . The 
bibliography is followed by three indexes: subject, 
county, and rock-unit. The subject index is based on a 
broad-to-narrow search logic modeled after and modified 
from the GeoRef system of the American Geological 
Institute. Synonymous terms as well as many second
and third-level terms have been cross-referenced to 
direct users to the appropriate index entry. Most users 
with interest in a particular geographic area or 
stratigraphic interval should start their search with the 
county or rock-unit indexes. In an effort to aid users, 
references listed under a given entry in these indexes 
have been further categorized by primary subject content 
as well. The rock-unit index contains rock-stratigraphic 
geologic names as they have been used in references. 
Therefore, formal and informal terms, provincial names, 
and outdated terms have been listed as they appear in 
references. Whenever possible, informal terms and 
outdated terms have been cross-referenced to probable 
formal equivalents. (See Appendix D for listing of 
published bibliographies.) 
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ON-LINE SEARCHES 

An on-line version of Lhe bibliography now resides 
on several PCs at the Survey. Commercial software 
(KW ARE) was purchased to allow for retrieval of the 
data. Choosing from a menu allows the searcher to 
locate information from the following fields: Key, 
Author, Tille, Publisher, Index Terms, Counties, Rock 
Units, Codes, or Global Index. Using Boolean logic, 
fields can be combined and refined. Information can 
then be downloaded to a disk or exported to another file 
for printing. Although the on-line version of the 
bibliography is used for a variety of searches, the most 
frequently requested searches are for counties and rock 
units . 

CONCLUSION 

The ability to access bibliographic data quickly and 
easily in- house for staff researchers as well as for the 
public has definitely justified the amount of time and 
energy put into the project. Ideas for the future include 
adding abstracts to the database and the eventual release 
of the Survey's CD-ROM that will include the 
bibliography and seven of Lhe Survey's largest databases: 
Kansas Cartographic Data Base; National Geographic 
Names Data Base for Kansas; Cumulative Oil-field 
Production Histories, 1965-1989; Plugging Data; Kansas 
Brine Analysis; Aeromagnetic Data; and Gravity Data. 

APPENDIX A 

Complete list of sources canvassed for bibliographic 
information on earth science research in Kansas. 
Memorials written on prominent geologists that 
published in Kansas were checked for selected 
bibliographies. 
American Geological Institute (compiler), 1977 , 

Bibliography of Kansas geology through 1974: 
Kansas Geological Survey,Bulletin, no. 213, 183 
pages. 

Baxter, R.W.; and Hornbaker, A.L., 1965,Pennsylvanian 
fossil plants from Kansas coal balls; a field 
conference guidebook for the annual meetings: 
Kansas Geological Survey, [guidebook for] The 
Geological Society of America and Associated 
Societies, Annual Meeting, 34 pages. 

Boardman, Leona; and Brown, Annabel, 1948, Geologic 
map index of Kansas: U.S. Geological Survey , 1 
sheet, scale 1:750,000. 



Boardman, Leona; and Young, R.C. (compilers), 1954, 
Geologic map index of Kansas: U.S. Geological 
Survey, 1 sheet, scale 1:750,000. 

Brady, LL.; and Livingston, N.D., 1979, Annotated 
bibliography of source materials for locating, 
identifying, and describing abandoned coal mine 
problems in Kansas, final report: Kansas 
Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 79-1, 
35 pages. 

Combs, L.J. (compiler), 1984, Water-resources reports 
prepared by or in cooperation with the U.S. 
Geological Survey, Kansas, 1886-1983: U.S. 
Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 84-
0609, 117 pages. 

Combs,LJ.(compiler),1985, Water-resources activities 
of the U.S. Geological Survey in Kansas; fiscal 
years 1983 and 1984: U.S. Geological Survey, 
Open-file Report, no. 85-0178, 97 pages. 

Combs,LJ. (compiler),1987, Water-resources activities 
of the U.S. Geological Survey in Kansas; fiscal 
years 1985 and 1986: U.S. Geological Survey, 
Open-file Report, no. 87-0211, 108 pages. 

Combs,LJ. (compiler),1989, Water-resources activities 
of the U.S. Geological Survey in Kansas; fiscal 
years 1987 and 1988: U.S. Geological Survey, 
Open-file Report, no. 89-0592, 97 pages. 

Cooper, Margaret, 1955, Bibliography and index of 
literature on uranium and thorium and radioactive 
occurrences in the United States; Part 4, Arkansas, 
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South 
Dakota and Texas: Geological Society of America, 
Bulletin, vol. 66, no. 3, pp. 257-326. 

Cramer, H.R., 1965, Bibliography of the Simpson Group 
and equivalents in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas: 
Tulsa Geological Society, Digest, vol. 33, pp. 
251-264. 

DeGolyer, E.L., 1945, Wallace Everette Pratt, fust 
Sidney Powers Memorial medalist; an 
appreciation: American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists, Bulletin, vol. 29, no. 5, pp. 478-490. 

Dorr, J.A., Jr., 1984, Memorial to Kenneth Knight 
Landes, 1899-1981: Geological Society of 
America, Memorials, vol. 14, 3 pages. 

Dunbar, C.O., 1962, Memorial to William Henry 
Twenhofel (1875-1957): Geological Society of 
America, Proceedings 1960, pp. 151-156. 

Dunbar, C.O., 1967, Raymond Cecil Moore, pp. 5-17, 
In, Teichurt, Curt; and Yochelson, E.L., (eds.); 
Essays in paleontology and stratigraphy; R.C. 
Moore Commemorative volume: Kansas 
University, Department of Geology, Special 
Publication no. 2, 626 pages. 

Elias, M.K., 1938, Studies oflate Paleozoic ammonoids; 
[Part) I, methods of drawing sutures; 
bibliography: Journal of Paleontology, vol. 12, 
no. I, pp. 86-90. 

Finch, W.I.; Wright, J.C.; and Sullivan, M.W., 1975, 
Selected bibliography pertaining to uranium 
occurrences in eastern New Mexico, and west 
Texas and nearby parts of Colorado, Oklahoma 
and Kansas: U.S. Geological Survey, Geologic 
Division, 99 pages, (NTIS no. PB-241 629). 

Foley, F.C., 1973, Memorial to John Mark Jewett, 1896-
1970: Geological Society of America, Memorials, 
vol. 2, pp. 79-81. 

Foley, F.C., 1977, Memorial to Hubert Andrew Ireland, 
1904-1973: Geological Society of America, 
Memorials, vol. 5, 3 pages. 

Gilluly, James, 1977, Memorial to William Walden 
Rubey, 1898-1974: Geological Socie ty of 
America, Memorials, vol. 6, 6 pages. 

Gould, C.N., 1900, The Lower Cretaceous of Kansas: 
American Geologist, vol. 25, pp. 10-40. 

Gould, C.N., 1901, The Dakota Cretaceous of Kansas 
and Nebraska: Kansas Academy of Science, 
Transactions, vol. 17, pp. 122-178, (prepared as 
a M.A. thesis for the University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, NE, 1900). 

Hambleton, W.W.; and Merriam, D.F., 1957, Review of 
geophysical activity in Kansas through 1956: 
Kansas Geological Survey, Builetin,no. 127 (1957 
reports of studies), pt. 1, pp. 1-24. 

Hambleton, W.W., 1987, Memorial to Frank Clingan 
Foley, 1906-1985: Geological Society of America, 
Memorials, vol. 17, 4 pages. 

Hardy, R.A.; and Welter, Barbara, 1980, Kansas 
Geological Survey publications; a complete list 
and cross index: Kansas Geological Survey, Open
file Report, no. 80-3, 140 pages. 

Harksen, J.C., 1963, A bibliography and catalogue of 
the reptiles and birds of the Kansas Cretaceous with 
descriptions of new species: Unpubl. M.S. thes is, 
Fort Hays State University, Hays, KS , 81 pages. 

Hay, O.P., 1902, Bibliography and catalogue of the 
fossil Vertebrata of North America: U.S. 
Geological Survey, Bulletin, no. 179,868 pages. 

Hay, Robert, 1896, A bibliography of Kansas geology, 
with some annotations: Kansas Academy of 
Science, Transactions, vol. 14, pp. 261-278. 

Jewett, J.M., 1966, Memorial to Walter H. Schoewe 
(1891 -1966): Geological Society of America, 
Bulletin, vol. 77, no. 6, pp. 113-116. 

Jewett, J.M., 1968, Memorial to Walter H. Schoewe 
(1891-1966): Geological Society of America, 
Proceedings, 1966,pp. 375-377 . 
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Kansas Geological Survey, 1922, Kansas maps: Kansas 
Geological Survey, Circular, no. I, 16 pages. 

Kansas Geological Survey, 1926, Bulletins and maps: 
Kansas Geological Survey. Circular, no. 1, 8 
pages. 

Kansas Geological Survey, 1929, Bulletins and maps: 
Kansas Geological Survey, Circular, no. 2, 6 
pages. 

Kansas Geological Survey, 1941, Bulletins and maps: 
Kansas Geological Survey, Circular, no. 1, 12 
pages. 

King, P.B., 1949, Memorial to Nelson Horatio Darton, 
[1865-1948]: Geological Society of America, 
Proceedings, 1948, pp. 145-170. 

Lohman, S.W.;andBurtis, V.M.,1953,Areasofprincipal 
ground-water investigations in the Arkansas, 
White, and Red River basins: U.S. Geological 
Survey, Hydrologic Investigations Atlas, no. HA-
2, 1 sheet, scale 1:2,500,000. 

Lohman, S.W., 1984, Memorial to Nathan Wood Bass, 
1893-1979: Geological Society of America, 
Memorials, vol. 14, 10 pages. 

McClain, TJ.; and Long, Kaye, 1982, Bibliography of 
studies of selected stream valleys in Kansas: 
Kansas Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 
82-6, 79 pages. 

Merriam, D.P.; and Hambleton, W.W., 1959,Exploration 
geophysics in Kansas, pp. 53-62,/n, Hambleton, 
W.W., (ed.); Symposium on geophysics in 
Kansas: Kansas Geological Survey, Bulletin, no. 
137,375 pages. 

Merriam, D.F., 1964, Annotated bibliography of the 
Kansas Precambrian: Kansas Geological Survey, 
Special Distribution Publication, no. 8, 18 pages. 

Moore, R.C., 1933, Memorial to Erasmus Haworth: 
Geological Society of America, Bulletin, vol. 44, 
no. 2, pp. 338-347. 

Nichols, R.L., 1977, Memorial to H.T.U. Smith, 1908-
1973: Geological Society of America, Memorials, 
vol. 5, 8 pages. 

Postley, O.C., 1938, Bibliography of geologic structure 
maps and cross sections of areas in oil and gas 
states east of the Mississippi River, and some 
producing states in the Mid-continent region: 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 
Bulletin, vol. 22, no. 4, pp. 431-482. 

Roberts, R.S.; and Hodson, W.G., 1966, Ground water 
in Kansas; bibliography and subject index: Kansas 
Geological Survey, Bulletin, no. 182,41 pages. 

Salvador, Amos, 1984, Memorial to Wallace Everette 
Pratt, 1885-1981: Geological Society of America, 
Memorials, vol. 14, 8 pages. 
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Schoewe, W.H., 1957, Bibliography and general index 
of geological and related papers published by the 
Kansas State Board of Agriculture, 1873-1957: 
Kansas Geological Survey. Open-file Report, no. 
57-6, 14 pages. 

Schoewe, W.H., 1957, Bibliography, Kansas Academy 
of Science Transactions, I872-l9 57: Kansas 
Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 57-7, 
233 pages. 

Schoewe, W.H. (compiler), 1962, Theses- I962: Kansas 
Academy of Science, Transactions, vol. 65, no. 2, 
pp. 194-205. 

Schoewe, W.H. (compiler), 1963, Theses- 1963: Kansas 
Academy of Science, Transactions, vol. 66, no. 2, 
pp. 334-346. 

Schoewe, W.H. (compiler), 1964, Theses- I964: Kansas 
Academy of Science, Transactions, vol. 67, no. 3, 
pp. 567-578. 

Schoewe, W.H., 1964, Bibliography and index of 
Transactions, Kansas Academy of Science, 
volumes 1-65 (1872-1962): Kansas Academy of 
Science, Lawrence, KS, 259 pages. 

Schoewe, W.H.,(compiler) , 1965, Theses-I965: Kansas 
Academy of Science, Transactions, vol. 68, no. 2, 
pp. 336-348. 

Shor, E.N., 1971, Fossils and flies; the life of a compleat 
scientist, Samuel Wendell Williston (1851-1918): 
University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, OK, 285 
pages. 

Skelton, L.H. (compiler), 1984, Catalog of theses and 
dissertations concerning the geology of Kansas 
and adjacent counties of bordering states, I896-
1982: Kansas Geological Survey, Open-file 
Report, no. 84-15, 114 pages. 

Small, W .M., 1978, Memorial to Arthur Earl Fath (1887-
1976) : Geological Socie ty of America , 
Memorials, vol. 8, 2 pages. 

Sorensen,J.H. (compiler), 1982, List of open-file reports: 
Kansas Geological Survey, 26 pages, (updated 
1984, 1985, 1987, 1988). 

U.S. Geological Survey, 1977, Studies of the water 
resources of Kansas by the U.S. Geological 
Survey, in cooperation with various state 
agencies-a bibliography: Kansas Geological 
Survey, Open-file Report, no. 77-10,25 pages. 

VerWiebe, W.A.;andCooper,B.N., 1938,Bibliography 
of Kansas geology, [1823-1938, inc.]: Municipal 
University of Wichita, Bulletin, vol. I3, no. II, 
76 pages, [University Studies, no. 5]. 

Waage, K.M., 1981, Memorial to Carl Owen Dunbar, 
1891-1979: Geological Society of America, 
Memorials, vol. 8, 12 pages. 



Willman, H.B., 1983, Memorial to John Chapman Frye 
(1912-1981): Illinois State Academy of Science, 
Transactions, vol. 46, nos. 1 and 2, pp. 165-179 
(rep. as Ill. St. Geol. Survey, Rep., no. 1984C). 

Wilson, J. A., 1977, Memorial to Claude William 
Hibbard, 1905-1973: Geological Society of 
America, Memorials, vol. 5, 8 pages. 

APPENDIXB 

Example of a journal reference: 
/1/*Serpa, L.; Setzer, T.; Farmer, H.; Brown, L.; 

Oliver, J.[E.]; Kaufman, S.; Sharp, J.; and Steeples, 
D.W. 

/2/1984 
/3/S tructure of the southern Keweenawan Rift from 

COCORP surveys across the Midcontinent Geophysical 
Anomaly in northeastern Kansas 

/4/Tectonics 
/5/vol. 3, no. 3, pp. 367-384 (also avail. as Cornell 

Univ., Dept. Geol. Sci. , Contr., no. 764) 
/6/geophysical surveys-seismic surveys, northeast; 

structural features-rifts, Keweenawan Rift; 
/7/ 
/8/ 
/9/[NEW][KGS RPF] 

Example of a book: 
/!/Buchanan, R.C.; and McCauley, J.R. 
/2/1987 
/3/Roadside Kansas; a traveler's guide to its geology 

and landmarks 
/4/University Press of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
/5/365 pages 
/6/popular geology-earth history, Kansas; 
popular geology-landscapes, guidebooks; 
areal geology-Kansas, guidebooks; 
guidebooks-popular geology, Kansas; 
popular geology-field trips, Kansas; 
/7/ 
/8/ 
/9/[NEW][KGS C417] 

Example of a thesis: 
/1/Gadde, P.R. 
/2/1977 
/3/Prediction of fluid flow behavior of a nearly 

depleted shallow reservoir in eastern Kansas 
/4/Unpubl. M.S. thesis, Department of Chemical 

and Petroleum Engineering, University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, KS 

/5/102 pages 
/6/engineering geology-petroleum engineering, 

reservoir hydraulics; 

mathematical geology-enhanced recov ery, 
reservoir models; 

sedimentary rocks-properties, reservoir properties; 
sedimentary rocks-properties, sandstone; 
oil and gas fields-@ county, Bronson-Xenia field; 
/7/Allen; 
/8/Cherokee Group; 
/9/vu[NEW] [ENG] 

Examples of complex references: 
/1/Walton, A.W.; Bouquet, DJ.; Evenson, R.A .; 

Rofheart, D.H.; and Woody, M.D. 
/2/1985 
/3/Characterization of sandstone reservoirs in the 

Cherokee Group (Pennsylvanian, Desmoinesian) of 
southeastern Kansas, pp. 39-62,< In>, Lake, L.W.; and 
Carroll, H.B., (eels.); Reservoir characterization 

/4/Academic Press, Orlando, FL 
/5/659 pages 
/6/engineering geology-petroleum engineering, 

enhanced recovery; 
sedimentary rocks-petrology, sandstone; 
petroleum-exploration, sandstone reservoirs; 
/7/ 
/8/Cherokee Group; 
/9/v[AGI87][ENG TC167.R47] 

/!/Parkhurst, D.L. 
/2/1988 
/3/Mine-water discharge, metal loading, and 

chemical reactions, pp. D5-D9, <In>, Ragone, S.E., 
(ed.); U.S. Geological Survey program on toxic waste
ground-watercontamination; proceedings of the second 
technical meeting, Cape Code, MA, October 21-25, 1985 

/4/U.S. Geological Survey, Open-file Report 
/5/no. 86-0481, 169 pages 
/6/environmental geology-pollution, mine waters; 
elements-trace metals, mine waters; 
ground water-geochemistry, mine waters; 
geochemistry-ground water, mine waters; 
/7/ 
/8/ 
/9/w[NEW] 

APPENDIX C 

Water Bibliography 
River Basin Codes 

w =Master Water Bibliography 
a = Upper Republican River basin 
b =Smoky Hill-Saline River basin 
c = Upper Arkansas 
d = Cimarron River basin 
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e = Solomon River basin 
f = Lower Arkansas 
g =Kansas-Lower Republican 
h = Neosho River basin 

=Walnut River basin 
j = Verdigris River basin 
k =Missouri River basin 

=Marais des Cygnes River basin 
Petroleum Bibliography 
Geological Province Codes 

p = Master Petroleum Bibliography 
m = Las Animas arch 
n = Anadarko basin 
0 

r 
s 
t 
u 

= Central Kansas uplift 
= Salina basin 
= Sedgwick basin 
= Nemaha uplift 

v 
Source Codes 

= Forest City basin 
= Cherokee basin 

[213] - Bibliography of Kansas Geological, compiled 
by AGI, KGS Bulletin 213 

[AGI] - Bibliography of North American Geology. 
[NEW] - New entry located by library staff. 
[77-10]- Kansas Geological Survey, Open-file Report 

77-10. 
[Harksen] - Unpublished M.S. thesis. 
[182] -Kansas Geological Survey Bulletin 182. 
[WRA]- Water Resources Abstracts. 
[162] -Kansas Geological Survey Bulletin 162. 
[Schoewe] - Reference from one of W. Schoewe's 

bibliographies. 
Location Codes 
[ARC] = University Archives, Spencer Library, 

University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
[DOC] = Government Documents, Spencer Library, 

University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
[ENG]= Engineering Library,Leamed Hall, University 

of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
[ll...S] = Reference obtained through Interlibrary Loan 

Services, Watson Library 
[KAN] =Kansas Collection, Spencer Library, University 

of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
[KGS] =Kansas Geological Survey Library 
[KGS MEM] = Kansas Geological Survey Library, 

Memorial File 
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[KGS RPF] =Kansas Geological Survey Library, Reprint 
File 

[KSL] =Kansas State Library, Topeka, KS 
[LHL] =Linda Hall Library, Kansas City, MO 
[MAP]= Map Library, Spencer Library, University of 

Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
[NOT ILS] = Not available through Interlibrary Loans 
[SCI]= Anschutz Science Library, University of Kansas, 

Lawrence, KS 
[UNL] = University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 
[WAT] = Watson Library, University of Kansas, 

Lawrence, KS 
[WRD] =U.S. Geological Survey Library, Lawrence, 

KS 

APPENDIXD 

Bibliographic Products Developed from Database. 

Maples, C.G.; and Buchanan, R.[C.], 1989, Raymond 
Cecil Moore (1892-1974); memorial and 
bibliography (in celebration of the lOOth 
anniversary of the Kansas Geological Survey): 
Paleontological Society, Memoir, no. 25, 29 
pages, (suppl. to Journal ofPaleontology, vol. 63 , 
no. 6, part II). 

Sorensen, J.[H.]; Buchanan, R.[C.]; Johnsgard, S.[K.]; 
and Wozencraft, Chris (compilers), 1986, Kansas 
water bibliography through 1985 (including 
bibliographies for 12 selected river basins): 
Kansas Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 
86-7, 270 pages. 

Sorensen, J.H.; and Johnsgard, S.K. (compilers), 1988, 
Bibliography and index of theses and dissertations 
on Kansas geology (1884-1984): Kansas 
Geological Survey, Open-file Report, no. 88-14, 
90 pages. 

Sorensen, J.H.; Johnsgard, S.K.; and Wozencraft, C. 
(compilers), 1989, Bibliography of Kansas 
geology, 1823-1984: Kansas Geological Survey, 
Bulletin, 221, 444 pages. 

Sorensen,J .H., in press, Bibliography of Kansas geology, 
1985-1989: Kansas Geological Survey, Bulletin 
234. 



A PRIMER ON ELECTRONIC JOURNALS 
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Abstract-The decisions a publisher makes about whether and how to publish a journal in 
electronic form have a direct impact on selection and access decisions of information professionals. 
This paper is an orientation for those who have been avoiding thinking about electronic journals and 
their implications. We will walk through the basic decisions that publishers of electronic journals 
make regarding distribution modes, cost recovery methods, software retrieval implications, storage 
options, and other items and equate these choices to the similar decisions librarians must make in 
choosing to provide access to an electronic journal in their libraries. 

INTRODUCfiON 

"Electronic journal" is a term applied to a 
bewildering variety of publications. This is one reason 
that it is easy to avoid planning for them in libraries. The 
variety of formats and the different issues involved in 
dealing with each one cause anxiety in those individuals 
who are facing the problem of collecting and making 
available electronic journals. 

The solution is not to panic. Slowly familiarize 
yourself with the issues surrounding providing access to 
electronic journals. The way to avoid a negative reaction 
to change is to prepare yourself for the inevitable one 
step at a time, and to know as much as possible about the 
subject. 

I will be using the term "electronic journal" to mean 
any journal that is distributed in electronic or digital 
form. These can include publications that never had a 
print equivalent or those whose electronic form is an 
afterthought. I will be discussing the variety of formats 
this can include shortly. 

THE MARKETPLACE 

One of the first objects of your study should be the 
publishers who will be putting out the journals in 
electronic form. Each stage in the process of evaluating 
and making accessible a particular journal in the library 
is preceded by a similar stage on the part of the publisher. 
The stages include consideration of format or medium 
of publication, cumulated or noncumulated publication, 
cost recovery, software retrieval programs, storage 

----- --------- ---

options, and finally text-only vs. text and graphics 
publication. 

MEDfUM OF DISTRIBUTION 

When a publishing company contemplates 
publishing a journal in electronic format, it faces a 
multitude of choices involving medium. Is this journal 
going to be made accessible on CD-ROM? How about 
distributed to subscribers through electronic mail? Should 
it be made available through Internet via FfP (file 
transfer protocol)? Could it be mounted as a database 
accessible through Internet for those able to use the 
Telnet tool? Would it make sense to license it to a 
commercial vendor of databases to be made accessible 
through their system? Or should the company distribute 
the journal on floppy diskette or magnetic tapes? 

Each of these media has its own drawbacks and 
advantages, both for a publisher and for those who want 
the information available in the journal. Perhaps the 
most significant decision a publisher can make is the 
decision about the subscriber base and the nature of their 
journal. For example, Internet has only recently become 
an option for commercial enterprises, and many 
companies still do not have (or do not want to pay for) 
access. Given this fact,journals published on the Internet 
are not available to all potential subscribers. 

So, given the choices available to publishers, what 
is the decision that you, the librarian, want made? How 
many computers do you have that can provide a place for 
all the users of your library to read, download, and print 
the articles of interest to them? Are you able to get more 
computers as your collections expand? Do you have the 
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space for more computers? Do you circulate journals? 
Each question needs to be answered honestly in order 
for you to thoughtfully evaluate your capabilities to 
handle electronic journals in their myriad formats. 

Journals acquired on magnetic tapes, floppies, and 
CD-ROMs will involve the shipping of a physical item 
to its final location. In all three, but particular! y magnetic 
storage media, a journal can arrive in an unreadable con
dition, requiring return, reshipment, and possibly the same 
problem again. In this respect, the electronic journal can be 
as labor-intensive to distribute oracquireas a paper version. 

Do you have a local network; do you have access to 
Internet? If you do not have either, would the availability 
of a particular journal only through Internet make a 
difference to those who would make the decision to get 
access? Would you want to place the journal you receive 
on your local network instead of on a single machine in 
the library? Do you have an electronic mail account? Do 
any of your library users? Would you consider acquiring 
electronic mail in order to receive a particular journal? 

Is your library affiliated with, or do you have in the 
library, a computing center that could mount magnetic 
tapes? Will you have to pay for disk space? Will you 
have to pay for system support? 

Are you willing to pay a commercial vendor to have 
your users access full-text journals that way? Are you 
prepared to deal with a fluctuating budget based on 
usage and not on a flat subscription fee? 

Now that you have considered the most important 
format implications, you can assess if you are able to 
subscribe to a particular electronic journal, or what you 
may need to do to subscribe to the ones you must. 

CUMULATED CONTENTS 

A publisher also makes a decision on how the data 
will be collected and distributed. Will each "issue" consist 
of one paper only? (This is more likely to happen with 
Internetdistnbution.)Howwilleachissuebedifferentiated? 
Will there be page numbers when there may really be no 
pages? Are you as a librarian prepared to deal with an 
article-by-article subscription? Are you ready to answer 
questions about how to cite the electronic journal? 

If the decision is made by the publisher to cumulate 
several papers in one issue, how long will it be before the 
papers are "published" or distributed? If several monthly 
issues are cumulated before distribution (this is especially 
likely to happen with CD-ROM, floppies, or magnetic 
tape), is the information of a time sensitive nature, and 
how does this affect the desirability of the product for 
the library patrons? 

I'll give you an example. The GSA CD-ROM will 
give us several years of four of the GSA publications 
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after the year is over. Why would a library replace its 
print subscription with this? One reason might be a 
space shortage in the library. If you are willing to accept 
the potential preservation hazards (such as data 
corruption), color CD-ROM is better than microfilm. 
There is also the advantage of computer searching of full 
text. Is the journal consulted only after a significant time 
interval has passed? There is then no reason for an issue
by-issue subscription and geLLing the cumulated CD
ROM once a year is fine, but don't waste your money on 
just buying a CD-ROM to be buying digital if these 
reasons don't apply to you. 

COST RECOVERY 

What about price? It is easier for publishers to 
recover their costs with a distribution medium that 
involves shipment of a "thing" somewhere. We don't 
pay them, they don'tship to us. Very easy. Of course this 
scenario is complicated on the electronic scene when 
concerns are raised about whether someone will 
download the information and forward it to colleagues 
all over the country despite copyright. This scenario can 
also occur with print, but given the capabilities of just 
pressing one button to forward in the computer 
environment, it would be much easier to do with 
electronic information. 

A publisher could set up an Internet FfP site. It is 
possible to program the computer to recognize only 
certain electronic i.d. 's that are disseminated to the 
subscribers after payment is received. Or if a person or 
location FfP's an article, he/she (it) could be billed only 
for the information that was taken. 

This gets to the real question of whether the publisher 
will charge for the "whole journal" following the print 
version model, or whether they will charge on a per-use 
basis. This one is old hat. Librarians have been paying 
for journals for years as one lump sum for the few 
articles of interest. At least we had an idea of our budget 
outlay. To a certain extent, we've also gotten used to 
paying as we go for literature searches, so the idea of 
paying for what you search or get isn't foreign to us 
either. The problem with either pricing scheme will 
remain the same. Either the publishers will price it 
where the library can afford it and we will get what we 
want, or they will price it where the library can't afford 
it, and we will get what we must, but not get most of it. 

SOFfW ARE RETRIEVAL 

One reason publishers might have for simp! y licensing 
their electronic journal to a commercial database vendor is 
that this option requires a lot less work on their part when 



it comes to choosing or creating some kind of mechanism 
to search for and extract information from an electronic 
journal. Of course such a decision also means that publishers 
are stuck with whatever the vendor provides. The same can 
be said of licensing the data to a commercial CD-ROM 
producer who may or may not have a good retrieval 
program. And the program may or may not be tailored to 
full-text retrieval. At least there are more CD-ROM 
producers to choose from in comparison to database vendors, 
and this provides a publisher with a better chance of 
selecting one with a workable retrieval program. 

What kind of software retrieval program will be 
provided or used is much less important if the journal is sent 
to the users at their e-mail accounts. An issue is read or it is 
deleted. This is not a situation that really requires a retrieval 
program. Anything else, particularly a situation where 
several papers are cumulated, needs to provide the reader a 
way to access the article that interests them (a table of 
contents) and a way to flip to the part of the article that 
interests them. This requires the article to be electronically 
formatted to distinguish a header, an abstract, background, 
interpretation of results, references, etc., so that the software 
retrieval program can get users to the part of the article they 
have requested. Finally, users have to be able to download 
and print, to take the information away with them if they 
wanL In the most sophisticated of systems, there should 
also be a method to allow for full-text searching of the avail
able articles for words and phrases of interest to the reader. 

What are you, the librarian, going to do if the electronic 
journal you must have, can make accessible, and have the 
money to pay for has a really terrible interface? Is this 
enough to make you not want to subscribe? 

What if the publisher decides to distribute a journal on 
magnetic tape? Now it's up to you, not the publisher, to 
provide a software retrieval program. If you choose a cheap 
and relatively easy solution, such as acquiring a pre
packaged software retrieval program and modifying it as 
little as possible, your users will complain if things are not 
quick and fancy, and you will have to be prepared to deal 
with their frustrations. 

Do you know what kind of retrieval software is avail
able if you want to store old electronic mail issues of a 
journal on a workstation for access either on that machine 
or through a local network? There are some shareware or 
cheap programs out there, but remember, they are cheap 
because you must wait upon the developer's whim to 
improve them. 

STORING BACKFILES 

Saving e-mail journal installments leads nicely into 
the backfile storage option issue. Location and retrieval 
of a particular article becomes much more important 

when 5, 10, 15, or 100 years of a journal are stored for 
archival purposes. Most publishers now take lillie 
responsibility for hanging on to the back volumes of the 
print journals they are publishing. Is the publisher going 
to provide an archive to the issues they publish 
electronically for 5 years or so and then reuse the storage 
space on a revolving basis? Will they always provide 
you with a replacement CD-ROM of your disk from 10 
years ago that for the sixth time has developed data 
holes? Will the publisher decide to take no responsibility 
at all for archiving the journal? W iII they sell the rights 
to distribute the old issues or years to "back volume 
dealers"? 

This is a concern that is currently being discussed in 
the library literature in a slightly different guise: 
document delivery. All of the questions raised about 
depending on a commercial institution to make available 
print journal articles can easily be applied to electronic 
journal storage. How do you feel about depending on 
another library to house and make available the issues of 
a journal that were important 20 years ago, but now 
maybe one person a year wants to dig through? Will 
computer storage space be so cheap in the future that this 
isn't even a concern? 

Concerns about publisher intentions regarding 
backfiles should not be limited to commercial publishers. 
What if the university subsidizing Journal X retrenches, 
shuts down the journal's editorial offices, and 
redistributes their computer resources (and in the process 
erases the only complete set of backfiles of Journal X?) 
If you don't trust the rest of the world, do you have the 
space and computer resources to keep all the back files of 
the journals you receive electronically? 

Initial decisions about storage, retention, and/or 
access to someone else's backfiles should be made at the 
time of acquisition of an electronic journal. The decision 
can bechangedasnecessary, but deciding how important 
a backfile of a journal is to your library users has 
implications for deciding how important the journal is at 
all. 

If you must depend on someone else forbackfiles to 
electronic journals, how do you feel about dealing with 
Institution A's interface for Journal G and Entity B's 
interface for Journal H? Will you want to create some 
mechanism for a front-end to all the backfiles you access 
that makes all the interfaces look uniform? 

PHOTOGRAPHS, GRAPHICS, AND 
OTHER VISUALS 

Technology will soon render obsolete the current 
concern about including graphics in electronic journals. 
At present, the publisher must decide whether to provide 
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electronically only text or also photographs, charts, and 
graphs. A choice also needs to be made between simply 
providing an image of a graph, chart or chemical structure 
for the reader to examine, or to provide the data in a form 
which can be downloaded and manipulated by the reader 
to further his or her understanding of the material. 
Providing information in either format is getting easier 
all the time, and standards are finally beginning to reach 
the usable point. 

However, until the publisher no longer even needs 
to think about whether to provide text-only versions of 
a journal that should have graphics, the librarian will 
need to evaluate the utility of a journal that is missing 
one aspect of its communication tools. If the journal is 
only text with no charts, graphs, pictures, etc., of what 
use is it to your readers? The answer may be that the 
journal is a type in which graphics do not matter. An 
abstract journal could be of this type. If the publisher 
provides the retrieval software with the product, then 
you don't have the problem of retrieving and displaying 
the graphics. If you must provide the retrieval software 
for journal issues you received through e-mail or 
whatever means,these had better have been provided in 
some graphical format that your computer can deal with 
and display correctly, and you had better be prepared to 
deal with it. 

THE ADVANCED TEXT 

This paper has presented the basic ideas associated 
with making decisions about acquiring electronic journals 
in whatever fonn they come. Many more technical 
issues can be delved into by the curious. One of these 
involves the use of Hypertext linking in full-text 
databases to provide cross references to discussions of 
similar issues. Another involves the highly technical 
aspect of the implications of standard tagging of the 
parts of the electronic journal, and programming retrieval 
software for desired capabilities. 

CONCLUSION 

The questions and issues presented here should be 
enough to get you started on the business of adding 
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electronic journals to your collection. Begin by requesting 
the Association of Research Libraries' Directory of 
Electronic Journals, Newsletters, and Academic 
Discussion Lists. This is roughly the Ulrich's of thee
journal world. Are there titles that you think your clientele 
might use or be interested in? Investigate those journals, 
and start thinking about equipment, software, procedures, 
and all the other things I mentioned in this paper. 
Experiment with retrieval software and mounting issues 
on a computer fileserver. You can always unsubscribe to 
a disappointing journal, and the best part is that right 
now, at the beginning, many are free. 

One final thing to remember: you are not alone in 
dealing with this issue, and maybe the best person you 
can make friends with is your local computing guru. 
Good luck! 
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Abstract-This paper continues the study of specialized geoscience sources begun last year on 
the use of conference proceedings and symposia. That study, contrary to expectations, showed that 
materials in specialized sources were well cited, and thus presumably well read. In this paper we 
made the assumption that only specialists in the same areas read specialized sources, and thus their 
work has little impact outside their own field. In this example we used computer applications in the 
geosciences. 

We selected the journal Computers & Geosciences, a specialty publication edited by the junior 
author. Information about this journal is readily available. Although there are several other journals 
that publish material about geoscience computing, Computers & Geosciences is the premier outlet 
for the rapid publication of geoscience computer programs in widely used languages. A cited work 
search was conducted in lSI's Science Citation Index. Computers & Geosciences was cited a total 
of 1,502 times. A spreadsheet was developed containing information on citation types, authors, 
publications, and subject areas. 

Results indicate the journal was cited more than anticipated and that more authors outside the 
geosciences cited Computers & Geosciences than expected. However, these authors belong to 
relatively restricted nongeological fields and write on computer subjects. Therefore, although the 
use of this specialized information extends outside the field, it is restricted to other groups of 
specialists working with computer applications. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a continuation of a study in the use 
patterns of specialized geoscience sources begun last 
year (Payne and Merriam, 1992). The results of that 
study. which surveyed the use of conference proceedings 
and symposia, showed that, contrary to expectations, 
such materials were well cited, and thus presumably 
well read. In this study. we wanted to determine if papers 
published in specialized journals are as well cited as 
those in conference proceedings and symposia. We also 
wished to determine if specialized journals are widely 
read. We began our study with the assumption that 
specia1izedjoumals were read only by scientists in that 
specific field and that such journals therefore have little 
impact outside their own area of specialization. 

youth, and sufficiently international in scope, because 
of wide interest in these areas, to provide an appropriate 
sample for citation analysis" (Payne and Merriam, 1992). 
This Lime, however, instead of surveying a selection of 
materials, we concentrated on one journal, Computers 
& Geosciences (C&G). This was done for several 
reasons: the publication is edited by the junior author, 
general information on the journal is readily available, 
and a check of Science Citation Index revealed that it 
had been cited sufficiently to provide an adequate sample. 

We continued the study in the field of numerical 
geology as "it is both compact enough, because of its 

C&G is an international journal devoted to the rapid 
publication of computer applications and programs in 
widely used computer languages. C&G began publication 
in 1975 and is the premier journal in its field. It is 
sponsored by the International Association for 
Mathematical Geology and published by Pergamon 
Press. Circulation of the journal in 1991 was about 
1,200; during the years it has expanded from 4 to 10 
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issues a year and averages 1 ,500 pages (Merriam, 1992). 
The rejection rate ranges from 25% to 35%; however,as 
C&G provides the only outlet for full-length geoscience 
computer programs, many of the rejected papers are 
rewritten, resubmitted, and eventually published. The 
computer languages represented in C&G (1975-1989) 
were summarized by Cox (1991). The fact that C&G is 
the premier journal in its field allowed us to focus on one 
journal without fear that the results were being skewed 
by publications in other journals in the field. 

METHODOLOGY 

Data were gathered through a series of searches in 
IS I' s online version of Science Citation Index. The bulk 
of our information comes from a cited work search. This 
search covered the entire span of Computers & 
Geosciences publication from the first issue in 1975 to 
the time of the study early in the summer of 1992. In 
order to catch title variations and in press items, the 
search formate cw= was used. Twelve title variations 
were identified. At the time of the original search, C&G 
had been cited a total of 1 ,502 times. Because of time 
and money considerations, we decided to study a sample 
instead of the entire 1 ,502 citations. This was done by 
taking all citations from 1992 and 1991, plus 30% of the 
citations from each of the previous years of publication. 
We ended with a sample of 537 citations. A spreadsheet 
was developed from the citation information that included 
information on citation type, author, publication, and 
subject area. 

A second series of searches was made in the fall of 
1992 to serve as a basis for comparison between C&G, 
Geology,and Chemical Geology. Geology(1973-) was 
selected as being a widely circulated general geology 
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GEOLOGY (22697) 

Figure 1. Number of citations in C&G, Chemical 
Geology, and Geology for 1975-1992. 

journal established at approximately the same time as 
C&G. Chemical Geology (1966- ) was selected as 
another representative specialist geoscience journal for 
the same reason. Search format was the same as that 
used on C&G, e cw=. Because none of the journals 
began in the same year, we studied only the period 
covered by the C&G, 1975-1992. This was done using 
the format s cw=title(S)cy=year. The citation figures 
for C&G from this search differ from those on the 
spreadsheet This is most likely the result of new index
ing done in the interval between the two searches, and 
possibly the identification of some title variations 
missed earlier. 

RESULTS 

In general, the two series of searches supported 
what we suspected after last year's study of conference 
proceedings and symposia: Computers & Geosciences 
has been well cited, although not as well as a more 
mainstream journal, such as Geology, nor as well as a 
specialist journal in an older field , such as Chemical 
Geology. 

A straight comparison of the number of citations 
shows that the general journal, Geology, was cited the 
most, a total of 22,697 times between 1975 and the fall 
of 1992 (Fig. 1). Chemical Geology, a specialist journal 
in an older field, was cited 8,834 times during that 
period. C&G, the newest publication in the group, was 
cited only 1,818 times. The comparison between C&C 
and Geology is most valid, as neither registers any 
citations before 1975. Citation numbers for Chemical 
Geology are probably somewhat higher than expected 
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because it has been published since 1966. By 1975 one 
would expect, and indeed could ascertain, a fairly steady 
rate of citation, as opposed to the low number evidenced 
by the other two publications. However, there is such a 
large discrepancy between the number of citations of 
Chemical Geology and C&G that it seems legitimate 
that a large portion of the difference is the result of use 
patterns and not length of publication. This belief is 
supported by the comparison of citation patterns among 
the three journals. Figure 2 is a matrix showing the 
numbers of times each journal was cited in the other. As 
might be expected, the most citations are to an article in 
that same journal-in other words, articles in Geology 
cite articles in Geology more than they cite articles in the 
other two journals; this holds true for the other journals 
as well. However, for citations in other journals, there is 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the number of articles and 
citations in C&G and Geology. 
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Figure 4. Number of citations inC &G by year, 1975 
to 1991. 

greater cross-pollination between Geology and Chemical 
Geology than between C&G and either of the others. 
This is probably because geochemistry is a more 
established specialty than numerical geology and 
therefore is more in the mainstream of geological thought 
and publication. 

The difference in the number of articles published 
seems to have only a slight influence on the number of 
citations. As shown in Figure 3, the difference between 
the number citations and articles is greater for Geology 
than for C&G. The number of citations of C&G is 
increasing annually (Fig. 4). It will be interesting to see 
if, in the future, these numbers begin to approach those 
of Chemical Geology, as computers become an integral 
part of everyday life. 

Looking at the citation data for C&G (Fig. 5), we 
were surprised that the figures show the highest 
percentage of users, 41.2%, publishing in general geology 
journals. The next heaviest users were those publishing 
in specialty geoscience journals, followed closely by 
those in nongeoscience journals. This was puzzling, 
until we analyzed the figures. Figure 6 shows that the 
largest numbers of citations to C&G were in the fields of 
mineralogy and petrology. Mineralogy and petrology 
are perhaps the oldest of geoscience fields and are 
served by a number of important, long-established, 
well-read, and highly cited journals. As determined 
from the printout of cited works, many of the articles 
published in C&G were on computer applications and 
programs for these areas. It would seem that the 
prominence of these journals and the sheer bulk of these 
and other more general geoscience publications in 
comparison to C&G would explain this unexpected 
result. 

Figure 7, which analyzes citations in nongeological 
journals by subjects, shows a small number of citations 

SPEC GEO JNS (30.3%) 

NONGEO JNS (28.5%) 

Figure 5. Types of journals in which articles citing 
C&G are published. 
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one author. 
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Figure 8. Location of authors inC &G. Heaviest concentration is in North America and Western 
Europe. 

to nongeoscience subjects. Some of these are closely 
related subjects, such as soils and geography, but there 
is a small but significant number of citations from 
nonrelated fields. Most of these citations seem to be in 
biological and environmental science journals followed 
by a scattering in sciences such as chemistry and physics. 
The fields of computer science and math/stat, where we 
expected a fairly decent amount of crossover, were 
actually among the least represented areas. There also 
were occasional citations in totally unexpected fields 
such as physical anthropology and dermatology. 
Microbiology, unexpectedly, had the largest number of 
citations. These all quote the work of a single author, 
P.H.A. Sneath, who wrote on computer applications of 
statistical techniques to taxonomy and identification, 
topics that can be applied easily to microbiology. We 
also learned that most authors citing C&G in 
non geoscience journals had previously published there. 
This suggests that at the time the original papers were 
written, no more appropriate outlet existed for such 
papers. 

We also were interested in the internationality of 
specialist journals--do they show worldwide use 
patterns, or are they dominated by western scientists. A 
study oftheauthors'location at time of publication (Fig. 

8) revealed that the majority worked in the U.S., Canada, 
and Western Europe, with small pockets in areas such as 
Israei,Australia,andJapan, which are western countries 
in terms of scientific establishments. There were fewer 
than 40 instances of scientists working in lesser-developed 
areas. 

A study of the number of times different authors 
were cited also revealed some interesting trends. As 
might be expected, the older the article, the larger the 
number of citations. Figure 9 shows all authors with 10 
or more citations. The most widely cited article is a 1978 
article by J. C. Stormer on computer applications in 
petrology-as noted, the most widely cited subject. 
Also heavily cited, predominantly in biological and 
medical journals, were the articles by P.H.A. Sneath. 
The author's most heavily cited articles dated between 
1979 and 1981. The article by E. H. Perkins was published 
in 1981 on computers and electron probes. N. G. Ware's 
article was published in 1986 and dealt with computers 
and phase diagrams. All authors either detailed programs 
written in the most widely used computer languages, 
such as Fortran and Basic , or dealt with microcomputer 
applications. In general, they were the earlier articles, 
and so likely covered more basic topics than those 
published later. 
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Figure 9. Number of citations by author. Most highly cited is 1978 article by J. C. Stormer in the 
field of petrology. 

Despite the unexpected number of general 
geoscience and nongeoscience citations, we believe our 
basic assumption holds true: specialists tend to publish 
in and read specialist journals, and there is little cross
communication. Where we went astray was in accepting 
a narrow definition of specialist. Geoscience computing 
specialists are not the only ones reading and citing such 
articles. Geoscientists in other fields, as well as scientists 
in nongeoscience fields, use this specialist source. The 
common thread is not geoscience, but rather an interest 
in computer applications. Most of the users in areas 
outside the geosciences work in a small number of 
fields, usually with some relation to the geosciences 
(e.g., hydrology, environmental studies). Some of these 
areas have only recently been covered by journals on 
computer applications specifically related to their field. 
In areas where such journals existed, they do not seem 
to have published complete programs. Therefore, it 
seems probable that C&G was the most appropriate 
journal available to these authors. The large numbers of 
citations in more general geoscience journals are 
concentrated in the areas of mineralogy and petrology. 
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Researchers in these fields were early and consistent 
users of computers. 

It will be interesting to see, during the next several 
years, if the trend of outside users decreases as more 
journals become available in other areas. If such usage 
continues, it would seem that the key is the publication 
of complete computer programs, which seems to be 
unusual. Because the specialty in this situation is 
computer applications, and not geoscience computing, 
it also will be interesting to see if papers in under
represented geoscience fields, such as paleontology, 
increase citation of C&G as computers increasingly 
invade all aspects of scientific (and nonscientific) life. 

CONCLUSION 

Our study at this point shows that specialist sources 
of all types in the geosciences are well read and well 
cited. The unexpected numberofnongeosciencecitations 
of C&G seems to be the result of lack of appropriate 
journals in such areas and the general applicability of 



computer applications. Even with this unexpected 
outcome, it seems probable that most users are specialists 
in the same or closely related fields. However, to make 
a completely valid test of this assumption, it will be 
necessary to make the same study on a specialty journal 
where the limiting factor is a subject and not a 
methodology, which by its nature is interesting and 
applicable to a wider group of readers. 
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USE OF A CITATION INDEX TO QUANTIFY TilE INFLUENCE OF 
EARTH SCIENCE RESEARCHERS ON THE WORK OF OTHERS 

Nancy L. Blair 

U.S. Geological Survey Library 
345 Middlefield Road, MS 955 
Menlo Park, California 94025 

Abstract-Peer panels for promotion or hiring and other groups charged with distributing 
promotions, positions, and awards based on merit often try to find ways beyond personal opinion and 
lists of accomplishments to rank and judge the work of others. How often a scientist has been cited 
by other scientists should be one way of measuring impact on the work of others. The only citation 
indexing done on a broad scale currently is Science Citation Index, which is published in book form 
and in digital formats by the Institute for Scientific Information. When the online version of Science 
Citation Index is used, the searcher needs to ensure that the number of citations obtained is correct. 
Those who use the citation data as a way to compare the accomplishments of scientists need to be 
aware of the limitations of citation indexing, which include the types of literature missed in citation 
indexing and situations within the earth science field that affect citation counts. 

INTRODUCTION 

The influence of researchers and the value of their 
contributions to their fields are intangibles. Peer panels 
are often set up within scientific organization to determine 
promotions, fill positions, allot program funds, and 
make awards. These panels attempt to set standards to 
evaluate peers as fairly and as impartially as possible. 
Panel members often attempt to develop quantitative 
criteria to measure scientific merit and contributions to 
a research field. 

Table 1 shows the results of searches performed for 
a geologic research group of 26 scientists. The data 
show citation counts for their papers of which they were 
first authors during a limited period, 1988 through 1991 . 
The scientists in Group A are senior scientists with 20 or 
more years experience. 

How frequently a scientist has been cited by other 
scientists should be one way of quantitatively measuring 
impact on the work of others. Keeping track of scientific 
citations could be done in many ways--all expensive 
and time-consuming. It is currently only done on a broad 
scale in Science Citation Index, which is published in 
book form and in digital formats by the Institute for 
Scientific Information, Philadelphia. In addition to peer 
panels, scientific organizations, including federal 
research facilities, may require Science Citation Index 
searches for their scientists as one factor in periodic 
evaluations by supervisors. 

The examples in this discussion and the search 
commands discussed will be limited to the online version 
of Science Citation Index available on the Dialog 
Information Service as SCISEARCH. Other data base 
systems exist with different search software. The 
examples given are not actual reproductions of the 
information given by the database but fictional examples 
written in the same style. 

Table 1. Citation counts for a research group 
arranged by job levels. 

Group A B c D 
226 135 71 29 
247 95 33 14 
234 83 2 1 
223 68 
185 59 
156 45 
149 38 
138 
124 
94 
71 
54 
34 

Average: 152 75 35 14 

The evaluators may look at exceptional values, i.e .. 
the 135 cities for a researcher in the B Group or the 71 
in the C Group. Do these results, along with other 
information, reflect that a promotion is due? What about 
the 34 or 54 level in the A Group? Are there problems 
with the work of these researchers or are there logical 
reasons for these results? 
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Used ina broad comparative way and in conjunction 
with other information, citation counts can provide 
some insight into the value of a scientist's work. However, 
a searcher doing an online search for citation counts, or 
a scientist overseeing such a search, must be aware of 
correct searching techniques to obtain valid numbers 
from the index. Those who use the data as a means of 
evaluation need to have a clear idea of the limitations of 
citation indexing. Unfortunately, a number, in this case, 
the number of times an author is cited as reported by a 
searcher of SCISEARCH, can Lake on a life of its own 
without assurances that the search was properly done 
and without regard for the basic problems associated 
with citation indexing. 

SEARCHING PROBLEMS IN SCISEARCH 

Proper commands for the database must be used. 
For example, in the Dialog Information System, citation 
counts are searched with the command E CR (EXPAND 
CITED REFERENCE) and not E AU (EXPAND 
AUTHOR). The AUTHOR index lists current papers 
indexed by the database. The CITED REFERENCE 
index lists references cited in papers. To experienced 
searchers this may seem too elementary to note, but 
there are examples of this and similar basic searching 
errors. A scientist was upset because a searcher had told 
him he had been cited only seven times and he know just 
by casual browsing that he had been cited more than 
that. Fortunately he had a short printout and the search 
had been initiated by typing in "E AU=". The number 
seven represented the articles he had written during the 
period, not the papers in which he had been cited. The 
searcher either had made an accidental error or had not 
taken time to study the database. 

Cited references are uniformly coded by the author's 
last name and two initials (occasionally one if the 
second is not known). Scientists often insist that their 
names are unique and will not be a problem. A scientist 
may indeed be the only John S. Smith who writes on 
geophysics, but include him in the scientific pot with 
medical researchers, physicists, chemists, etc., and there 
can be several. Even unusual names in the United SLates 
may not be unusual in an international database. 
Sometimes a scientist is the only one cited with that 
name and the searcher's work is easy. Searching Smith, 
Jones, Chang, or Yamamoto can be really time
consuming and expensive. 

To properly search, the searcher must use the 
EXPAND function to look at the range of cited papers 
under a given author, not a SELECT with wildcard 
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characters. The searcher needs a copy of the scientist's 
bibliography to determine which references actually 
belong to the scientist. Otherwise a large number of cites 
will be selected that do not belong in the total. It may be 
good for the ego for a scientist to be told he has been 
cited 1,000 times, but it can be very inaccurate. A result 
from a searcher should include a listing (see Table 2), 
not justa number, to allow the reviewer to verify how the 
count was obtained. 

Table 2. Cited reference listing for a hydrologist 
names K. T. Hays. 

E4 1 CR=HA YS KT, 1950, OPTICAL 
PRINCIPLES D 

E5 1 CR=HA YS KT,l969, THESISUCOLORADO 
E6 1CR-HAYSKT,1972,V8,P717,WATRESOUR 

RES 
E7 15 CR=HA YS KT, 1972, V8, P717, WATER 

RESOURRES 
E8 16 CR-HA YS KT, 1979, P225, CJ-IEM 

MODELINGAQ 
E9 3 CR-HA YS KT, 1979, V93, AM CHEM SOC S 

SERIES 
ElO 1 CR=HAYS KT,l979, V93,P225,ACS S SER 
Ell 4 CR-HA YS KT, 1979, V93, P225, ACS SYM 

SER 
El2 16CR=HA YSKT,l979, V93,P225,AMCHEM 

socs 
E13 7 CR-HA YS KT, 1980, V70, P776, 

PHYTOPATHOLOGY 
E14 1 CR-HA YS KT, 1983, THESIS CORNELL U 
El5 12CR=HA YS KT,1986, V50,P1142,SOILSCI 

The searcher would notice that, in this case, E4 was 
too old for the hydrologist in question to have written the 
paper; E5 was consistent with his age for a thesis; the 
E 14 thesis was too recent. Checking would show that the 
second scientist was in plant pathology with a degree in 
agriculture.CitationsE13-E14 belonged to him. Without 
the bibliography of the scientist to verify the publications 
listed, a searcher could easily assume that E15 for a 
paper in "Soil Science" might belong to the agricultural 
scientist and fail to count these cites for the hydrologist. 

Only the main author is indexed in the CITED 
REFERENCE file. Current indexed papers can be 
searched for all authors, but references obtained from 
the bibliography will only be searchable by the first 
author. It is crucial that this is made clear to persons 
authorizing searches. If scientists request all their 
citations, a complete bibliography of their publications 
is essential so that the fust author of any papers where 
the scientist is a joint author may also be searched. 



Searchers need to be aware of variations in a 
researcher's name when checking the citation. For 
example, an author has written papers under both her 
maiden name, Francis W. Lee, and her married name, 
Francis Lee-Wang, and is known to her co-workers as 
Francis Wang. Cites for the same papers were found in 
the database under LEE FW, WANG FL, and 
LEEW ANG F. An author who uses the name P. Thomas 
Evans in his papers but is commonly known as Thomas 
Evans may appear as EVANS PT and EVANS T. 

Variations of names that are common! y misspelled 
need to be checked. For example, papers for an Adam 
with no "s" in the last name should also be searched as 
Adams, which is more common and an easy error for a 
writer to make in a bibliography. Science Citation 
indexers accept the way names are cited in papers and do 
not verify each bibliographical entry used by an author. 

Although it may appear to save a few cents by 
manually adding the sums given with each E number, 
the SELECT command gives the correct total. Indexers 
also index from footnotes. SELECT will remove 
duplicates. In Table 3, manually adding the cite numbers 
given for each E number totals 178, whereas the correct 
sum, using the SELECT command, is 162. 

Table 3. Totaling number cites by the SELECT 
command. 

E9 93 CR=CRANE WW, 1978, V62, 
EIO 2 CR-CRANE WW, 1978, V62, 
Ell 1 CR=CRANE WW, 1978, V62, P2441 
E12 2 CR=CRANE WW, 1978, V62, P2441 
E13 1 CR=CRANE WW, 1978, V62, P2441 
E14 1 CR=CRANE WW, 1978, V62, P2441 
E15 1 CR=CRANE WW, 1979, V62, P2441 
E16 53 CR=CRANE WW, 1980, V44, P323 
E17 1 CR=CRANE WW, 1980, V62, P2441 
E18 1 CR=CRANE WW, 1986, UNPUB J VOL 
E19 6 CR=CRANE WW, 1987, V31, P47, J 
E20 11 CR=CRANE WW, 1988, V52, P24 
(Manual total for E8-E20 = 17 ?SELECT e9-e20 
S4 162 E4-E20 (Total with select command) 

A single paper may be picked up by indexers in 
many variations and may include obvious errors. When 
checked, the errors occur almost inevitably in the way 
the reference was cited in the original paper and are not 
made by the indexer. There will be errors in dates and 
page numbers and differences in the way journals are 
coded. The indexers list references as given. They do not 
verify, correlate, or correct errors. The searcher who fails 
to check carefully will miss relevant cites to a chosen 
paper; see Table 4 for variations in a single 1970 article. 

Table 4. Variations in an article. 

E12 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V4, 
P695, J SED PETROLOGY 

E13 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P659, J SEDIMENT PETR 

E14 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P685, J SEDIMENT9 PETR 

E15 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P694, J SED PETROLOGY 

E16 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P695, J SED PETRO 

E17 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P695, J SED PETROL 

E18 160 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P695, J SED PETROL 

E19 34 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P695, J SED PETROL 

E20 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, Y40, 
P697, J SEDIMENTARY P 

E21 CR=THOMASON KH, 1970, V40, 
P6995, J SED PETROLOGY 

E22 CR=THOMASON KH, 1971, Y40, 
P695, J SEDIMENTARY 

Another example was a U.S. Geological Survey 
"Water-Supply Paper" found with 47 variations in a 
SCISEARCH listing. 

GENERAL PROBLEMS WITH 
CITATION COUNTS 

Having discussed problems in searching techniques 
in SCISEARCH that produce citation counts, what are 
the real problems in citation indexing itself as a measure 
of scientific value? 

Scientific comm1,1nities in a specific field of research 
tend to have their own ethos or cultural practice regarding 
what is necessary to cite. Medical and chemical 
researchers seem to cite much more frequently than 
earth scientists, documenting virtually every point of 
their paper (King, 1987). In the earth sciences, as in 
other fields such as artificial intelligence (Menzies, 
1989), very basic references are frequently omitted. 

Eugene Garfield of the Institute for Scientific 
Information has done extensive research and writing on 
the statistics of citation indexing. He reports that the 
average article is cited 15 times. But a single article by 
0. H. Lowry and others in Journal of Biological 
Chemistry (1951) had more than 205,000 cites by 1990 
(Garfield and Welljams-Dorof, 1992). A list of the 100 
most cited 1980-1989 authors compiled by Garfield shows 
at the top of the list a researcher in virology receiving 36,789 
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citations for 591 papers. This author averaged 59 papers per 
year in 10 years, more than 1 a week. Except for2 physicisLS 
and 1 chemist, all the top 100 were in biomedical fields
virology, immunology, cell biology, molecular biology, 
biochemistry, phannacology, surgery, and genetics. Almost 
all wrote 300-400 papers during the 10-year period, with 
the highest writing 640 papers (Garfield, 1992). 

The publishing rates or citation rates for earth scientisLS 
do not compare to this. This is not to say that there is 
something wrong with the biomedical field or the earth 
science field In the earth sciences, 300--500 citations for a 
paper is extremely high and excellent even for a scientist's 
career total for all of his papers. Cases in which cites are in 
the thousands for an earth science paper are rare. 

Emphasizing citation indexing in the geological 
sciences mightencourageauthors to present a better coverage 
of papers that were used, but also encourages many small 
contributions rather than one large publication or what has 
been facetiously described as the LPU or Least Publishable 
Unit (Broad, 1981 ). Authors would benefit from fragmenting 
a publication into five parts, for example, instead of 
publishing a comprehensive longer paper. By the fifth part, 
the author can cite himself four times to link the papers, and 
anyone using the work would probably cite all five. 

Citation rates should increase with the availability of a 
publication to a wider audience of fellow scientisLS. A U.S. 
Geological Survey Professional Paper is usually published 
in 1,800 copies, 1,400 of those going into the depository 
program, whereas an article in Science with a circulation of 
150,000 reaches many more readers much sooner. 

Geographically oriented publications such as geologic 
maps, groundwater studies, and fault hazard studies, will 
have low citation rates although they may be heavily used 
in the regions covered. In agencies such as the U.S. 
Geological Survey and state geological organizations, 
scientisLS do both "pure" research and studies that are 
immediately relevant to environmental problems and 
geologic hazards. Citation indexing by Science Citation 
Index, which indexes widely distributed scientific journals, 
emphasizes theoretical or basic research and not such 
geographically applicable research. Use of citation indexing 
without consideration of this effect penalizes those in 
applied studies. In addition, Science Citation Index does 
not index state and federal government publications, contract 
reports, environmental impact reports, classified documenLS, 
many monographic series, etc. (lSI, 1987). Authors 
referenced in these publications and obscure journals will 
not have those references to their works counted as cites. 

The final consideration is that just because a paper is 
cited does not mean it is read. Jan Seger and Paul Harvey 
(1980) several years ago in New Scientist reported on a 
recurring error in titles for about 20% of the citations to two 
papers by W. D. Hamilton (1964) that were key papers in 
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the emergence of a new field of science, sociobiology. 
Almost all of the errors in title occurred after 1975 and were 
identical. In tracing the errors, they discovered that the same 
title errors appeared in the 1975 text by E. 0. Wilson, 
Sociobiology, TheN ew Synthesis ( 197 5), which marked the 
official birth of the field. Obviously the authors of papers in 
years to follow were picking up their citations from Wilson's 
1975 text and not from the 1964 papers themselves. Seger 
and Harvey logically questioned how many of these writers 
actually read the original papers. 

Citation counLS from SCISEARCH indicate how often 
a paper has been cited in articles indexed in Science Citation 
Index and provides a comparison with citations for similar 
articles. A number of cites should not be used in isolation 
without first verifying that the searcher obtained as accurate 
a total as possible from the database and that the number of 
citations is not used out of context with other information 
concerning a researcher. 
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PUBLICATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS 
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Abstract-Geoscience information professionals holding tenure-track, faculty positions in 
academic libraries usually are expected to participate in research and scholarly publication. Other 
geoscience information professionals in nontenure-track positions in academic libraries frequently 
are expected to engage in scholarly publication for career advancement. Additionally, some 
geoscience information professionals not affiliated with academe are expected/encouraged to do 
some publishing or do so out of interest. 

A survey of Geoscience Information Society (GIS) members was conducted to measure the 
respondents' assessments of their publication opportunities and to determine how GIS can be more 
responsive to its members' publishing needs given the Society's limited resources. Survey results 
indicate a relatively high degree of satisfaction with GIS' s existing publication program. Respondents 
indicated the most support for further special-issue or special-publication endeavors. Many 
suggestions were given for improving existing publications. 

BACKGROUND 

Along with the controversies that swirl over the 
advantages and disadvantages of faculty status for 
academic librarians, the subject of publishing by 
librarians continues to be a hot topic in the library 
literature. Already this decade a number of articles have 
been written on the subject of publishing by academic 
librarians. Several of these articles are listed at the end 
of this paper. Two (Kendrick, 1991; Mularski and 
Bradigan, 1991) deal with publishing by subject
specialist librarians, one with academic business 
librarians and the other with academic health sciences 
librarians. 

Geoscience information professionals holding 
tenure-track, faculty positions in academic libraries 
usually are expected to participate in some kind of 
scholarly research and publication. Other geoscience 
information professionals in nontenure-track positions 
in academic libraries frequently are expected to engage 
in scholarly publication for career advancement. 
Additionally, some geoscience information professionals 
unaffiliated with academe are expected or encouraged 
to do some scholarly publishing or do so out of interest. 

Over the years at Geoscience Information Society 
meetings and informally among its members, the question 
of what could be done to enhance the prestige or visibility 
of the Society's publications has been raised. Often the 
discussions have centered on whether the name and 
format of the Newsletter should be changed and if 

refereed articles should be included in the News/euer or 
Proceedings. Until now, no formal survey of the 
membership has been conducted to gather input and 
suggestions concerning GIS publications. 

METI-IODOLOGY 

A survey of selected GIS members was conducted 
to measure the participants' assessments of their 
publication opportunities and to determine how, staying 
within the Society's limited resources, GIS can be more 
responsive to its members' publishing needs. This paper 
presents data from 54 responses to that survey. Copies 
of the survey are available from the investigator upon 
request. The questionnaire was mailed to 115 U.S. and 
Canadian geoscience information professionals affiliated 
with GIS and with academic or government or special 
libraries. Seventy-seven responses were received, for a 
67% response rate. Of the 77 responses, 54 (70%) 
indicated a need to publish for career advancement or 
because of an interest in publishing. These 54 responses 
make up the sample for this report. 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Of the 54 respondents, 21 (39%) indicated being 
tenure-track/tenured (tt/t) and as a part of their tenure 
responsibilities being expected or strongly encouraged 
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to publish in scholarly journals. One respondent (2%) 
reported being tt/t, but not being expected to publish. 
Nineteen (35%) reported not holding tt/t positions, but 
being expected to engage in scholarly publication for 
career advancement. Thirteen (24%) indicated that they 
were not expected to engage in scholarly publication for 
career advancement, but did so for other reasons. 

One question asked respondents to rate several 
publications according to their assessments of the ti ties' 
acceptability for purposes of promotion/tenure/career 
advancement. The titles rated were Geotimes, the 
Geoscience Information Society's Proceedings, 
Government Publications Review, Reference Services 
Review, Science and Technology Libraries, Special 
Libraries, the Special Libraries Association's Geography 
and Map DivisionS ulletin, and the Western Association 
of Map Libraries Information Bulletin. Ratings from 
which to choose were: no opinion, unacceptable, 
marginally acceptable, acceptable, and highly acceptable. 
Other more mainstream titles suggested (written in) by 
respondents, butnotrated for this paper, were College & 
Research Libraries, The Journal of Academic 
Librarians hip, and Serials Review. 

Figure 1 summarizes the results of the 46 responses 
to the question. The ratings for Government Publications 
Review, Reference Services Review, SLA's Geography 
and Map Division Bulletin, and theW AML Information 
Bulletin were skewed by the relatively large number of 
no opinion/blank ratings. No doubt this can be attributed 
to respondents from nonacademic libraries being less 
familiar than their academic library counterparts with 
some of the map and mainstream library titles. Of 
particular note is the high rating of acceptability given 
to the GIS Proceedings (unrefereed), comparing very 
favorably with the ratings given to Science and 
Technology Libraries and Special Libraries, major 
refereed journals in the field, and to Geotimes. Forty
three (94%) rated the Proceedings as acceptable/highly 
acceptable, whereas the combined acceptable/highly 
acceptable ratings were 94% for Special Libraries, 87% 
for Science and Technology Libraries, and 76% for 
Geotimes. It is interesting to note that of the 21 tenure
track/tenured respondents, 8 (38%) rated the GIS 
Proceedings as highly acceptable, 12 (57%) as 
acceptable, and 1 (5%) registered no opinion. Ofthe 14 
non-tt/t respondents who were expected to publish, 2 
(14%) ranked the Proceedings as highly acceptable, 10 
(72%) as acceptable, and 2 (14%) as marginally 
acceptable. 

The next question asked respondents to rate their 
chances of getting a full-length article accepted for 
publication in the same publications. Ratings from which 
respondents could choose were: no opinion, no chance, 
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little chance, fair chance, good chance, and excellent 
chance. As shown in Figure 2, with the exception of the 
GIS Proceedings, Science and Technology Libraries, 
and Special Libraries, the results again were significantly 
skewed by no opinion/blank ratings. One conclusion, 
however, that can be drawn is that the respondents 
viewed their chances of getting published in the GIS 
Proceedings as much better than in the other titles listed. 
Also, a relatively large percentage, 39% and 32% 
respectively, rated their chances of getting published in 
Special Libraries and Science and Technology Libraries 
as good/excellent. 

A key question was whether or not it would be 
helpful to the respondent's career in geoscience 
information if GIS offered more publication 
opportunities. Of the 48 responses, 23 (48%) answered 
"yes," 14 (29%) "no," and 11 (23%) "no opinion." Of 
those answering "yes," 12 (52%) were tt/t; 8 (35%) not 
tt/t, but expected to publish for career advancement; and 
3 (13%) published for other reasons. Of the 14 indicating 
"no," 6 (43%) were tl/t; 5 (36%) not tl/t, but were 
expected to publish for career advancement; and 3 
(21 %) published for other reasons. The "no opinions" 
were distributed 4 (36%) tl/t, 4 (36%) not tl/t but 
publication expected, and 3 (28%) published for other 
reasons. 

Another question asked whether the name and/or 
publication format or scope of the GIS Newsletter should 
be changed. Out of 24 responses, 6 (25%) answered in 
the affirmative, 12 (50%) negative, and 6 (25%) had no 
opinion. The suggested titles and other changes are 
covered in the following section. 

The question that elicited the most agreement was 
if GIS should offer more publication opportunities to 
members similar to the recent special issue of Compass 
on geoscience information . Twenty-seven (88%) 
responded "yes,"2 (6%) "no," and 2 (6%) registered "no 
opinion." To the question, should there be a change in 
the format or scope of the GIS Proceedings, 10 (33%) 
indicated "yes," 12 (40%) "no," and 8 (27%) "no 
opinion." The suggested changes are covered in the next 
section. 

SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

As is often the case with surveys, some of the most 
useful and interesting information was found in the 
sections eliciting written comments and suggestions. 

Respondents were asked to make suggestions 
concerning the title and format of the GIS Newsletter . 
Suggested new names for the Newsletter were: GIS 
Bulletin, GIS Bulletin and Proceedings, Geoscience 
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Information, Geoscience Information Quarterly, GIS 
Today, and Geoscience Information Today. 

Other suggested changes to/comments on the 
Newsletter follow: 

-Changes to the Newsletter have been discussed 
in past years. Itdoesn 'tseem to be a financial possibility. 
Our membership is not large enough to support a scholarly 
journal. We shouldn't promise what we can't deliver. 

-One of the great things about GIS is our 
informative Newsletter. There are a number of journals 
where one can get published. 

-It should contain one or two referred articles
less of a newsletter, more of a bulletin. 

-Useful newsletter, but just a newsletter. 
-Cut down publication to every 3 months. Use 

saved costs to have a proper cover. Number by volume 
and number, not continuous numbers. Set up a review 
board for submitted articles. Of course, keep sections 
for news, letters, officers' columns, announcements, 
etc. 

-Don't change content of Newsletter, although it 
could be expanded to include more full-length, scholarly 
articles. As far as format is concerned, I think it should 
be done on 11 x 17-inch paper and folded rather than 
stapled. 

--Newsletter serves its purpose as is. 
- TheNewsletter serves a useful newsletter purpose, 

although you should disband the paper copy and have it 
available by FrP or Internet. All libraries should be able 
to pull it into their networks. 

--Newsletter should remain a communications tool 
for the membership. 

Respondents were asked to suggest undertakings 
for special issues, similar to the recent Compass special 
issue on geoscience information. These follow: 

-Do same with other journals: Geotimes, GSA 
Bulletin, Journal of Geological Education, Science and 
Technology Libraries, etc. 

-See if GSA Bulletin or whatever would consider 
a yearly special issue on geoscience information. 

-The Compass issue was a terrific issue! I would 
not characterize it as a publication opportunity for 
members, since a selection of people were asked to 
contribute. 

-The Compass issue was a good idea but I'm not 
sure how many similar outlets there are to pursue. 

-Perhaps monographs published outside the 
Proceedings series. Or perhaps take part in publishing 
GIS's special publication (e.g., UnionList,Directory of 
Geoscience Libraries) but in an electronic format (CD
ROM or even an online file). Hence the format is 
prestigious, if not the materials--from an administrator's 
(evaluator's) perspective. 

-Write for nonlibrary groups and geoscience 
associations. 

The following were suggested topics for special 
issues: 

-Critical reviews of CD-ROMs useful to 
geoscience (Geotimes?). 

-Imaging. 
Suggested changes to/comments on the Proceedings 

follow: 
-v. 22 is excellent in layout and production. 
-This year's Proceedings are the best yet in terms 

of editing and format, but I seriously question whether 
future presidents and publications managers will be able 
to devote the time that went into the fine-tuning of this 
year's volume. Perhaps the Editorial Board could assist 
with some of the editing. 

-Would be better if Proceedings could be similar! y 
edited each year as they were edited this year. 

-Create a new journal and make the conference 
proceedings one issue of the journal. 

-Open it up to more than proceedings. Call it a 
bulletin or something similar. 

-Allow other contributed articles apart from those 
presented at meetings to be published. Would need to 
change name (horrors!). Make even more professional 
looking. Advertise and publicize more. Maybe allow 
relevant advertisements in volume. 

-Change to GIS Bulletin, including Proceedings. 
-I do not think we should change the scope-but 

the quality of course stands or falls with the topic of the 
symposium and the quality of the papers. Should we 
request papers delivered on diskeLLe, and enable an 
editorial committee to edit for improved quality and 
standardization? 

-I like the format. It is well suited to its purposes. 
-The GIS Proceedings already contain excellent 

articles, but they are not recognized sufficiently . We 
need to have our papers read by a wide range oflibrarians , 
not just those in GIS. Should try to get all library schools 
to subscribe as well as publicize Proceedings to library 
school faculty teaching science-related courses. 

-The Proceedings need to be refereed. 
-Referee articles. This may mean changing the 

Proceedings function substantially to one of a 
conventional journal. Perhaps a change to biannual 
would suffice; one issue to publish conference papers as 
before, and a second (or more) issues for volunteered, 
refereed papers. 

-I'm not sure I'm suggesting a change but 
publication in the Proceedings implies ability to travel 
and present the paper orally, which could be limiting to 
some people. 
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Other suggestions/comments concerning GIS 
publications or geoscience information publishing 
opportunities follow: 

-Have an occasional publication series that is 
issued on an irregular basis as substantive topics are 
suggested/offered. 

-Perhaps combine GIS Proceedings and GIS 
Newsletter (remembering limited resources); have one 
issue per year contain proceedings, have other issue 
contain news plus one or two refereed articles per issue. 
Or maybe have three or four issues of Proceedings and 
three or four of Newsletter. Split Proceedings articles 
into two or more issues. Also have other issues with 
refereed articles. 

-There are plenty of publication opportunities for 
everyone. In fact, if anything there are too many 
overlapping associations, newsletters, journals, etc. 
Possible expansion could include an occasional paper 
series similar toW AML' s but broader in scope. However, 
this could/should be accomplished by contraction in 
other areas. The emphasis should be on quality-let's 
admit it. Far too much is published in every field. Let's 
save trees, concentrate our efforts on important matters ... 

-Establish a monograph series. 
-GIS needs to publish a separate, refereed serial 

like Meridian. Given financial limitations, perhaps GIS 
could co-sponsor such a publication with a similarly 
oriented society. 

-Perhaps more peer review of papers. 
-Offer volunteer-provided peer reviews. 
-We need to be seeking publication outlets not 

only in the library science area, but also in geology and 
geophysical publications, newsletters as well as refereed 
journals. 

-Collaborate with other geoscience (GSA, AGU, 
etc.) or map societies (W AML, MAGERT, SLA-GMD, 
etc.) on refereed special issues or special publications. 

-Other suggested publication outlets: your state 
geological survey and state geological societies. 

-I use other publishing opportunities; I do not rely 
on GIS. 

-I don't have much of an opinion because I am 
publishing already via other outlets. 

-One problem although only related to publishing 
is that I have very little or next to no resources available 
for traveling, taking a position within GIS, or time set 
aside for research. It can be frustrating at times. 

-Encourage members to publish in other journals. 
Someone/a committee should put together a list of these 
journals, with assessments of their scope/caliber/ 
readership, with note on procedures for submitting 
materials, etc. It's important that our members get 
published, and in good journals, and that our know ledge/ 
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research be shared with our colleagues in geoscience 
information and other fields. Such a guide/directory 
could help meet these ends. 

-I really thought that articles like those in the 
Compass were great I would like to see GIS' ers publish 
in more mainstream pubs though. I am thinking of 
College & Research Libraries, etc. We have things to 
say to those in other segments of the information field, 
knowledge and skills we should share with others-why 
not publish in the already-established periodicals, rather 
than just those targeted at a narrow segment....Bottom 
line: I feel it is the individual's responsibility to get 
published where appropriate, maybe in a GIS pub, 
maybe elsewhere. I don't feel it is GIS 's responsibility 
or a good use of its resources to try to provide for every 
publishing need of its members. 

-A separate publication-journal, bulletin, or 
occasional paper series would likely get contributions 
of a more scholarly, substantive nature than th e 
Newsletter even if it changed its name. Whether or not 
it's feasible-time, money ,effort vs. amount of expected 
contributions-is hard to determine ... 

-As with other disciplines, publications of smaller 
professional societies do not carry the same weight as 
the glitzy publications of commercial publishers. Unless 
we move to glitzy and refereed publications, GIS will 
have a lesser impact than deserved as a publication 
outlet. 

-There's too damn much junk published now. 
What we need, not more outlets but more rational 
advancement policies and higher standards for 
publishing meaningful and useful material . 

-Need to give more attention to educational 
outreach (e.g.,Journal of Geological Education). Need 
to seek more interactions through publications with 
scientific disciplinary outlets in geology, geography, 
environment, water resources, etc., especially to 
emphasize new information technologies and retrieval/ 
access to interdisciplinary information. 

-The publications GIS has are very well done. 

POTENTIAL PUBLICATION 
OPPORTUNITIES 

The survey and responses included the following 
ideas on where geoscience information professionals 
can get published: in mainstream, refereed library 
journals such as College & Research Libraries, 
Government Publications Review, The Journal of 
Academic Librarianship, Reference Services Review, 
and Serials Review; in more specialized science, map 
and special library publications including the Geoscience 



Information Society Proceedings, Meridian, Science 
and Technology Libraries, Special Libraries, Special 
Libraries Association's Geography and Map Division 
Bulletin, and the Western Association of Map Libraries 
Information Bulletin; and in some general geoscience 
journals such as Geotimes, GSA Today, and Journal of 
Geological Education. All of these are national in scope/ 
distribution, and most are refereed. Also suggested was 
publishing for state geological surveys, state geological 
associations, and scientific disciplinary journals and 
proceedings. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this survey cannot be construed as a 
mandate for making any major changes to the Society's 
publication program. Several respondents stated that 
there are ample publication opportunities external to 
GIS. Many of these are listed in the previous section. 
Several voiced the opinion that geoscience information 
professionals should be writing for a broader audience 
than GIS. The GIS Proceedings are very well regarded 
by the survey participants as a publication avenue for 
career advancement. Most respondents viewed their 
chances of being published in the Proceedings as good 
or excellent. 

The GIS Newsletter is viewed as a highly valued 
communication tool. There was high agreement that 
special-issue or special-publication undertakings similar 
to the recent Compass issue on geoscience information 
should be investigated. Many thoughtful suggestions 
for the improvement of GIS publications were offered. 
Surprisingly, only two participants suggested converting 
GIS publications to electronic format for distribution. 
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Abstract-The literature of the Geoscience Information Society is an important resource for 
information professionals serving the geoscience community. For over 20 years its publications have 
documented research on topics as diverse as citation analysis, specialized indexes and tools, 
collections, and preservation of materials-topics of interest to all information professionals. Yet 
how accessible is this literature to the mainstream information professional? 

In order to determine an answer to this question, a study was undertaken to examine the extent 
to which this valuable literature is covered by the traditional information sources of the information 
professional: Library Literature, Library and Information Science Abstracts, and Information 
Science Abstracts. A geoscience index, GeoRef, was also included in the study. All volumes and 
papers from the GIS Proceedings from 1966 to 1990 were searched in these indexes to determine 
coverage. 

Coverage in the library and information science indexes varied from a low of 37% to a high of 
51% coverage for the time period studied as opposed to 80% coverage in the geoscience index. The 
library and information science indexes rarely covered a proceedings volume completely, omitting 
references on the bases of subject and length of paper. Several of the library and information science 
indexes appeared unaware of or uninterested in the existence of the GIS Proceedings until copies were 
sent to them for review. 

Although coverage is frequently incomplete, the inclusion of this literature in traditional library 
and information science sources is indicative of a growing recognition of the value of the research and 
publications of the Geoscience Information Society. These results also raise some questions regarding 
the role of the index producer in seeking out and selecting materials relevant for inclusion. 

INTRODUCfiON 

The literature of the Geoscience Information Society 
(GIS) is a significant resource for information 
professionals serving the geoscience community. For 
over 20 years its publications have documented research 
on topics as diverse as citation analysis , specialized 
indexes and tools, collections, and preservation of 
materials-topics of interest to all information 
professionals. Given the relevance of these materials, a 
question was raised as to how well GIS literature is 
covered in library and information science indexes, the 
information sources for the majority of information 
professionals. This study was undertaken to answer that 
question. 

in library and information science information sources? 
The most obvious reason is that GIS. members do 
quality work and it should be shared. Additionally, 
coverage in library and information science indexes 
helps to legitimize members' work among nongeoscience 
peers and raises the visibility of, the Geoscience 
Information Society as a whole. Finally, if information 
is not indexed where most information professionals 
look, then it may not be found or used . 

There is a widely held belief that GIS literature is 
well covered in geoscience information sources, so one 
might ask why one should be concerned with coverage 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of this study involved 4 indexes 
and 21 volumes of the GIS Proceedings, all of the 
society's meetings through 1990. The GIS Newsletter 
was initially included in the study, but so few citations 
were found that it was later excluded. Three library and 
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information science indexes were chosen: Library 
Literature, Library and Information Science Abstracts, 
and Information Science Abstracts. One geoscience 
index was chosen, GeoRef, in order to test the hypothesis 
that coverage of GIS literature in geoscience information 
sources is good and to serve as a basis of comparison 
with the library and information science indexes. All 
volumes and papers from the GIS Proceedings were 
searched in each index. The data are summarized in 
Appendix A. 

LIBRARY LITERATURE 

Library Literature has a brief scope and coverage 
policy that simply states that "Library Literature is an 
author and subject index to materials on library and 
information science. Periodical articles, books, 
pamphlets, and library school theses are indexed" 
(Library Literature, 1991, pref.). This policy did not 
change in any substantial way over the time period of 
this study. Given this policy, one would expect to find 
references to the proceedings volumes but not to the 
papers contained therein. This was not the case, however. 

One hundred nine citations to the Proceedings were 
found, representing 37% of the total possible citations of 
292. The years covered were 1966/67 and 1982 through 
1990. Three years had citations to the proceedings 
volume alone as expected (1966/67, 1983, 1984), five 
years had references to the Proceedings volume and 
incomplete references to the contents, and two years had 
complete coverage of the Proceedings volume and the 
contents (1985, 1986). The majority of years, 1971 
through 1981, were not covered in Library Literature at 
all. 

Of the five years with incomplete coverage, there 
appeared to be an unwritten rule that if a paper was less 
than one page long or was only an abstract then it would 
not be indexed. There was also evidence of questionable 
subject selectivity on the part of Library Literature's 
indexers. For example, in the 1982Proceedings a paper 
on sources of information on hazardous wastes was 
indexed whereas a paper on sources of information on 
geologic hazards was not. 

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION 
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 

Library and Information Science Abstracts is a 
guide to periodical articles and papers from major 
English-language conferences. The subject fields 
covered include library science, information science, 
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and subject disciplines that are likely to be of interest to 
librarians and information workers such as on-line 
information retrieval, new information technologies, 
bookselling and publishing. Books, theses, patents , 
standards and book reviews are not included. Articles or 
news items of less than one page are excluded (Library 
and Information Science Abstracts, 1992, pref.). This 
scope and coverage policy did not change substantially 
over the time period of this study. Given this policy , one 
would expect to find better coverage of the Proceedings 
in Library and Information Science Abstracts than in 
Library Literature. This turned out to be the case. 

One hundred fifty citations to the Proceedings were 
found, covering 1980 and 1982 through 1990. This 
figure represents 51% of the total possible citations. 
Four years had complete coverage (1980, 1983, 1985, 
1986), 7 years had references to the proceedings volumes 
and incomplete references to the contents, and 11 years 
were not covered at all. It is interesting to note that 
references to the 1984 through 1987 Proceedings were 
all added at the same time in 1988, the year the GIS 
Publications Manager began sending copies of the 
proceedings to indexing organizations (Amanda 
Masterson, GIS publications manager, written comm., 
1992). 

Citation styles varied over time. The references for 
the 1982 and 1983 Proceedings and papers were each 
contained in a single citation to the volume with selected 
papers listed in a contents note. For the purpose of thi s 
study, each paper listed in the contents note was counted 
as a citation. 

Of the years with incomplete coverage, papers less 
than one page long and abstracts were not covered, as 
stated in the scope and coverage policy. Other items 
were omitted on the basis of the subject matter, although 
there were again cases of questionable judgment. 

INFORMATION SCIENCE ABSTRACTS 

Information Science Abstracts' subject coverage 
includes library science, information science, and subject 
disciplines likely to be of interest to librarians and 
information workers, e.g., bookselling, publishing, and 
reprography. The main primary publications abstracted 
are periodical articles and conference papers. Coverage 
includes books,journals, conference proceedings, reports 
and patents. In general, only current items (published 
within the last2 years or so) are abstracted. This is not 
a strict rule, however, and there is occasional abstracting 
of important older publications. Coverage of journal 
articles and series publications is intended to be selective 
rather than comprehensive; the criterion for abstracting 



is the pertinence of the subject matter rather than the 
vehicle of publication. (Information Science Abstracts, 
1992, intro.). There was no substantial change in this 
scope and coverage policy during the time period of this 
study. Given the similarity of this policy to that of 
Library and Information Science Abstracts one would 
expect similar coverage. The coverage was, however, 
more like that of Library Literature. 

One hundred thirteen citations to the Proceedings 
were found, covering 1966/67,1971,1973,1975,1976, 
and 1983 through 1990. This figure represents 39% of 
the total possible citations. Three years were completely 
covered ( 1966/67, 1985, 1986), five years had references 
to the proceedings and incomplete coverage of the 
contents (1984, 1987-1990), five years had references 
to only one or two papers from the Proceedings (1971, 
1973, 1975, 1976, 1983), and nine years were not 
covered at all. Again, it is interesting to note that 
references in Information Science Abstracts to the 1985 
through 1987 Proceedings were added at the same time 
in 1988. 

For the years with references to only one or two 
papers it is unclear how the indexing service became 
aware of these papers. It is clear that the Proceedings 
volume itself was not used as a source. Several of these 
references cite the papers as ERIC or NTIS documents 
so scanning of these and other indexes is a possibility. 
Indeed, one paper was clearly identified as being retrieved 
from Energy Research Abstracts, a U.S. government 
index. One paper was covered because it was discussed 
in the Annual Review of Information Science and 
Technology, a source for which Information Science 
Abstracts attempts complete coverage (Information 
Science Abstracts, 1992, intro.) . Finally, submission by 
individuals or authors themselves is a possibility. 

For the years in which the Proceedings volumes 
were referenced but the contents were incompletely 
covered, coverage was once again closely tied to the 
length of the paper, although occasionally abstracts 
were covered. Subject selectivity was also evident, 
again with occasions of questionable judgment. 

GEOREF 

GeoRef covers materials relating to the geosciences 
from 1785 to the present. It covers a broad range of 
document types and fields of interest spanning all of the 
geosciences (Mulvihill, 1982, p. 11-19). Given this 
scope and coverage policy, one would expect good 
coverage of the Proceedings in GeoRef. This expectation 
was fulfilled. 

Two hundred thirty-three citations to the 
Proceedings were found, covering 1966/67, 1973 , 1976, 
and 1978 through 1990. This figure represents 80% of 
the total possible citations. Eleven years were completely 
covered, five years were covered incompletely (1966/ 
67, 1973, 1976, 1981, 1983), and five years were not 
covered at all. For the years of incomplete coverage, two 
were incomplete due to the omission of a citation for the 
proceedings volume, two omitted references to one 
paper, and one omitted references to abstracts. 

Unlike the library and information science indexes, 
it is clear that the general rule for GeoRef is to index all 
papers regardless of length. It should also be noted that 
references to the abstracts of many of the Proceedings' 
papers were found in GeoRef as part of the Geological 
Society of America Abstracts with Programs volumes. 
(The Geoscience Information Society meets in 
conjunction with the Geological Society of America, 
which publishes the program and abstracts.) For the 
purposes of this study, however, these citations were not 
counted as citations to the Proceedings. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, while the geoscience index had almost 
twice as many references to the Proceedings as most of 
the library and information science indexes, none of the 
indexes covered the Proceedings completely. Several 
years of the proceedings were not covered by any of the 
indexes surveyed (1972, 1974, 1977). Most of the years 
were covered incompletely by the library and information 
science indexes. 

These results shed an interesting light on the way 
that some indexing services function. It is clear that the 
library and information science index producers have 
not exerted themselves strongly in the past to discover 
this literature. It raises questions about the role of the 
indexing service in seeking out information for inclusion 
in the index. How proactive is it necessary for an author 
or publisher to be? Certain! y, for now, future publications 
of the Geoscience Information Society and other non
mainstream information societies should be brought to 
the attention of the library and information science 
index producers in order to be more assured of inclusion 
in these indexes. In the future perhaps, these index 
producers will be more proactive in seeking out these 
publications. 

It appears to be a belief of the library and information 
science index producers that short papers or abstracts 
are of no value to the user, a view not uniformly shared 
by other index producers(INSPEC, 1991 ,p. 3.2; BIOS IS, 
1991, p. A-5; Virginia Wood, Petroleum Abstracts, 
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written comm., 1991; The GeoRef Newsletter, 1991). 
Additionally, studies of the role of the conference 
literature in the scholarly communication process have 
indicated a value as well as a variety of uses for this 
information (Hanson and Janes, 1961, p. 145; Oseman, 
1989, p. 37; Walker and Hurt, 1991, p. 85). 

The evidence of questionable subject selectivity by 
the library and information science indexers indicates a 
lack of understanding of some of the special formats and 
challenges facing information providers in specialized 
subject fields. Publishers, authors, and users of these 
specialized information resources should monitor the 
subject selectivity by these indexers and bring to their 
attention relevant items that have been overlooked. 

Indexes are vital tools for scholars and researchers. 
Increasingly, users are relying on these tools to help 
them navigate through the rising flood of information. 
Common sense as well as a growing body of research 
indicates that the availability of an index is a major 
factor in determining whether materials will be used 
(Bearman,l977,p.132-134;Carterandothers,1991,p. 
208; Musser and Conkling, 1991; Syracuse and Poyer, 
1991, p. 61; Connections, 1992). Therefore, it is vital 
that indexes provide access to the full range of useful 
information. The decision about what constitutes useful 
information has heretofore been the province of the 
index producer; however, it is the information 
professional, with the essential view of the users' needs 
as well as the needs of users in the future, who is best 
equipped to make that decision. It is essential that 
information professionals become more involved in the 
formulation and application of scope and coverage 
policies of the indexes they use and provide to their 
users. The process of selection and indexing materials of 
use to future information professionals and their users is 
too important to ignore. 
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APPENDIX A. Index Coverage of GIS Proceedings, 1966-1990. 

Indexed By Tables of Contents from Geoscience Information Society Proceedings 

L I (196611967) Handling Geoscience Data and Informal ion 

I G The National System for Storage and Retrieval of Geological Data in Canada 

I G Automatic Data Processing of Geological Literature by the United States Geological Survey 

I G The Information System on Micropaleontology 

I G The University of Tulsa Information Retrieval System 

I G Recent Developments in Geological Documentation and Bibliography 

I G Consideration in Developing Storage and Retrieval Systems for Marine Geoscience 
Data 

(1971 ) Toward the D~eloprnenl of a Geoscience lnformaJion System 

Bibliographic Control and Thesauri 

Foreign Literature and Translations in Earth Science 

I A Library Network for the Geosciences 

I Inventory of Information Resources 

Toward the Development of a Geosciences Information System - Research in Progress 

Data Standardization in Geology 

Geoscience Publication 

(1972) 

Resource and Land Information (RALI) Program 

Another Product of Geo-Ref: the Bibliography and Index of Micropaleontology 

Aspects of Unbiased and Biased Contouring of Geological Data by Human and 
Machine Operators 

Computer Based Geologic Information Systems for Mining 

Geo-Ref, A Report and Forecast 

Computerized Literature Searching in Geology 

Development and Initial Use of Computer-Based Geoscience Information Files at 
Marathon Oil Company 

(1973) Geoscience Information 

G UNISRCH: A Computerized Information Retrieval System 

G The Sea Grant Program and Information Sources 

G The Utilization of a Generalized Data Management System for Storage and Retrieval 

of Geological Sample Information 

G Indexing from an Indexer's View 

I G Geo-Ref--The User's View 

Geowriting--A Guide to Writing, Editing, and Printing in Earth Science 

G Environmental Geology: A Selected Bibliography 

G Geoscience Document Distribution in Canada 

G The Technology Application Center as an Information Source for the Geoscience/Natural 

Resource Community [abstract] 

G Aerial Photography, Uses, Users, and Where to Find It 

G EROS Data Center: A New Source of Earth Science Information [ < 1 page] 

G U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Reports [ < 1 page] 

G Dissipation of Babel--Obtaining Federal Information [abstract] 

(1974) Geoscience Information 

L = Ubrary Uterature 
A = Ubrary and Information Science Abstracts 
I = Information Science Abstracts 
G = GeoRef 
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Uses of CRIB--A GIPSY Formatted Mineral Resources Data File 

U. S. Geological Survey State Hydrologic Unit Maps 

Information Retrieval Program for the Water Resources Scientific Information Center 

OASIS, A "One-Stop" Information Service 

Lunar Data and Where It's At 

Use of Interactive Computer Graphics for Oil and Gas Exploration 

U.S. Department of the Interior-Energy Data Files 

I (1975) Retrieval of Geoscience Information 

Data Tagging in Information-Accessing Services Containing Energy-Related Data 

Considerations for the Design of a National Information Center for Renewable 

Energy Sources 

Experimental Design of Information Systems for Crises Management 

I Development of a Geothermal Thesaurus 

Technical Information Programs of the Federal Energy Administration 

National Geothermal Information Resource 

Data Base for Surface Mining and Land Reclamation 

The ERDA Technical Information Program 

Teaching Library and Literature Search Strategy to Geology Students 

Water Resources Literature Cited in Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 

Publications, 1964-1973 

GeoRef Developments 

The Awareness of Relevant Water Resources Literature 

Environmental Policy Making and Information 

A Comparison of Journal Articles in Environmental and Laboratory Science 

The MINT System: A Scheme for Organizing a Small Map Collection 

(1976) Geoscience Information 

I G Publications of the International Union of Geological Sciences: Their Influence 

on U.S. Geoscientists 

G Operational and Economic Feasibility of an Automated Editorial Processing Center 

for Technical Journals 

G Development of Inventories of Energy Research and Development Information Resources 

G Use of Earth Science Information by City and County Planning Agencies in the 

San Francisco Bay Region, California 

G A New Approach to Foreign Language Study for Geologists 

G Using GeoRefTapes as a Current Awareness in an Academic Setting 

G Petroleum Abstracts Information System 

G The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Nuclear Test Effects and Geologic Data Bank 

G Organization of Lake Hydrology Data by Means of a Generalized Data-Base 

Management [abstract] 

G "GRASP"-A System for Interactive Manipulation of Geologic Data [abstract] 

(1977) Geoscience Information Retrieval Update 

The North Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment Program (North Dakota REAP) 

The National Water Data Exchange (NA WDEX) 

An Evaluation of OASIS, NOAA's Oceanic and Atmospheric Scientific Information 
System 

Petroleum Data System- A Network of Energy Information 

The National Data Referral System for Canadian Geoscience 

GeoArchive: Geosysterns Indexing Policy 
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A Computer Aid to the Distribution of Geologic Publication 

The Use of Language Processor Concepts to Design and Implement Geographical 
Information Systems 

Information Education in the Geosciences: Anatomy of a Course 

A Survey of the Holdings of a Sample of International Union of Geological Sciences 
(lUGS) Publications in Selected U.S. Geological Libraries 

G (1978) Geoscience Information: PublicaJion- Processing- Managemenl 

G Selection of Manuscripts in the Geosciences 

G Book Publishing in the Geosciences: Problems and Prospects 

G Journals: A Publisher's View 

G Networked Data Bases--A View from the Middle 

G The Geoscience Librarian's View of the Publishing Process 

G Geoscience Publishing from the Geologist's View 

G A Geological and Geotechnical Database for Urban Development 

G Manual Literature Searching in the Geosciences: A Comparative User Convenience 
Study of International Indexes 

G Black Shale Bibliography and an Open-File Repository for Eastern Gas Shales 
Project Publications 

G StatUs of Information Education for Geoscientists in the United States and Canada 

G Geological Map Acquisitions: A Guide to the Literature 

G Collection Development in a Geology-Geophysical Research Collection 

G Proposal to Establish International Federation of Geological Documentation Services 

G (1979) Collection Developmenl in Geoscience Libraries and Geoscience Information 

Review 

G Collection Development in Geoscience Libraries: Monographs 

G Collection Development in Geoscience Libraries: Serials 

G Building a Collection of Government Documents Related to the Geosciences 

G Developing the Geologic Map Collection: A Survey of Principles and Techniques 

G Technical Report Accession 

G Collection Development in Geoscience Libraries: Guidebooks 

G Geologic Reference Sources - A Decade of Progress? 

G A Study of the GeoRef Indexing Language: Its Relationship to Natural Languages 
and its Performance as a Search Language 

G The Continental Drilling for Scientific Purposes Data Management Program 

G The Encoding and Use of Ore Deposit Models in the Prospector Consultation Program 

A G (1980) Keeping Currenl with Geoscience lnformaJion 

A G Keeping Informed Within the Minerals Exploration Community 

A G Keeping Current in an Interdisciplinary Field: Paleontology 

A G Research and the Consulting Geologist 

A G Information and Data Services of the U.S. Geological Survey's National 
Mapping Division 

A G Keeping Current in the Geosciences: Current Awareness Literature Searches 

A G GeoRef Coverage and Improvements in the Bibliography and Index of Geology 

A G Use of the BIOSIS Data Base for Retrieval of Geology-Related Information 

A G A Directory of Information Resources in the United States: Geosciences and Oceanography 

A G Bibliography of Fossil Vertebrates: Cooperative Venture for a Specialized Service 

A G The Bureau of Mines Map Repository: Services and Activities 

A G Retrieval of Tectonic Process Models from Geological Maps and Diagrams 
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A G The Use of Journal Citations in Theses as a Collection Development Methodology 

A G Using GeoRef, Geoarchive, SCI and SSIE in Undergraduate Teaching 

A G Geology Library Reference Training for Student Library Assistants 

A G Geoscience Information for Developing CoWJtries: A Forgotten Priority 

A G The Fairchild Collection of Historical Aerial Photographs 

G (1981) The FuJure of the Journal 

The Dilemma of Maintaing Holdings in a Small College Geology Library [abstract] 

G Serial Management in a Large Geology Library 

G Costs of Journals, Library Networks, Interlibrary Loan, and Copyright 

G Journal Publishing in the Geo-Sciences: Remarks from a Commercial Publisher 

G New Formats for Geoscience Journals 

G A Serials Review Program Based on Journal Use in a Department Geology Library 

Development of a Library and Information System for the Seasonal Thermal Energy 
Storage Program [abstract] 

G Omnisaurus: A Multilevel Indexing System for Natural Resource Data 

G Geoscience Information for Development CoW! tries: Books as a Beginning 

Coordinated Computer Management of Ocean Data [abstract] 

L A G (1982) Geologic Hazards Data 

A G Geologic Hazards Data: Sources, Uses, and Abuses 

A G Databases That Support Investigations of Geological Hazards 

G The National Earthquake Information Service [abstract] 

L A G Flood Information from the U.S. Geological Survey 

L A G Sources of Information on Hazardous Wastes 

A G Geologic and Other Hazards in the GeoRef System 1982 

L A G Computer Storage of Paleontologic Data 

L A G National Water Well Association's GroWJd Water Library Is Now As Close As 
Your Telephone 

G Coastal Information Systems [abstract] 

L A G Automated Map Indexing 

L A G A Computer Approach to Organization of a Medium-Sized Map Collection in an 
Academic Library 

L A G Rate of Growth of the Literature of Chemical Geology, 1946-1980, and a Peep into 
the Future 

L A G Preparation of a State Bibliography of Geology 

L A G Geologic Maps in Books and Serials: A Hidden Preservation Problem 

G Catalog of Geological Publications Printed Before 1850 Held in the Library of 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [abstract] 

L A G (1983) Roles and Responsibilities in Geoscience lnformaJion 

A I G Database Ethics: Decision-Making Constraints in an Environment of Change 

A G The U.S . Geological Survey Library and the User Community: A Past and Future View 

A G The Future of Information Retrieval in the Earth Sciences: From Bibliographism to 
Encyclopedism 

A G Information Services in Mineral Exploration 

A G User Education in Geoscience: Problems and Prospects 

A G Using Online Bibliographic Files for Teaching and Learning [abstract] 

A G Megatrends in Geoscience Information: Traditional Versus Sophisticated Technology 

A G U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Inquiries Group 

A G Geoscience Information Resources at the Ontario Geological Survey 
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A G Quebec's User-Oriented Geoscientific Compilation Map Program 

A G Information Selectivity Applied to U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Map Indexes 

and the GEOINDEX Data Base 

A Computer Classification of Deep Sea Sediments 

A G The Continental Scientific Drilling Program Data Base--1983 

A G Using RUN to Locate Earth Science Information 

A G The GEONAMES Computer Lexicon of Geologic Names of the United States 

A G A Survey of Major Library Collections in the Geosciences in the State of Victoria. 
Australia 

L A I G (1984) Maps in the Geoscience Community 

A I G National Mapping Program Information Update 

A I G Maps: Paydirt of the Geoscience Curriculum 

A I G Early Geoscience Mapping 1700-1830 

A I G Preservation Options for Geology Serials Containing Maps 

A I G Things to Consider When Microfilming Geologic Maps 

A I G Map User Needs in Academic and Business Environments 

A I G Alternate Sources of Funding Geoscience Collection Development 

A I G Maps of Maps--Geologic Map Indexes by State Geoscience Agencies 

A I G Evaluating the Geoscience Collection 

A I G An Investigation of Preparation and Costs for a State Bibliography of Geology 

A G Citation Overlap Among GEOARCHIVE, GEOREF, PASCAL, and Chemical Abstracts 

A G The Users Evaluate the GeoRef Database 

A G Survey of Selected Geoscience Maps 

G Alluvial Valley Floor Amendment and Other Congressional Anecdotes 

A G GeoRef in an Academic Setting: Both Online Searching and Using the Printed 

Bibliography are Profitable 

A G Search Aids for GeoRef 

A G Promotion. Education, and Accessing GeoRef 

L A I G (1985) Micros, Minis, and Geoscience Information 

L A I G Use of Microcomputers in Earth Science Libraries 

L A I G The Uses of Microcomputers in Selecting Diamond Terminology for Indexing 

Gemological Literature 

L A I G Use of Commercial Software for Building Local-Use Geoscience Information Data Files 

L A I G REF- a Multi-User Bibliographic Database Application for Geological Sciences 

L A I G GEOSCAN: A Bibliographic Database of Canadian Geoscience Literature 

L A I G Preparing a Bibliography on a Personal Computer: The Washington Thesis 

Bibliography, 1901-1985 

L A I G Micros and Mini Computers in Geoscience Libraries 

L A I G Evaluation of a Geoscience Library Collection 

L A I G Geoscience Indexing at Petroleum Abstracts 

L A I G Improving Subject Access in Geoscience Library Catalogs 

L A I G Professional Publishing as a Source of Geoscience Information 

L A I G Obtaining Financial Support from Industry for a State-Supported Geoscience/Mining 

Library: Mines Library's Small Scale Fund-Raising Efforts 

L A I G (1986) The User and Geoscience Information 

L A I G Perceptions From Beyond the Stacks: A User View of the Geoscience Library 

L A I G In Search of the Perfect Library 
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L A I G Drawing Users and Services into Focus: Public Relations and Marketing in Earth Science 

Libraries 

L A I G Geoscience Information in Kansas: Collection, Management, and the User 

L A I G Incorporating Earth Science Information Into the Public Policy Process 

L A I G End User Database Searching in Geoscience 

L A I G Geoscience Information: User Needs and Library Organization 

L A I G Effects of a New Computer System on the Editorial Process at a State Geological Survey 

L A I G Taking the Next Step: Directions and Requirements for Cooperative Collection 

Development Among Academic Geology Libraries 

L A I G Finding Geoscience Information in the Chemical Abstracts Service Database 

L A I G Geologic Information on Alaska 

L A I G (1987) Collections for the Future: Archivists, Curators, Historians, Bibliographers Speak 

L A I G Archival Documentation of the History of Geoscience 

L A I G For the Record: Federal Geoscientists and the National Archives 

L A G National Collection of Rocks and Ores 

L A I G Extent and Limits at State Geological Surveys 

L A I G Geoscience Project Documentation: Archival Accessioning and Processing Procedures 

of U.S.Industrial Research Records 

L A I G Geoscience Dissertations for the Future: A Case Study from the United States 

L A G What Has Millions of Pieces, Weighs Hillldreds of Tons and Can't Take Care of Itself: 

A Paleontology Collection 

L A G Center for the History of Geology 

L A I G Thesaurus Problems and Solutions: The Language of Geology Develops Steadily 

L A I G The National Geologic Mapping Program: A Revitalization of Geologic Mapping 
in the United States 

L A I G Comparison of Library Collections in Geology: A Model Based on the Pacific 
Northwest Conspectus 

L A I G Putting Reference Lists in their Place: Macintosh Software for Managing 
Bibliographic Data 

G Information Seeking Behavior of Geoscientists [abstract] 

L A I G The Proliferation of Geological Societies and their Impact on the Geological 

Information Explosion 

L A I G (1988) Individual Workstations: Informal ion Supermarkets for Geoscienlists 

G PCs and Computer Workstations: Tools for the Geologist[< 1 page] 

L A I G GIS Workstations, Numerical Databases and the Consulting Geologist: Facts and Fiction 

L A I G GeoRef Can Enhance Research Capability in the Geologist Workstation Environment 

L I G The Academic Workstation 

G Components of a Petroleum Explorationist's Future Worksystem 

Environment [< 1 page] 

L A I G Digital Data for Interdisciplinary Use on Workstations: A New Opportunity for Scientists 
and Information Managers 

L A I G Integration-An Essential Ingredient in a Geologic Workstation 

L I G Using Workstations to Develop Digital Models of the Earth's Crust Along a Transect 
Through the Northern Appalachians 

L A I G Polar Earth Science Collection at Scott Polar Research Institute Library 

L A I G Library and Archives: Working Together to Benefit Scientists 

L A G Field Trip Guidebooks Need Not Be Gray Literature 
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L A I G The Use of Government Documents by Geologists as Cited in the Geologic Literature 

and From a Circulation Study in a Branch Library 

L A I G The Quality of Published Geoscience Information: Problems and Perspectives from 

the Geologist's Viewpoint 

L A I G Searching the GeoRef Database on STN International 

L A I G Artificial Intelligence Teclullques for Merging Qualitative and Quantitative 

Geological Data Bases 

L A I G BFILE: Case History of an Exploration Project Database 

L G Chevron's Production Workstation 

L I G Color Photocopying to Reproduce /Preserve Geologic Maps in Literature 

I G MINCAT: A Mineral Formula Database Program for Use on ffiM Compatible 
Personal Computers[< 1 page] 

L A I G (1989) Frontiers in Geoscience Information 

L A I G CD-ROM and Floppy-Disk Databases for the Earth Sciences 

L A I G Georeferenced Information Network 

L A I G Mapping System Technology for Tomorrow's Geoscience Library 

I G Government Data Dissemination on CD-ROM [abstract] 

L A I G Coope~ative Collection Development and Preservation Projects in the Geosciences 

L A I G Access to Geoscience Information in Online Catalogs 

L A I G The Geoscience Journal - Its Role, Past, Present, and Future 

L A I G Geoscience Libraries of the Future: Predictions for the Next Decade 

L A I G A Locally-Developed Database of Geoscience Dissertations and Theses 

L A I G Managing Bibliographic References on a Macintosh: New Options 

I G Potential Impacts of New Three-Dimensional Geoscientific Information Systems on 

Future Geological Mapping and Modeling Activities [abstract] 

L A I G Digital Preservation of Yellow Snow 

L A I G An Alternative to Ownership of Scientific Journals in University Research Library 

Collections 

I G Information Sources in Remote Sensing [abstract] 

L A I G Guidebook Citation Panerns in the Geologic Journal Literature: A Comparison 

between 1985 and 1967 

L A I G Striving for Excellence: Purdue University's Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Library 

L A I G Space Planning for a Small Library: Remodeling Considerations 

L A G Guidebook Problems from the Librarian's Point of View 

L G History and Organization of the New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference 

L G Publishers' Decisions in the Field Trip Guidebook Business 

L G Ingredients of a Great Geologic Field Trip 

L G Preparing a Kenyan Field Guide 

L A I G (1990) Geological Societies and Information Transfer in the Electronic Age 

L A I G Geological Societies: Reflections on Current Membership, Services, and 

Publishing Patterns 

L A I G Societies' Impact on the Earth Sciences: Three Hundred Years of Communication 

L A I G Fax, E-Mail, Diskettes, Softstrip, and CD ROMs ... Our Communication Revolution? 

I G Approach to the High Cost of Digitization [ < 1 page] 

L A I G The Electronic GSA 

L A I G The Value of Serials: Relevance to Producers and Consumers of Scientific Journals 

L A I G Society Publishing at the Millenium 
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L A G Approval Plans 

L A I G Hidden Assets of Controlled Vocabulary When Free-Text Seraching the TULSA File 
of Petroleum Abstracts 

L A I G Discussion of the Use of Foreign Language Sources in Geological Journals 

L A I G The Case for Desktop Publishing 

L A I G An Evaluation of a Free, Online Searching Program in a University Geology Library: 

Who is Using It, What Does It Cost. and Is It Worth It 

L A I G Geologic Information on Polar Regions Available on Compact Discs 

L A I G Method for Evaluating Preservation Needs of Oversized Tilustrations in Geology Theses 

L A I G Preservation of Geoscience Library Collections: Current Conditions and Future Trends 

I G Color Representation of Data in Geology [abstract] 

L G Named Awards in the Geosciences: A Biographical Directory 

L A I G Referencing and Archiving Digitally Produced Maps at the Kansas Geological Survey 

L A I G Planning, Implementation and Benefits of Merging the Geology and Physics Libraries 
into a Combined Renovated Facility at the University of Cincinnati 

L A G Early Efforts Leading to the Founding of the Geoscience Information Society 

L G Meeting the Challenge 
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INVESTIGATION OF OVERLAP IN GEOLOGICAL 
INFORMATION BETWEEN GEOREF AND NTIS 

Elaine Clement 
Earth & Mineral Sciences Library, 105 Deike Building 

Nancy J. Butkovich 
Physical Sciences Library, 230 Davey Laboratory 

Penn State University 
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 

Abstract-How viable is NTIS as a source of geological information? Since most of the 
information i_nd~xed by NTIS is unpublished reports while GeoRef focuses on published data, NTIS 
could be a significant source of geological information not indexed by GeoRef. Both databases 
provide access to foreign as well as U.S. information. A comparison of coverage between the GeoRef 
databa:'e, produced. by the American Geological Institute, and NTIS, produced by the National 
Techmcal Information Service, was conducted in order to determine this. The databases were 
searched using DIALOG in order to take advantage of the duplicate identification features available 
through ~at online service. Specific topics examined included volcanic hazards, subsidence, mine 
reclamation, and geothermal exploration. Searches were limited by date in order to keep data sets 
manageable. 

INTRODUCfiON 

The GeoRef database, as well as its print 
counterparts, is a significant indexing source of geologic 
literature. However, no database, regardless of size, can 
be comprehensive in scope and coverage. Therefore, 
many different sources should be utilized in order to 
obtain results that are as comprehensive as possible. 
With this in mind, we decided to examine the viability 
of the NTIS Bibliographic Database as a source of 
geologic information not present in GeoRef. 

NTIS is produced by the National Technical 
Information Service. Approximately two-thirds of the 
citations included in the database are for technical 
reports covering research funded by the United States 
government, although other materials, notably state
government-sponsored and foreign-government
sponsored research reports are also included. The 
database includes records from 1964 to the present and 
is available through a variety of online database suppliers 
(U.S. Department of Commerce, n.d., p. 2, 6). For this 
project, we chose DIALOG. 

METHODOLOOY 

To test the viability of NTIS as a source of unique 
geologic information, four subject areas were selected 
which we thought would be represented in both databases. 

These were reclamation of strip mines, volcanic hazards, 
mining -induced subsidence, and geothermal exploration. 
Once the subject areas were chosen, a preliminary list of 
search terms was created using the GeoRef Thesaurus 
and Guide to Indexing (Shimomura, 1989) and the 
NASA Thesaurus (National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, 1985). The terms for each database 
were then compared for commonality . Since DIALOG 's 
One-Search feature was to be used, it was desirable to 
have terms that would be searchable in both databases 
and yet not produce extraneous records. 

This list of terms was refined by conducting 
preliminary searches in the compact disc versions of the 
two databases. This proved to be a useful exercise in that 
some potential pitfalls were avoided. One such pitfall 
involved mining-induced subsidence. The trial searches 
indicated that there would be a fairly large number of 
false drops because NTIS also had records on subsidence 
caused by mines as a military weapon. Therefore, we 
had to add "not ordnance" to the search in order to 
eliminate these records. 

The final list of search terms, arranged by subject, 
is given below: 

Strip-Mine Reclamation: 
Reclamation 
Land reclamation 
Strip mining 
Mines (excavation) 
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Volcanic Hazards: 
Hazard? 
Volcan? 

Mining-Induced Subsidence: 
Subsidence 
Land subsidence 
Ground subsidence 
Mines 
Mines (excavation) 
Not Ordnance 

Geothermal Exploration: 
Exploration 
Prospecting 
Geothermal energy 
Geothermal fields 
Geothermal technology 
Geothermal resources 
Geothermal exploration 

Some redundancy in search terms was necessary to 
accommodate differences in thesaurus terminologies 
between the databases. 

The test run using the CD databases also helped 
with the identification of limits. Because of the large 
number of records retrieved in somesubjectareas, it was 
necessary to limit the search to records having a 
publication date between 1987 and 1992. 

Once the trial was complete and the list of terms 
finalized, the actual search was run on DIALOG using 
file 89 (GeoRef) and file 6 (NTIS). The two files were 
searched using One-Search, and the "reduce duplicates" 
command was used to eliminate records found in GeoRef 
from the NTIS data sets. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A total of 1784 unique records were identified in the 
two databases. Of this total, 205 or slightly over 11 %, 
were unique to NTIS. 

Of the four subject areas, NTIS had a poor showing 
in volcanic hazards; only about 3% of the 845 unique 
records were in this database. However, it made a better 
showing in the other areas. For reclamation of strip 
mines, 12of32 (nearly 38%) of the total records retrieved 
were from NTIS. This database had 35 of the 288 unique 
records (12%) on mining-induced subsidence and 135 
(approximately 22%) of the 619 unique records on 
geothermal exploration. 

Four characteristics of the 205 unique NTIS records 
were examined in order to determine why they were not 
included in GeoRef. These characteristics were sponsor, 
document type, language, and country of origin. 
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SPONSOR 

The sponsor is the source of funding for the research 
represented by the database record. However, not all 
records contained a sponsor field . For those that did, we 
used that information; for those that did not, the affiliation 
of the researcher was used. The results were as follows: 

Strip Mine Reclamation (n = 12) 
U.S. federal 6 
Foreign sources 5 
Int 'I. organizations 

Volcanic Hazards (n = 23) 
U.S. federal 21 
U.S. nonfederal 
Co-sponsored 

Mining-Induced Subsidence (n = 35) 
U.S. federal 31 
Foreign sources 4 

Geothermal Exploration (n = 135) 
U.S. federal 85 
Foreign sources 46 
Co-sponsored 4 

Considering the nature of NTIS, it was no great 
surprise to find that 69% of the unique records were to 
research sponsored by the U.S. government. What was 
interesting was that over a quarter (55 of 205) of the 
records had foreign sponsors. Only 4% were sponsored 
by state agencies, international organizations, or co
sponsored by different agencies. 

DOCUMENT TYPE 

Document type was a characteristic of great interest 
in that NTIS is commonly identified with technical 
report records. There is, however, a large body of 
records in the database in other formats. The results of 
this study follow: 

Strip Mine Reclamation (n = 12) 
Technical report 8 
Bibliography 3 
Book 

Volcanic Hazards (n = 23) 
Technical report 17 
Conference proceedings 5 
Abstract 1 

Mining-Induced Subsidence (n = 35) 
Technical report 30 
Conference proceedings 2 
Bibliography 2 
Thesis 

Geothermal Exploration (n = 135) 
Technical report 96 
Conference proceedings 33 



Bibliography 
Thesis 
Book 

3 
2 
1 

As expected, mostoftherecords,151 or74%, were 
to technical reports. However, a significant percentage 
of the unique records retrieved, nearly 20% ( 40 records), 
were to conference proceedings. An additional 4% (8 
records) were bibliographies, while the remaining 2% 
consisted of a variety of formats. 

LANGUAGE OF PUBLICATION 

We anticipated that most, if not all, of the records 
would be in English. This did not prove to be uniformly 
true, since the results varied considerably depending on 
the subject in question. All the records retrieved on 
volcanic hazards were in English, and nearly all of the 
records on strip mine reclamation and mining-induced 
subsidence were English-language documents. However, 
a significant portion of the geothermal exploration 
records were in various foreign languages, particularly 
Japanese and, to a lesser degree, German. Overall, 79% 
(162) of the 205 total records were in English, and 15% 
(30 records) were in Japanese. Only one record was 
listed as being bilingual. The results of this project are 
shown below: 

Strip Mine Reclamation (n = 12) 
English 11 
French/English 1 

Volcanic Hazards (n = 23) 
English 23 

Mining-Induced Subsidence (n = 35) 
English 33 
Dutch 
(English summary) 

German 1 
Geothermal Exploration (n = 135) 

English 95 
Japanese 30 
German 7 
Swedish 2 
French 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

The final characteristic examined was the country 
of origin of the documents. This was identified in the 
same manner as sponsoring agency or organization. As 
expected, 72% ofthedocumentsoriginatedin the United 
States. 

Foreign countries represented in the sample were 
dominated by Japan, which had nearly 16% of the total 
number of records. Two multinational documents were 

jointly sponsored by agencies of the U.S. government 
and the governments of Guatemala and Honduras. The 
remaining 11% were from six European countries and 
Canada. The results are shown below: 

Strip Mine Reclamation (n = 12) 
United States 6 
Canada 5 
England 

Volcanic Hazards (n = 23) 
United States 23 

Mining-Induced Subsidence (n = 35) 
United States 31 
Canada 2 
Netherlands 
Germany 

Geothermal Exploration (n = 135) 
United States 87 
Japan 32 
Germany 8 
Sweden 3 
Multinational 2 
England 
France 
Italy 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Beyond the obvious, and already known, 
characteristics of the database, most of our results cannot 
be applied with a great level of confidence across the 
entire database because of the restrictions placed on 
search terms and date ranges. However, some 
observations might or might not prove to be valid if the 
entire database were analyzed. 

Of the 205 records studied, 29% were sponsored by 
a foreign government or organization, and of these 58 
records, 41 were published in a foreign language. The 
most prominent exception to this was Canada, which 
recognizes two languages-French and English. Only 
one of the seven Canadian records retrieved indicated 
that the text was bilingual; the other six only listed 
English. 

Sponsorship also proved to be interesting. For the 
subjects chosen in this project, the Department of Energy 
was clearly the largest sponsor from the U.S. government. 
Ninety of the 205 records were either sponsored or co
sponsored by DOE. The Bureau of Mines was second, 
with 25 records. 

Although interesting, this is perhaps not as 
significant as it might initially appear, since the four 
subjects selected dealt with either energy or mining
related topics. Had different subjects been chosen, the 
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distribution of U.S. government sponsors would have 
probably been different. For instance, had lunar geology 
been selected, the retrieval of NASA documents would 
probably have been much higher. Had a topic dealt with 
the storage of radioactive wastes in salt formations, 
there would probably have been more documents from 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the 
Environmental Protection Agency. However, the data 
do indicate large bodies of potentially relevant 
federally funded research reports that are not 
appearing in GeoRef. 

Perhaps the most interesting result concerned 
formats of publications. Nearly 20% of all records 
retrieved were citations to papers in conference 
proceedings. Although many of the conferences were 
sponsored by federal agencies, particularly the 
Department of Energy, some were sponsored, at least in 
part, by professional societies such as the American 
Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum 
Engineers (AIME), the American Society of Mechan
ical Engineers (ASME), the Geochemical Society of 
Japan, and the Society of Exploration Geophysicists 
of Japan. 

Any research project can leave the researchers with 
more questions to be answered than when the project 
began. This project is no exception. One such question 
involves the relationship between foreign sponsored 
research and the date range chosen for this project. 
It would be interesting to see if an earlier time span 
would show such a wide range of countries of origin or 
sponsors. The same question could be asked about 
foreign languages. 

Another question concerns the timeliness of the 
subjects chosen. For instance, would the size of the 
retrieval for volcanic hazards have been higher had this 
project included the 5 years immediately following the 
Mount St. Helens eruption? Would the geothermal 
exploration retrieval have been higher in the 5 years 
immediately after the Arab oil embargo of the 1970's? 
Further research would be needed to answer these 
questions. 
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Although technical report literature is subject to 
criticism because the documents are not refereed (Wood 
and others, 1989, p. 27), this is still a category of 
literature of which geoscientists should be aware. 
Furthermore, the fact that over a quarter of the unique 
references retrieved in this project were to literature 
formats other than technical reports should encourage 
searchers to utilize this database. 

In conclusion, this project began with the premise 
that NTIS might be a viable database for geological 
information not found in GeoRef. After analyzing the 
unique records produced by a search of these databases, 
we conclude that NTIS is indeed a source of information 
that should be utilized by geoscientists in their research. 
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Abstract-CD-ROM bibliographic databases have invaded the library and information center 
environment. They are popular with geoscience students, faculty, and researchers who constantly 
refer to them. Results from a search on the GeoRef CD-ROM on two trace fossils, Rusophycus and 
Cruziana, were compared with the identical search on five online databases-Biosis, Pascal, 
Zoological Record, Geobase, and Geoarchive to evaluate citation loss when relying on one source. 

Analysis was performed to establish the number of citations on the subject that were unique to 
each database and that were duplicated in the other databases. Special attention was paid to the time 
period covered, type of material cited, and country and language of publication. The GeoRef file was 
checked for all unique records from the other databases. 

One-third of the GeoRef citations were to conference proceedings, theses and guidebooks not 
cited in the other online databases. An additional 9% of the results pre-dated 1967, prior to the 
creation of electronic databases. Significantly, in the Zoological Record and Biosis files over 45% 
of the records were not found by the initial search in GeoRef. Keyword and author searching 
retrieved 14% and 28% of these records as they had been entered under broader indexing terms. 
These preliminary results show the importance of the abstract for subject searching and the 
continued necessity for online searching across multiple databases. 

INTRODUCTION 

TheGeoRefCD-ROMhas been widely available in 
academic libraries since early 1991. It has proceeded to 
change dramatically the way librarians do reference 
work, the way students use libraries, and the way faculty 
advise students to begin research. The print equivalent 
of the file, Bibliography and Index of Geology has been 
retired to storage areas as it is no longer used. 

record overlap of the files and establish the importance 
of the abstract and in-depth indexing for citation retrieval . 
The type of material cited in each database was also 
evaluated to determine the source literature in each 
database. 

Online search statistics also dropped sharply as 
students do their own searches, rarely considering that 
useful geological literature also occurs in many other 
overlapping disciplines including biology, chemistry, 
engineering, environmental sciences, physics, and 
zoology. A request for information on two ichnogenera, 
Cruziana and Rusophycus, coinciding with free search 
time on Biosis (Biological Abstracts) and Zoological 
Record, provided the opportunity to compare and 
evaluate the results from these two files and was extended 
to three other geological files to expand the research. 
Unique, duplicate, and false recurds were noted to 

Trace fossils are structures produced in rocks, 
sediments, and grains by animal activity (Bromley, 
1990). They are usually produced in unconsolidated 
materials by animals processing material, excavating 
burrows, substrate reorganization caused by locomotion , 
or "the touch down" marks as an organism skims the 
sediment surface. Early workers in the science inherited 
a series of misconceptions and misidentifications as 
trace fossils were originally thought to be the impressions 
of seaweeds and the structures were described as fucoids 
and other organisms (Pemberton and Frey, 1991). Pre-
1960's literature is considered descriptive and taxonomic 
with problems of dual nomenclatural systems; biological 
activity-ichnotaxa; and causative organism-biotaxa. In 
the 1960s, important work in Germany by Seilacher 
recognized the taxonomic use and the importance of 
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ichnotaxa as a way to interpret environmental concti lions 
such as depth of water, transgressions through changes 
in rock fabric. This led to two international conferences 
on trace fossils in the 1970's, and in the 1980's assumed 
an even greater importance as the Cambrian/Precambrian 
boundary was defined by trace fossils. Trace fossils are 
also worldwide in ctistribution and remain an active 
research discipline, being the subject of a short course 
at the Geological Society of America's Annual Meeting 
in 1992. 

METHODOLOOY 

A simple Boolean search on the two ichnogenera 
Cruziana andR usophycus was performed on the GeoRef 
CD-ROM and five online databases covering geology 
and the fields of biology and zoology where 
paleontological literature is also reported. These 
databases including the date when they first became 
online files were: 

Biosis (1969-)- Biological Abstracts 
Pascal (1973-) -Bibliographie internationale 
Geobase (1980-)- Geological Abstracts 
Geoarchive (1974-)- Geotitles Weekly 
Zoological Record (1978-)- Zoological Record 
The GeoRef CD-ROM covers 1785 to the present 

and Geoarchive is now also available as a CD-ROM file. 
A test on this file in October 1992 produced exact! y the 
same result as recorded in this paper. Results were 
downloaded with author, title, source, descriptors or 
index terms, and language fields for each database. 

Citations were coded for country of publication, 
language, and type of publisher. The organization 
responsible for the editorial content was considered as 
the publisher type, following the methodology used by 
Derksen and Noga (1991). Publisher categories used in 
this study were: associations, commercial publishers, 
institutes, university presses, national government 
geological surveys, and for the United States, state 
surveys, conference proceedings, theses, and 
miscellaneous publications including books and 
guidebooks. A conference proceedings was considered 
to be one where the publication was only an abstract 
and not a substantial paper. In all cases this field was 
divided into material published inside and outside the 
United States. 

To determine if a record was unique, the results 
from each search were first compared with GeoRef and 
then with each other. In each case, records not found by 
the simple Boolean search at the ichnogenera level were 
sought using GeoRef to determine if present at a broader 
descriptor level. The total data set, minus the false drops 
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in each file, was used in the study for comparison of the 
coverage of each file. The complete set was also used to 
determine language and country of publication. 

RESULTS 

Overlap and Duplication 

Table 1 shows the results of the search on each 
database and the number of false drops. GeoRef, the file 
that extends back over 200 years, has the largest number 
of records with 19 records or 9% predating 1969, the 
date of origin of the other oldest file, Bios is. In the three 
geology files, there were no false drops for Geoarchive 
and Geobase, and the two false drops in GeoRef were a 
result of record duplication. The search strategy did not 
imply that the results should only be in the paleontological 
field and as Pascal is multidisciplinary and Biosis also 
covers the biological field, the false drops were references 
to a water lily, Victoria cruziana, and the gold-billed 
ground dove, Columbina cruziana. In Zoological Record 
the nine duplicates occurred because trilobite trace 
fossils are recorded in two separate volumes published 
at different times. They appear in Section 11, Trilobita 
and also may be repeated in Section 6C, Conodonta and 
Fossil Miscellanea. The low retrieval for Geoarchive 
may reflect that this database is not supported by a major 
society, university, or government research organization. 

GeoRef had the highest number of unique records, 
including the 17 predating 1969 (Table 2). This was 
followed by 50 records in BIOS IS representing 43% of 

Table I. Results from CD-ROM 
and online searches. 

Database+ Total no. False Set 
date file records drops size 
began 

GEOREF 203 2 201 
(1785) 

BIOS IS 134 17 117 
(1969) 
PASCAL 72 3 69 
(1973) 

ZOOLOGICAL RECORD 56 9 47 
(1978) 

GEOBASE 39 0 39 
(1980) 

GEOARCHIVE 28 0 28 
(1974) 

TOTAL 532 31 50! 



Table 2. Number of original unique records and 
retrieval by author, title search in GEOREF to 

show value of in-depth indexing. 

Database+ Set No. unique Hidden 
date frrst size records in GeoRef 
record (percent) 

GEOREF 201 101 (50) NA 
(1864) 

BIOS IS 117 50 (43) 35 
(1968) 
PASCAL 69 2 (3) 0 
(1972) 

ZOOLOGICAL 47 13 (28) 7 
RECORD (1978) 
GEOBASE 39 8 (21) 4 
(1980) 

GEOARCHIVE 28 2 (5) 0 
(1973) 

thatdatabaseandthenZoologicalRecordwith 13records, 
or 28%, of that set. Pascal and Geoarchive both have a 
strong European component but only contributed an 
additional four unique records. Geobase has only existed 
as an online file since 1980, but 8 of the 39 records 
appeared to be unique. Each apparently unique record 
was compared to GeoRef. Forty-six of the 71 records 
from Biosis, Geobase, and Zoological Record were 
found in the GeoRef CD-ROM, but they had been 
indexed with broader terms such as ichnofossils, trace 
fossils, skolithus, and lebenspuren and searches at these 
indexing levels would have retrieved a large, undefined 

set rather than the narrow search requested. In addition , 
all of the unique records in Zoological Record were 
retrieved because of the detailed analysis at the species 
and genera level in this database. In Biosis over 50% of 
the records were also obtained from indexing at the 
species level, although retention of the abstract also 
retrieved additional citations. 

Biosis and GeoRef are created in the United States 
by BIOS IS, anon-profit organization, and the American 
Geological Institute, respectively. Pascal is produced by 
INIST. the Scientific and Technical Information Institute 
of the CNRS in France and Zoological Record by the 
Zoological Society of London. Geobase was produced 
by Geo Abstracts at the University of Norwich and 
Geoarchive by Geosystems, also in England. All of 
these databases are considered international in scope, 
and Table 3 shows that in all files the average ratio of 
foreign literature to American literature is 60:40. The 
range is between GeoRef, which is balanced 50:50, and 
Zoological Record, which is skewed toward foreign 
literature in a ratio of 85: 15. 

JOURNALS AND PUBLISHER TYPE 

Citations were retrieved from a total of 114 journals 
with 49 titles representing 43% of the total set being 
cited only once. This literature diversity compares with 
results by Nudds and Palmer (1990) and Haner (in 
press). Thirteen journals had over 10 citations (Table 4 ). 
and all except 2 were published by geological 
associations. The citations from these 13 journals 
compose 49% of the data set, indicating the important 
role of the associations in disseminating information, 
and perhaps the specialized expertise of these 
publications in printing plates and even longer 

Table 3. Origin of the citations listed in each database. 

Database Set Foreign United 
Percent 

size country States Foreign 
us 
GEOREF 201 101 100 50 50 
BIOS IS 117 73 44 62 38 
PASCAL 69 40 29 58 42 
ZOO. RECORD 47 40 7 85 15 
GEOBASE 39 26 13 66 33 
GEOARCHIVE 28 18 10 64 36 

TOTAL 501 298 203 59 41 
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Table 4. Journals cited over 10 times showing publisher type and the number of times cited. 

Publisher code and journal title Databases Total no. 
GR BI PA ZR GB GA records 

AU Journal of Paleontology 12 22 6 3 3 5 51 
AU Geol. Soc. America Absts. Programs 25 0 3 0 0 2 30 
AF Geol. Soc. India Journal 5 8 2 3 4 0 22 
AF Geological Magazine 7 4 1 1 3 1 17 
AU Palaios 7 5 1 0 4 0 17 
AF Geol. Soc. South Africa Transactions 3 1 2 6 0 4 16 
AU AAPG Bulletin 8 2 5 0 2 0 15 
UF Lethaia 3 6 2 1 3 0 15 
CF Palaeo., Palaeo., Palaeo. 2 7 2 1 2 0 14 
AF Maritime & Atlantic Sediments 2 2 2 3 2 1 12 
AU Journal of Sedimentary Petrology 2 6 2 1 0 1 12 
AU SEPM Special Publication 3 2 3 1 3 0 12 
AF Ameghiniana 3 4 2 2 0 0 11 

Publisher Code: AF =Association foreign, AU= Association USA, CF =Commercial foreign, 
UF = University foreign 

Database Code: GR = GEOREF, BI = BIOSIS, PA =PASCAL, ZR =ZOOLOGICAL RECORD, 
GB = GEOBASE, GA = GEOARCHIVE 

publications that may be required for paleontological 
publications. The Journal of Paleontology ranks highest 
as was found in a previous study on paleontological 
literature use (Haner, in press), but two journals with 
strong emphasis on sedimentary geology, Journal of 
Sedimentary Petrology and Maritime and Atlantic 
Sediments, emphasize the dual nature of trace fossil studies. 

This strong contribution by associations is 
highlighted in Figure l where the combined contribution 
of foreign and American associations is 4 7% and would 
increase to 59% if the conference proceedings published 
by associations were included. This compares with the 
journal use studies at UCLA and Stan ford, where journals 
produced by associations were used in-house 46% and 
54% respectively (Derksen and Noga, 1992). This 
diagram also shows clearly that foreign serials produced 
by geological surveys, institutes, and university presses 
contribute more to trace fossil studies than do their 
American counterparts. In fact, there are no publications 
cited by the U.S. Geological Survey (Table 5), although 
state geological survey publications are cited. In Europe, 
there are many paleontological institutes supported by 
both universities and government agencies that have 
made significant contributions to the literature. Theses 
represent 3% of the total citations, which compares well 
with the 4% added to GeoRef during 1980 through 1989 
(Sharon Tahirkheli, personal communication). Figure 1 
and Table 5 also show that no American publishers and 
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few university presses have committed resources to the 
publication of trace fossil literature. 

Figure 1 shows the broad trends, whereas Table 5 
and Figures 2 and 3 compare schematically the 
differences between GeoRef and the geological and life 
sciences files. The American Geological Institute reports 
that 32% of the citations added between 1980 and 1989 
were composed of meeting papers and meeting abstracts 
and is indicated by the high ranking of the Geological 
Society of America Abstracts with Programs on Table 4. 
This strong component distinguishes GeoRef from all 
other files and even though they are present in Pascal 
and Geoarchives they do not appear after 1985. All files 
except GeoRef have over 50% of their citations 
represented by serials from U.S. and foreign associations. 
In Zoological Record foreign association records 
compose 40% of all records. This file is also particularly 
strong in government and university publications from 
Europe and the Commonwealth, including in particular 
India and Greenland, where the Cam brian succession is 
well exposed. It is also the one file with no conference 
material, which is often lacking in strong taxonomic 
discussions, the strength of Zoological Record. 
Institutional literature is also well represented in Biosis, 
Geoarchives, and Pascal, whereas the component for 
university presses appears to be well represented in 
Geobase. 



Theses-US 2% Other 2% 

Nole: Assoc =association, Comm =commercial, Coni = conference proceedings, For= fore ign, Govt = governmental, 
Govl slate = slale governmenl, lnsl = lnst ilu le, Univ = university, US = Uniled Slates 

Figure L Publisher type. 

COUNlRY OF PUBLICATION AND LANGUAGE 

Twenty-six countries are represented in the data set 
with the highest representation, 41%, being the United 
States (Table 6). This corresponds to the percentage 
entry number for the United States for the period 1980-
1989 (Sharon Tahirkheli, personal communication, 
1991 ). Twelve other countries have more than 10 entries 
and combine with the United States in constituting 90% 
of the citations in the data set. The remaining 10% is 
represented by 13 countries (Fig. 4). 

Considering that 76% of the major countries 
contributing to the country of publication list (Table 6) 
include the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, 
India, South Africa, Australia, and Sweden and 
Netherlands, where the scientific publication language 
is predominantly English, it is unsurprising that 84% of 
the papers are written in English. European languages 
show interesting trends for although publications from 
Germany represent4% of the total, German is represented 
by only 1% of the foreign language literature (Fig. 4, 
Table 7). This follows a trend noted by Butkovich 
(1991) that since the 1960's, there has been a movement 
in Germany for German publishers to provide a German 

summary, but the text is published in English. The 
German-language papers in this search predate the mid-
1960's. These classic early trace fossil studies became 
better known when Hantzchel (1962) published an 
authoritative paper in English in Treatise on Invertebrate 
Paleontology that led to the blossoming of trace fossil 
research in the rest of Europe and North America 
(Teichert, 1988). French remains the same for both 
language and publication, 2%, reflecting that although 
the CNRS recognizes English as the new international 
language and encourages its researchers "to diffuse their 
discoveries ... via widely read journals" (Bakewell, 
1992), provincial university and local society literature 
remains in French. This also continues to be true of 
Spain, Argentina, Portugal, and Brazil, where Spanish 
and Portuguese are used (Teichert, 1988). Interestingly, 
of the 19 records before 1969, 5 are in English and 
Spanish respectively, and German, French, and 
Portuguese account for 3 each. 

Early European work on Rusophycus and Cruziana 
between 1880 and 1932 is not recorded in GeoRef 
because theBiblio graphy and/ ndex ofGeolo gy Exclusive 
of North America published by the Geological Society 
of America only began in 1933. Therefore the 1881 
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Table 5. Publisher type and the number of journals cited by that category in each database. 

PUBLISHER TYPE DATABASES 
GEOREF BIOS IS PASCAL ZOO REC GEOBASE GEOARCHIYE 
Ref Ti Ref Ti Ref Ti Ref Ti Ref Ti Ref Ti 

Association foreign 41 21 25 14 15 10 19 9 10 5 8 5 .. us 32 17 38 6 20 11 6 4 12 5 7 4 

Commercial foreign 10 7 12 5 6 5 5 5 4 2 I 1 .. us 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Government foreign 12 11 8 6 6 6 8 6 2 2 1 1 .. us 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. US state 5 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 I 1 

Institute foreign 13 13 14 11 7 5 3 3 2 2 6 4 .. us 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

University foreign 16 8 13 4 4 3 5 3 8 4 2 2 .. us 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 

Conf. Proc. foreign 5 2* 1 1* 1 1* 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. us 39 4* 0 0 8 2* 0 0 0 0 2 2* 

Theses foreign 4 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. us 8 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Miscellaneous 10 NA 0 0 1 NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 201 84 117 69 47 39 28 

Note: Ref= References, Ti =Titles, US= United States of America, ZOO REC =ZOOLOGICAL RECORD 
* indicates journal title already counted in Association category 

proposal by Nathorst, a Norwegian geologist, that trace 
fossils were the results of animals burrows, and the 
following debate among Saporta, Delgado, and 
Lebesconte regarding the algal or trace fossil 
interpretation of Rusophycus is missing from the recent 
search results (Pemberton and Frey, 1991). Ironically, a 
decade before Nathorst (1881), the Canadian 
paleontologist, J. W. Dawson (1864) had summarized 
and demonstrated that R usophyc us was produced by the 
burrowing activity of a trilobite and was not algal. This 
work is referenced in GeoRef, but since it was published 
along with other work by Dawson in the Canadian 
literature, it was not widely known or recognized as the 
correct interpretation of these two ichnogen era . 
Chinese literature is also increasing, but as this is also 
produced in government institutes and university 
laboratories, this is also in the official language, 
Chinese. In contrast, Czech and Polish paleontologists 
tend to publish in western languages, now preferably 
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in English with only a small portion of their early 
literature in the Slavic languages. 

Recent citation studies considering the overall 
geological literature have demonstrated that 90% and 
above of the cited works today are written in English 
(Hawkes, 1966; Woodford, 1969; Butkovich, 1990; 
Walker, in press). This contrasts with the earliest 
geological citation study by Gross and Woodford 
(1931) who found that only 82% of the citations were to 
English-language documents. A recent study by Haner 
(in press) of the citing habits of Canadian and American 
paleontologists found that only 84% of the literature 
cited by Canadians was in English although English 
literature had increased to 91% in the American sample. 
This result for the two trace fossils is comparable with 
the paleontological study results and may also indicate 
the citations to the pre-1960's literature in the GeoRef 
file and the regional nature of the subject. The 16 percent 
of the literature in non-English languages may also 
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reflectthatthetwotracefossilsCruzianaandRusophycus 
are Paleozoic ichnogenera and were original! y described 
in classic European Cambrian and Ordovician sequences. 
They have continued to gain recognition throughout the 
world including China and Latin America where 
descriptive, regional geology is still recorded in the 
provincial literature and national languages. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study clearly demonstrates that faculty and 
students should be encouraged to broaden their 
information-seeking habits beyond just the GeoRef CD
ROM that is readily available today in many geological 
libraries. For paleontological studies this means using in 
addition to GeoRef, the Biosis and Zoological Record 
files and applying the "remove duplicates strategy" to 
eliminate the cost of record duplication. Searches using 
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Figure 3. Analysis of life science files . 

this strategy are mediated through librarians who should 
maintain their searching skills to produce valid data sets 
with an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses 
of files, based upon the material entered by indexers into 
particular files. The life sciences databases have been 
enriched by in-depth indexing at the genus level, which 
becomes important for citation retrieval. These databases 
also have abstracts, which provide an additional rich 
resource for information searching. English has become 
the international language. However, geologica l 
correlations are worldwide, and the regional literature 
describing local stratigraphic successions, facies 
descriptions, and faunal associations is still frequently 
published in provincial publications written in that 
country 's national language. The large-scale syntheses 
of discoveries are published in widely read English
language journals. As the scientific community converses 
at international meetings in English , there has also been 
a trend in the German literature for papers since the mid-
1960s to be written in English, which has contributed to 
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Table 6. Publishing countries. 

Country 

United States of America 
United Kingdom 
Canada 
India 
Germany 
Sweden 
South Africa 
Argentina 
China 
Netherlands 
Spain 
Australia 
France 
Poland 
Greenland 
New Zealand 
Portugal 
Brazil 
Czechoslovakia 
Japan 
Yugoslavia 
Bulgaria 
Costa Rica 
Denmark 
Italy 
Switzerland 

Number of 
records 

208 
45 
37 
30 
21 
19 
18 
17 
16 
14 
13 
12 
12 

9 
7 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 

1 

TOTAL 501 

So. Africa 
USA 41% 

Germany 4 

United Kingdom 9% 13 Other Countries 10% 

Table 7. Language use in study. 

Language Number of Percent of 
records records 

English 420 84 
Spanish 31 6 
Chinese 16 3 
French 12 2 
German 7 
Portuguese 7 
Czech/Slovak 4 
Japanese 2 <1 
Polish 2 <1 

TOTAL 501 

the advancement of the scientific study of trace fossils. 
In paleontology this has led to an important segment of 
the older literature written in languages other than 
English being still actively used, and regional literature 
where detailed descriptive literature is first recorded to 
be also in languages other than English. Depending 
upon the geographic location of the succession and 
fossils being described, this literature can be in Chinese, 
Spanish, Portuguese, French, Russian, or Japanese. 

Czech/Slav 1% 

English 84% 

Figure 4. Analysis of country of publication and language. 
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This study has also shown that early historical 
literature published in Europe is missing even from the 
GeoReffile because this material was not retrospectively 
available as a file to be incorporated into this database 
until after 1933. Students should be aware that by using 
paper indexes such as the Zoological Record, which 
began in 1864, this early literature can be retrieved. 
Regretably, even early literature such as the work of 
Dawson went unnoticed despite being written in English 
because it was published in provincial literature not 
widely disseminated at that time. Perhaps this finally 
enforces the idea that information on many topics is still 
passed on through the invisible college noted by de Solla 
(1965) and the informal network noted by Bichteler and 
Ward (1989), which communicates through e-mail, 
specialized conference sessions, newsletters, and the 
old-fashioned telephone. 
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Abstract-Books, journals, maps, and other formats of information are offered as donations to 
geoscience librarians. Most of these librarians accept over 20 linear feet of materials per year, 
according to a survey conducted in the summer of 1992. Some materials may be accepted even if 
the library does not expect to incorporate them into the collection. Journals received as a part of 
membership to a professional society are the most typical journal donated. If the library cannot use 
the items or if the content is inappropriate for the library, the donor is referred to another group. Gifts 
accepted by the library but not incorporated into the collection are frequently given to local library 
users or sold. Annual proceeds from these sales range from a few hundred dollars to over $9,000. 
Whether the librarian sells to commercial book dealers or compiles lists for e-mail or library 
association exchanges, the number traded is low and the time spent on lists is considerable. In 
addition, arranging and paying for domestic and international transportation also stifle potential 
international exchange. Faculty, visiting scientists, notes in the literature, and published lists of 
international redistribution agencies are among the methods used to identify libraries and the 
literature they need. Suggestions for improved redistribution include more use of fax, an inexpensive
to-use computerized central clearinghouse, more knowledge of available programs and their goa ls, 
and cooperation among the programs. 

INTRODUCfiON 
materials, and collection are used synonymously.) The 
paper includes a descriptive list of 19 programs that help 
to answer these questions. 

In a paper published last year in Geoscience 
Information Society Proceedings (v. 22, p. 75-87), 
Claren Kidd hypothesized that geoscience librarians/ 
information specialists (hereafter referred to as librarians) 
receive or have the possibility of accepting gifts of 
geological literature that have significant intellectual 
value if only they could be placed in a needy facility 
somewhere in the world. These gifts come from 
geoscientists who acquire books, maps and journals, but 
who eventually need the space that this literature occupies 
for other uses or from families of deceased collectors 
that decide not to keep the collection. The author 
conjectured that difficulties finding a home for the 
literature arise when the library tries to learn who needs 
the materials, how to get the materials ready for shipment, 
and who pays the shipping costs. (The terms literature, 

METHODOLOGY 

This year a survey was distributed to Geoscience 
Information Society members via their bimonthly 
newsletter, the GIS Newsletter. The survey was printed 
on distinctive yellow paper and inserted in this 
publication. The newsletter, including the survey was 
distributed in June, 1992. A copy of the survey is 
included as Appendix A. Two reminders to return the 
survey were put on the e-mai l network (GEONET) to 
which approximately 80 Society members belong. A 
reminder submitted to the newsletter was not included 
in the August issue. From Australia, Canada, Israel, and 
the United States, 33 members responded out of a 
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personal membership of 210 representing academic 
institutions (science-division libraries, central libraries 
and branch geoscience libraries), information brokers, 
government agencies and corporate groups. In retrospect, 
June may have been a poor month for the survey to be 
distributed, and a second copy could have been mailed 
two months after the original survey was distributed. 
The authors also speculate that the reason for the poor 
return rate of 6.35% was that those who did not respond 
do not accept gifts and/or do not try to redistribute the 
duplicate literature beyond their library. Others may 
have had so few questions to which they could positively 
answer, that they thought their response was meaningless. 

The analysis of the survey produced numerous 
graphs depicting the relative percentages of the responses. 
In the following discussion of the results, question 
numbers of the survey correspond to the figure numbers 
in this paper. 

No Letter Sent 

RESULTS 

In the introduction to the survey questionnaire, the 
main objective is stated as " ... what GIS libraries do with 
the gifts they receive?" The results yielded a wide range 
of possibilities. 

Acceptance of Donations 

To the first and basic question "Does your library 
accept gifts?", everyone who responded answered in the 
affirmative. To acknowledge the donation, over half the 
survey respondents answered that it is sent by the 
receiving library (Fig. 1). One-third of the respondents 
have another library department or a director who sends 
a letter, while 12% send letters of acknowledgement 
from both the receiving and another library department. 
Only one respondent does not send any letter from their 
institution. 

\ (3.0%) (12.0%) 
Both Receiving Library 
and Another Library 
Department 

(52.0%) 

Receiving Library 
Another Library Department 

List of Total Items 

List of Potential Uses List of Donated Titles 

(48.0%) 

Total Value of Gift 

General information 

Figure 1. Contents of letter of acknowledgement (n = 31 ). 
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No 

Out of Scope 
• Raret~ 

6 7 8 5 0 1 2 9 
Respondents 

Figure 2. A. Librarians who prefer potential donors to 
other organizations (n = 31). B. Circumstances for 
referral (n = 25). 

In the letter of acknowledgement, Figure 1 breaks 
down the contents of the letter to the donor. Almost half 
of the respondents include a list of donated titles and 
36% include an enumeration of the material's potential 
uses. Although 10% attempt to assess the total value of 
the gift, a couple of respondents stated that in their state, 
a recipient, by law, cannot legally assign a value to a gift. 
General information and a list of the total number of 
items were included in the acknowledgement letter of 
one participant. 

Thirty-onerespondents (90%) refer potential donors 
to other organizations (Fig. 2A). The circumstances 
varied considerably with most responses indicating that 
potential donation was out of the library's scope, not 
useful, or they were duplicate journals for that particular 
institution (Fig. 2B). Letters may also be sent if the gift 
was large or if the donor's name was known. Sometimes 
"it's a judgment call." One respondent admitted that 
"rarely is a donor referred." 

The majority of the respondents, 19, indicated that 
they receive more than 20 linear feet of total donations 
per year (Fig. 3). Twelve responded they receive less 
than 20 feet of total donations per year, and two indicated 
that this is highly variable from year to year. 

12-20 Linear Feet 

Figure 3. Linear feet of donations (n = 33). 

AAPG Bulletin & 
GSA Bulletin 

AAPG Bulletin 

Figure 4. Most frequently donated journals (n = 27). 

Not surprisingly, publications of the geological 
societies with the largest membership were the most 
frequently donated journals, i.e., AAPG Bulletin and the 
GSA Bulletin (Geological Society of America) (Fig. 4). 
Other journals frequently donated included Geology, 
Geotimes,Journal of Paleontology, and Science. Twenty
one other journals were documented once. 

Table 1. Journals documented once. 

Australian Journal of Earth Sciences 
Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology 
California Geology 
Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences 
Economic Geology 
E&MJ (Engineering & Mining Journal) 
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 
Geophysics 
Geoscience 
JGR (Journal of Geophysical Research) 
Keystone Ueweler's circular) 
Journal of Sedimentary Petrology 
Plain Truth 
Queensland Government Mining Journal 
Shale Shaker 
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Figure 5.lnches of flat, stacked maps and charts donated 
per year (n = 32). 

Undefined news magazines, newsletters, lapidary 
journals, foreign periodicals, and publications of the 
GSA, SEPM (Society of Economic Paleontologists and 
Mineralogists), and USGS (United States Geological 
Survey) publications were also documented once. 

Of the total donations to the institutions of GIS 
members, a portion included flat, stacked maps and 
charts. Figure 5 illustrates the number of inches per year 
of estimated donations received by the respondents. 
Eight answered that they received less than 1 inch and 
that same number of respondents indicated that they 
received 1 to3 inches per year. More than 6 inches of flat 
maps and charts was annually received by six institutions. 
Two respondents estimated they received 3 to 6 inches 
of flat maps and three indicated it was highly variable 
within one year. Four respondents don't receive any flat 
maps or charts, while one other explained that all of the 
flat maps and charts go directly to a map library, which 
is separate from the geoscience library. 

Libraries handle unneeded gifts in a variety of 
ways, as shown in Figure 6. More than one appropriate 
answer was circled in most cases. The most common 
practice is to give the unneeded materials to library 
users, as indicated by 19 (22%) librarians. The library 
has a designated table, box or shelf on which these 
publications are placed. Regular and occasional 
booksales, putting the list on e-mail, and trashing the 
materials were each answered by 15 respondents. Other 
means of handling unneeded gifts included sending 
them to the central library, or sending them to 
redistributing organizations. An even wider variety of 
factors determined how the respondents made their 
choices. Summarized, they included: policies of the 
institution concerning the acceptance, use, and 
acknowledgement; desire to place the material in a 
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List on 

Give to Library Users 

Booksales 

Send to Central 
Library 

~·--SP,nrl to Redistributing 
Organizations 

Sell Them 

Figure 6. How libraries handle unneeded gifts (n = 33). 

relatively secure situation where numerous people would 
have access to it; value and relevance, including date 
and condition of the publications; storage space for any 
additional duplicate material; possibility of selling the 
publications to add to the library budget or endowment; 
staff and budget available for processing (searching, 
adding, storing, and redistributing) . Additional 
suggestions as to the fate of the unneeded gifts included 
donating them to a local high school, giving them to an 
SGE chapter, holding them for exchange, giving them to 
other organizations (non-specific), placing them on 
consignment with a book dealer. Several respondents 
indicated they were planning to use e-mail more often in 
the future. GEONET accepts duplicate lists and this 
service, maintained by Lois Heiser, Indiana University, 
reaches many geoscience librarians. 

REDISTRIBUTING ORGANIZATIONS 

Geoscience librarians learned of redistributing 
organizations from three sources shown in Figure 7. The 
most common method was through the library literature 
(21 %), followed by a geoscientist/researcher, or the 
redistribution organization itself, each at 7%. 

Library Literature ~ 

(21 
Job Site Organizatio~ 

(7.0%t 

Geoscientist/ Researcher 

• (70%) 

- No Response 

(65.0%) 

Figure 7. How people learn of the organization (n = 29) 
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Figure 8. Potential redistribution groups: organizations used (n = 41 ). 

The variety of redistribution groups used by 
geoscience librarians ranges considerably, as illustrated 
in Figure 8. The most frequently used organizations by 
four respondents were the SEPM Developing Countries 
Library Committee and the AGID (Association of 

NO 

YES 

What Donors Liked Best About the Organization : 
- Picked Up Material 
- Picked Up Material Quickly 
- Able to Exchange Many Useful Materials 

Figure 9. Satisfaction with organization (n = 33). 

Geoscientists for International Development). S IES 
(Smithsonian International Exchange Service) was used 
by three librarians, but the service ceased its operation 
in the summer of 1992. Upon its demise, the SEPM 
committee is seeking other organizations to assist with 
transportation costs. The International Book Exchange 
and Books for Asia were used by two respondents each. 
Other redistributing organizations utilized by geoscience 
librarians include the USGS (Tucson), F.L. Klinger, 
Canada Book Exchange, Canadian Organization for 
Development through Education, local museums and 
libraries, and the American Library Association's 
Duplicate Exchange Program. Some of the redistributing 
organizations available but not used by the respondents 
include Brother to Brother, Brothers Brother, Darien 
Book Aid Plan, and the Sudan-American Foundation. 

Seventy-six percent of the respondents are satisfied 
with the redistributing organization they are using 
(Fig. 9). These donors liked the fact that the material 
was picked up, usually quickly, and they were able to 
exchange many useful materials. The librarian who 
responded negatively, elaborated that the redistributing 
organization said not to send any more materials for 
several months. 

Survey question 10 asked for helpful suggestions 
for new users of these organizations. The most useful 
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Figure 10. Suggestions for new users (n = 33). 

Organization 

Figure 11. Funding source for transportation of materials 
(n = 32). 

benefit for new users would be for the redistributing 
organization to print and distribute clear brochures 
defining their guidelines (Fig. 10). Faxing the lists and 
suggesting who can assist with shipping costs were 
options the organizations might consider. 

Most funding for the transportation of materials 
was donated by the sending organization (19% ), as 
illustrated in Figure 11. The receiving organization paid 
for the transportation of 12% of the respondents. The 
remaining 69% gave no response to this question. 

The materials were prepared for shipment by a 
variety of people. Figure 12 graphically depicts the 
number of responses for the various survey choices. The 
library staff most commonly prepares materials (seven 
respondents), followed by the librarian (four respondents) 
or someone outside the library (three respondents). 
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Figure 12. Who prepares materials for shipment (n = 36). 

ALTERNATIVE REDISTRIBUTION 

E-mail as a method of redistributing unneeded gifts 
is currently only used by seven (26%) of the respondents 
(Fig. 13A). Several librarians have indicated that they 
plan to use this method more in the future. Twenty 
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Figure 13. A. E-mail redistribution of unneeded gifts (n = 
27). B. Percentage redistributed by e-mail (n = 14). 
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Figure 14. Library profits from duplicate sales (n = 33). 

responded that they do not use e-mail for redistributing 
gifts. Of the 14 respondents who indicated they used e
mail for redistribution, 7 replied that that 10% or less of 
the items listed on e-mail were requested (Fig. 13B). 
The next highest grouping was 51-60% (three 
respondents), followed by 11-20% (two respondents) 
and both 41-50% and 91-100% with one respondent 
each. 

From duplicate sales, the responding librarians 
estimated their library's profits, as de pic ted in Figure 14. 
The majority of the respondents estimated less than 
$1,000 from duplicate sales (eight respondents). Two 
librarians indicated raising $1,000 to $3,000 and one 
said the library earned more than $3,000. Another 
respondent indicated that the amount was highly variable, 
and five others said the information was not available. 

The ultimate fate of the unsold or unneeded materials 
was posed as the last question on the survey. Figure 15 

Sent to Central I 

Trashed 

Sold to Used Book/ 
Journal Dealers 

ll O%) Cut up lor Pictures 
( · Display of Worn Materi els 

OogGitt 
Sent to Other Ubrerlea 
Shipped lo Ubrery ol 

Congress 

Figure 15. Fate of unsold or unneeded materials (n= 33). 

graphically depicts the wide variety of responses to this 
question. One-third (nineteen) of the librarians trash the 
materials. Some librarians send the materials to the 
central library (21 %), while the same percentage just 
allow the material to accumulate. Another fate is to sell 
the unsold or unneeded materials to used book and 
journal dealers (I4%). The II % who circled the choice 
"other" described the fate of the materials as being cut 
up for pictures, displayed as examples of the wear and 
abuse of materials, used for a gag gift, sent to other 
libraries, or shipped to the Library of Congress. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

There are several general recommendations that 
come out of the results of this survey. It is wise to advise 
potential donors of the uses as well as the options 
available for their material. One way would be to suggest 
other redistributing organizations. Then use these and 
other organizations to place materials where they arc 
needed. 

Distribute lists of duplicates to libraries for their 
review. Limit the distribution lists to no more than two 
pages in length so as not to overwhelm the potential 
recipient. If you are on the receiving end of a list of 
duplicates, respond to the listings in a timely manner 
after reviewing your collection. An offer to repay 
shipping costs is often appreciated. 

As an individual, if you are relocating or retiring, 
consider the benefits of your gift to both you and the 
receiving institution. You attain the space you want and 
the institution gets the literature they need. Get an 
independent appraisal of tax value before donating. 
Identify the library or organization that uses the materials 
in a manner that fulfills your wishes. However, to be too 
specific about a library's use of the literature can thwart 
a library's willingness to accept your gift. Contact the 
library or redistributing organization to which you want 
to donate before you send the materials. Some groups 
may want a list of the materials to be donated. Many 
organizations will be selective about one or all of the 
following characteristics: the subject content, date of 
publication, and physical condition of the literature. 

The most space consuming and frequent gifts are 
runs of journals with the largest circulation. To 
redistribute these journals, a person or organization 
could accumulate and distribute the names or libraries 
which need retrospective runs of core geoscience 
journals. Libraries with duplicate runs could notify the 
person/organization of their duplicate runs and a match 
could be made. Maintenance of recent information about 
groups willing to assist with shipping payment would be 
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helpful and perhaps even imperative to both individual 
and organizational donors. 

SUMMARY 

The survey confums the original hypotheses that 
geoscientists do give materials to libraries, and that 
members of the Geoscience Information Society are 
intellectually interested in redistributing geological 
literature. However, most donors (libraries and 
individuals) do not donate materials outside their local 
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geographic area because they do not know or take the 
time to learn about those who need the literature. Time 
and supplies for shipment preparation, in addition to the 
payment for shipping, are also factors that deflate one's 
eagerness to redistribute literature. 
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APPENDIX A. Gifts and donation questionnaire. 

We are planning a paper for the 1992 GIS meeting concerning what GIS libraries do with the gifts they 
receive. Will you take the time to respond to these questions and return his questionnaire to us? Circle the 
word or letter that best describes what you do. For many questions, you may want to circle several 
answers. In some cases. we hope you will write ir your answer. 

Thanks for your time. 

1. Does your (branchj regional / divisional) library accept gifts? 
yes no 

If you answered 'no', go on to question 2, and return this questionnaire. 

1.A When a donation is received , a letter of acknowledgement 
A. is sent by the receiving library 
B. is sent by department of the library 

1.B and the letter includes 
A. a list of donated titles C. dollar value per item 
B. the potential uses D. total value of gift 

2. Do you refer potential donors to another library or organization that might accept the donation? 
yes no 

If so, under what circumstances? 

3. How many linear feet of donations (total) do you receive per year? 
A. less than 3 B. 3 to 12 C. 12 to 20 D. more than 20 

4. What are your most frequently donated journals? 
A. AAPG Bulletin C. others ------------------------B. GSA Bulletin 

5. Approximately how many inches of flat, stacked maps and charts are donated per year? 
A. none C. 1 to 3 E. more than 6 
B. less than 1 D. 3 to 6 

6. What does your library do with materials that are not needed by your library? (Circle all that are 
appropriate) 

A. have a regular book sale E. sell item by item 
B. have an occasional book sale F. give to library users 
C. send to the central library G. trash them 
D. place with redistributing H. put lists on E-mail 

organizations such as AGIO, etc. 

What factors determined the choices you selected above? 

If you selected D, circle the following answers and add your comments. 
If not, go on to question 13. 

7. How did you learn of the organization? 
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APPENDIX A. Cont. 

8. Circle or write in the names of the organization; s you used? 
A. AGIO (Association of Geoscientists for International Development) 
B. Center for lnteramerican Mineral Resources Investigations (USGS) 
C SIES (Smithsonian International Exchange Service) 
D. Sudan-American Foundation for Education, Inc. 
E. Books for Asia H. Darien Book Aid Plan 
F. Brother to Brother I. F.L. Klinger 
G. Brother's Brother J. Others ----------------------

9. Were you satisfied with each organization? Why or why not? 

10. Do you have any helpful suggestions for new users of these organizations? 

11. Who paid for the transportation of the materials? 

12. Who prepared the materials for shipment? 
A. librarian C. someone outside the library 
B. library staff 

13A. Do you redistribute most unwated gifts via E-mail? yes no 

13B. What percent? -------

14. From duplicate sales, the library annually earns$ ------
Describe how these funds are used. 

15. What happens to the items not sold or given away? 
A. allowed to accumulate for many months/ years 
B. sold to used book or journal dealers 
C. sent to the central library tor disposal method of their choice 
D. trashed by your library 
E. others : {describe) 

Return by June 30, 1992 to: 
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PRODUCfiON OF A PROTOTYPE CD-ROM AT THE 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA 

DavidS. Reade 

Geological Survey of Canada 
601 Booth Street 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OE8 

Abstract-The emergence of CD-ROM (Compact Disc- Read Only Memory) technology as a 
proven and accepted format for high-density data storage and retrieval offers considerable promise 
for the dissemination of geoscience information. Among its many attributes, CD-ROM is a 
lightweight and compact storage medium capable of holding in excess of 700Mb of digital data for 
an estimated minimum lifespan of 40 years. Factors such as inexpensive production costs and 
internationally recognized and accepted standards for physical and logical structure ensure the 
success of this data storage medium. 

The year 1992marks the 150th anniversary of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC). Among 
the many initiatives undertaken to commemorate this milestone, GSC's Geoscience Information and 
Communications Division developed and produced a CD-ROM entitled "Selected Databases from 
the Geological Survey of Canada: A CD-ROM Sampler." This fully bilingual (French/English) disc 
represents GSC's initial effort in the CD-ROM field and includes seven databases of interest to the 
geoscience community. Developed as a prototype to demonstrate the capabilities of this technology, 
the CD-ROM contains structured databases, the full text of a GSC publication, photographic images 
and maps. This paper documents GSC's experience in producing a CD-ROM and provides an insight 
into the future of this technology at the GSC. 

INTRODUCfiON 

The Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) celebrated 
its 150th anniversary in 1992. Since its creation in 1842, 
the GSC has established a strong tradition of scientific 
excellence and service to the Canadian geoscience 
community. To commemorate this anniversary and to 
focus attention on GSC's extensive data collection and 
data management activities, the Geoscience Information 
and Communications Division produced GSC's first 
CD-ROM in early 1992. Entitled "Selected Databases 
from the Geological Survey of Canada: A CD-ROM 
Sampler," this prototype disc includes seven data files 
that highlight GSC's long tradition as a collector and 
disseminator of Canadian geoscience information. 

BACKGROUND ON CD-ROM 

CD-ROM (Compact Disc- Read Only Memory) is 
an optical storage medium capable of holding large 
quantities of data. Using laser technology, more than 
700 Mb of digital data can be recorded in a continuous 
spiral on a compact (120 mm) polycarbonate disc. To 

assist in visualizing the storage capacity of this medium, 
consider that the "data equivalent" of roughly 1700 
floppy diskettes, 300,000 pages of text, or 14,000 scanned 
images can be held on a single CD-ROM. 

In addition to its extraordinary capacity for data 
storage, CD-ROM offers a number of other advantages. 
The low per-unit cost of manufacturing CD-ROMs 
makes this medium particularly attractive. The discs are 
very durable and are not susceptible to damage from 
light, dust, extreme temperature and humidity (as are 
magnetic media). Compact discs are lightweight (under 
0.5 ounce), which has permitted considerable savings in 
mailing and storage costs where bulky paper documents 
have been replaced by CD-ROMs. As well, the "read
only" aspect of CD-ROM offers a secure medium for 
data since users are unable to modify information stored 
on the disc. Most importantly, accepted international 
standards such as ISO 9660 ensure that CD-ROMs are 
produced in a uniform format and can be played on any 
commercial brand of CD-ROM drive. 

Since its development in 1983 by Philips and Sony, 
CD-ROM has experienced rapid growth and acceptance 
by the computing and information communities. An 
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installed base of over 2.5 million drives in the United 
States and Canada provides a strong market for the more 
than 4000 CD-ROMs that are commercially available. 
Given the obvious advantages offered by CD-ROM, 
many organizations (including GSC) are taking a serious 
look at this technology. 

ABOUT THE GSC'S CD-ROM 

Prior to discussing the contents of the CD-ROM, it 
is important to understand the rationale for its 
development. GSC's initial CD-ROM was created for 
three primary reasons: 

(1) to commemorate 150 years of gathering, 
maintaining and disseminating geoscience information 
at the Geological Survey of Canada 

(2) to evaluate the potential of CD-ROM technology 
in archiving and distributing GSC data bases, scientific 
data, images, photographs, maps, publications, and other 
geoscience information products, and 

(3) to obtain first-hand experience in all aspects of 
the production of a CD-ROM in order to determine the 
feasibility of developing future products. 

The question of which data files to include arose 
very early in the planning phase for this product. In order 
to facilitate GSC's evaluation of CD-ROM technology, 
the development team set out to include the following 
types of data files and applications on this disc: full-text 
files, maps, photographs (both color and black-and
white), illustrations (sketches, color graphics) and 
structured data bases (bibliographic and 
nonbibliographic). Given that the disc was intended to 
commemorate the 150th anniversary of GSC, it was 
clear that the contents would be limited to data sets and 
applications generated and maintained by the GSC. 
However, GSC is responsible for a great many data sets 
and the decision concerning which ones to include on 
the disc was not an easy one. 

To identify data files suitable for inclusion on the 
CD-ROM, the following criteria were developed: 

the data set should have a broad interest base in 
the Canadian geoscience community 

the data set should be in both an "active" and 
"up-to-date" state 

the data set should be in machine-readable 
format and should not require significant conversion 

the data producer must be willing to release the 
data for limited distribution. 

Using these criteria, the seven files described below 
were selected for the CD-ROM: 

GEOSCAN- The GSC Component: GEOSCAN is 
a bibliographic database that covers publicly available 
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geoscience literature concerning the Canadian landmass 
and offshore regions. This bibliographic data system is 
cooperatively produced from the indexing contributions 
of 15 federal, provincial, academic, and professional 
geoscience organizations located throughout Canada. 
Only the portion oftheGEOSCAN database contributed 
by the Geological Survey of Canada is included as a data 
file on this CD-ROM. The GSC database contains 
bibliographic records for all published material and 
open-file releases from the Geological Survey of Canada 
and the former Earth Physics Branch of Energy, Mines 
and Resources Canada. 

Canadian Geoscience Data Directory: In cooperation 
with the National Geological Surveys Committee, the 
Geological Survey of Canada has compiled a directory 
of Canadian digital data sets maintained by federal and 
provincial geological surveys. The directory contains 
references to data sets rather than actual data, and it has 
been previously released as GSC Open File 2328. 

Canadian Mineral Occurrence File (MOFILE): 
MOFILE is a database containing information about 
mineral occurrences in Canada. Keyed to mineral 
species and detailed locality data, MOFILE has the 
potential to be a useful tool for the mineral industry, 
geologists, environmental scientists and mineralogists, 
as well as educators, mineral collectors, and the inter
ested public. 

GSC Date Locator File (Radiocarbon Dates): Since 
the early 1960s, the Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory at 
the Geological Survey of Canada has dated more than 
5,000 samples. The Date Locator File was developed to 
provide control over and rapid access to data associated 
with each dated sample. 

GSC Libraries Catalog: This database represents 
the combined library catalogs of the Geological Survey 
of Canada Library in Ottawa, the lnstituteofSedimentary 
and Petroleum Geology Library in Calgary and the 
Energy, Mines and Resources segment of th e 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans Library at the 
Pacific Geoscience Centre in Sidney, British Columbia. 

"No Stone Untumed": This full text file gives a 
glimpse of the remarkable history and many 
achievements of the GSC over the past century-and-a
half and introduces a few of the dedicated people who 
shaped its course. 

Images of GSC: This file contains the following 
images: 

photographic images and illustrations to 
accompany the text of "No Stone Untumed" 

National Topographic System (NTS) index 
maps for all regions of Canada (to assist in the planning 
of NTS-based searches). 



PLANNING AND PRODUCTION ISSUES 

In planning the developmentofGSC'sCD-ROM, a 
number of issues arose concerning the disc's content, 

ISSUE 

Should GSC acquire the equipment, software and expertise 
necessary to produce the disc or should a CD-ROM 
service bureau be used? 

Should the GSC disc be designed to operate on DOS, 
Mac, or Unix platform? 

With what standards should the GSC disc be compliant? 

What retrieval software should be used on the disc? 

Would the disc be fully operational in both English and 
French and be supported by bilingual documentation? 

What hardware would be required on the end user's 
microcomputer to allow the CD-ROM to be played? 

Would data compression be used in storing image or 
other data on the disc? 

Would the fmal discs be produced at a CD mastering 
facility or in a one-at-a-time environment using CD 
Recordable technology? 

format, performance, and production. A representative 
sample of these considerations is provided below: 

DECISION 

Since GSC Jacked the expertise andequipment required to 
create this initial CD-ROM, a service bureau was contracted 
to facilitate the development and production process 

The DOS community has the largest installed base of CD 
drives. In order to maximize the utility of this product, it 
was decided thatGSC's CD-ROM would bedevelopedfor 
use in the DOS environment. 

The disc was developed to be fully compliant with the ISO 
9660 standard. 

The development team recognized a need for impressive 
retriev a! performance because decisions concerning the 
future CD-ROM activities at GSC would be affected by 
the performance of this initial product. The team opted to 
use development and retrieval software from Dataware 
Technologies (CD-ROM Answer). 

Yes . 

In order to maximize the utility of this product, no additional 
"third party" software is required for use with this disc (for 
example, this CD does not require Windows to be present 
on the host PC). This application does require at least 512 
Kb RAM, and a color monitor with EGA or VGA color 
adapter is required for viewing the images . 

It was possible to store all the data and the retriev a! 
software without using data compression. 

The development team agreed on a production run of I 00 
discs and therefore the CD mastering facility was the most 
cost-effective production option . 
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Distribution of lhe Disc 

In total, 100 discs were produced to assist in 
evaluating lhe potential of CD-ROM and to gain firslhand 
experience wilh lhis technology. During 1992, copies of 
lhe disc were distributed to GSC offices across Canada 
for internal evaluation, and a copy oflhe CD was made 
accessible at lhe GSC headquarters facility lhrough a 
local area network. A second distribution to selected 
Canadian geoscience information clients is planned for 
early 1993. All recipients of this product will be contacted 
to determine levels of satisfaction wilh lhe disc and wilh 
CD technology. It is anticipated that GSC will use the 
results of this survey as a factor in determining the 
appropriateness of future CD-ROM applications. 
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FUTURE PLANS 

CD technology offers considerable promise for lhe 
archiving and distribution of digital data at the Geological 
Survey of Canada. It is, however, important to recognize 
that widespread acceptance of CD-ROM technology 
has been considerably slower in Canada than in the 
United States. Factors such as client demand, production 
costs, and continued acceptance of international 
standards will determine lhe extent to which GSC 
embraces CD-ROM technology. The Geological Survey 
of Canada will continue to explore the potential of CD 
technology, and it is anticipated that additional projec ts 
will be initiated during 1993. 



INEXPENSIVE MAP AND THESIS CATALOGING FOR THE 
SMALL GEOLOGY LIBRARY: A CASE STUDY OF THE PERILS 

OF PAULINE ON A PC 

Diane K. Baclawski 

Geology Library 
Michigan State University 

Room 5 Natural Science Building 
East Lansing, Michigan 48824 

Abstract-Cataloging and indexing a geological map collection present some unique challenges 
for the smaller geology library. More index access points are required to reference a geologic map 
collection than are commonly provided on the standard MARC format. Further, classifying such a 
map collection is difficult when the cataloger is faced with 20 maps published in the same year that 
describe the same location. The need for a more sophisticated call number system becomes readily 
apparent 

In 1985, the Geology Library at Michigan State University began planning for the conversion 
of approximately 7,000 map records to a computerized index catalog. Notebook WM, a database 
manager, was selected for its versatility, its capacity to handle unlimited text in record fields, ease 
of use, and cost. Using MARC as a basis, the database structure was designed with exploded 
indexing fields for subjects, stratigraphy, time period, and three levels of geographic location. 

The American Geographic Society's classification system for all types of maps was adopted 
with two refinements. First, to allow the call number to function as a unique identifier, the 
quadrangle name was added as a third line to the call number. Second, because in 1985 the AGS 
system had no class numbers for any of the planets except Mars, a numerical identification system 
was devised for all planets and other extraterrestrials. 

Since 1988, over 11,000 maps have been cataloged and indexed by student employees at the 
Geology Library. The Notebook U™ database is reliable and easy for students to use. 

THE PROBLEM processed for circulation. Arrangement continued to be 
by series. 

COLLECTION OF UNKNOWN SIZE 
AND QUANTITY 

In 1976, the Geology Library at Michigan State 
began to inventory its geologic map collection. Access 
to individual maps was by series number. In 1977, the 
Geology Library moved into its present location and 
acquired a professionally trained librarian on a half
time basis. In 1978-79, the map collection was examined 
for content and the general inventory was completed. It 
was estimated that approximately 5,000 USGS and 
Canadian Geological Survey geologic maps were held 
in the collection, in addition to an unknown quantity of 
other maps on a variety of subjects. Initially, plans were 
made to do a card index of all maps with access by series 
number and by location of map area. Maps were also 

ACCESS PROBLEMS 

Despite the completion of a card index with series 
and limited location indexing, retrieving the right map 
remained a consistent problem. The search for a better 
indexing system began in 1980. On a primary and 
minimal level, it was necessary for an index system to 
incorporate all the required bibliographic information: 
author, title, publisher, place, series, year, copy number, 
and classification number. This is available on the 
standard MARC format used in OCLC and all basic 
cataloging. 

On a secondary level, it should be possible to 
provide index access points to not only subjects and 
general regional units (i.e., country and state), but also 
to stratigraphic units (i.e. , formation), time periods, and 
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more specific geographic references (i.e., county, 
quadrangle, township, park, etc.). 

Ideally, any map indexing/cataloging system should 
be able to accommodate a wide range of indexing fields 
with unlimited keyword access, and it should also have 
"short-cut" specific subject/ geographic term indexing 
to allow maps of similar types to be viewed as a group. 
Because cataloging is not a mathematical science, an 
indexing system should be able to handle virtually 
unlimited text in any field . Finally, an indexing software 
package cannot be too expensive if the end user is a 
small geology library. 

CLASSIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT 
OF MAPS 

The selection of a classification scheme for the 
maps seemed initially a much easier problem. Various 
classification systems already exist in map libraries. 
Sma11libraries frequently elect to classify their maps by 
using the same system that they use for their books, 
either the Library of Congress Schedule or the Dewey 
Decimal System. Unfortunately, the call numbers of 
these systems do not readily distinguish between small 
regional units of larger geo-political provinces; for 
example, 10 quadrangles within the same county in 1 
state could technically receive the same call number. 
Artificial distinctions in the Cutternumbers must usually 
be employed to handle such problems. 

The USGS Library employs its own call number 
system, but this is not used by the majority of other 
academic map libraries in the United States. 

Many academic map libraries with large collections 
of maps of various subject types have found that the 
American Geographical Society's (AGS) classification 
scheme works well both in grouping maps with similar 
locations and in distinguishing between various subjects, 
i.e., historical, economic, hydrologic, topographic, 
geologic, etc. The basic structure of the AGS call number 
is two-line ca11 number that uses a code number for 
location on the first line and a letter-year designation on 
the second line that identifies the subject and publication 
date of the map. 

However, the AGS system has two serious 
limitations. The ftrst relates to the function of the call 
number as a unique identifier for each map. The structure 
of the AGS call number fails when the catalogerreceives 
many maps on the same general location area and all are 
geologic. This is frequently the case when the USGS or 
the GSC publishes sets of maps on several quadrangles 
in the same state or province in the same year. The 
second limitation was that the AGS system in 1985 had 
no specific class numbers for any of the planets except 
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Mars; planetary maps were to be classified under the 
general number for the Universe. 

THE GEOMAPS PROJECT 

PLANNING 

In 1985, the Geology Library began planning for 
the conversion of approximately 7,000 USGS, GSC, 
and state survey map records to a computerized index 
catalog. 

Planning revolved around two primary goals. First, 
all maps regardless of origin or publisher were to be 
integrated into one geographically-based classification 
system. The end objective was to have all maps on a 
given location shelved in the same place for ease of 
retrieval. Second, a data-base or text-based management 
system software package needed to be found that would 
accommodate both the standard bibliographic fields 
required in cataloging and the expanded subject
geographic indexing required by library users. 

In addition to the basic criteria for indexing soft
ware described previously, several additional con
straints appeared during the planning process: 

(1) The software could not be too expensive. 
(2) The software had to be IBM-compatible. 
(3) The software had to be easy to learn and use. 

Because student employees in the MSU Geology 
Library would be the principal data entry personnel , thi s 
last qualification was especially important. 

SOFTWARE FIELD-TESTING AND SELECTION 

In 1985, the staff at the Geology Library consulted 
with Dr. Victor Rosenberg at the University of Michigan 
School ofLibrary Science and Information. He graciously 
allowed the field testing of his prototype Personal 
Bibliographic System, which was then in th e 
developmental stages. Although this product was not 
ready for commercial distribution and was not totally 
suitable for map cataloging, it did raise the level of 
expectations for a cataloging software product. 

In 1986, various DBMS and TBMS software 
packages were reviewed and field-tested at the MSU 
Computer Center Laboratory. DBASE and RBASE-
5000 failed to provide adequate limits for column length 
required for text indexing. PARADOX proved to be 
flexible enough to handle text indexing and met most of 
the other requirements; unfortunately, its price in 1986 
was over $700. ASKS AM was not available for testing 
in 1986. One other product, Notebook II™, was tested 
at the suggestion of the Agricultural Economics 



Computer Project staff. Notebook II™ met all the 
requirements for cataloging and index fields with 
virtually unlimited text, flexibility, simplicity, and low 
cost. Its price in 1986 was $200. 

CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 

After a review of literature and consultation with 
other map librarians, the American Geographic Society's 
classification system for maps of all types was adopted 
for the MSU Geology Library in 1986. During 1986--87, 
student library employees assigned AGS call numbers 
to 65% of the USGS map collection. The remaining 
USGS maps and the Canadian maps were reclassed in 
1987-88. All maps were subsequently integrated into 
one call number sequence and shelved accordingly by 
the end of 1988. 

Because of the great numbers of geologic maps in 
the collection, two refinements were made on the basic 
AGS two-line call number structure. First, to allow the 
call number to function as a unique identifier for each 
individual map, the quadrangle name (or other specific 
regional name) was added as the third line of the call 
number. 

The second alteration was necessary because, in 
1985, the AGS system had no real class numbers for the 
planets and their satellites (except Mars). Therefore, a 
simple numerical identification system was devised for 
all planets, satellites, rings, and other extraterrestrials 
(see Appendix A). Basically, all numbers 050 to 999 
remain reserved for maps of Earth areas; n urn hers 1000-
1099 are established for maps of planets and satellites of 
this solar system; numbers 2000-2999 can be assigned 
to bodies of the next solar system to be mapped; and so 
forth. This small refinement has the virtue of unlimited 
expansion and permits the easy classification of the 
NASNJPL maps issued by USGS. It should be noted 
that AGS now has class numbers for the major planets 
under the 000 heading for Universe. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

In 1987, the Department of Geological Sciences 
provided the Geology Library with an IBM PC-XT with 
a 20 MB hard drive. The Notebook II™ software was 
purchased and installed in September of 1987. 

A preliminary database structure was devised with 
17 fields for each map record. The database structure 
was based initially on the standard MARC cataloging 
record fields. However, in order to accommodate the 
more elaborate indexing fields, the cataloging fields 
wererevisedand special indexing fields for stratigraphy, 
locations, and time periods were added (see Appendix B). 

Two hundred fifty maps were added to the 
preliminary database during the spring of 1988 as a test 
of the database structure and the indexing capabilities. 
The need for a standardized series format for each state 
was indicated, as was the need for very specific cataloging 
instructions. 

Basically, the test program was successful. Students, 
even those who had never used a computer before, 
adapted easily to the PC protocols. Students assisted in 
developing the GEOMAPS Map Cataloging Manual, 
which had instructions for every part of the map 
cataloging process from turning the computer on to 
backing up files prior to shutdown. 

After an extensive training period for a new staff in 
Fall 1988, students began entering catalog records to 
GEOMAPS in January 1989. In 5 months ending in 
June, 6,878 map records were added to the database. 
This figure far exceeded our planned target of 4,000 to 

5,000recordsfortheJanuary to June period. After a hard 
disk failure, over 3,000 map records were added in the 
next academic year(1989-90), bringing the total number 
of records in GEOMAPS to 9,700. Some 500 additional 
copies were also added to the record holdings. 

By September 1990, two things became apparent: 
first, the Geology Library owned more than 10,000 
maps, and second, the GEOMAPS database capacity 
was 9,999. Consequently, when the topographic maps 
came up for cataloging, a new database was started 
called TOPOMAPS; it now contains more than 1,600 
records. Also in 1990, MAPS90, a database for maps 
with publication dates beginning with 1990, was 
established; it now contains more than 250 records. 

EVALUATION 

PROJECT EVALUATION 

Basically, the GEOMAPS project can be considered 
a success for the following reasons: 

1. All folded maps of a given location are now 
shelved next to each other in one call number 
arrangement. 

2. TheGEOMAPS Map Catalog was successfully 
compiled over the past 3 years and contains bibliographic 
information, subject and location indexing, and copy 
holdings information for each map. 

3. The design of the indexing structure has 
functioned as intended. TheGEOMAPS Catalog allows 
retrieval of maps either through keyword indexing in 
any field or by specific subject terms in defined index 
fields. 
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4. The Notebook II™ software has functioned 
well in accepting data records composed of fields of 
unlimited text. 

5. The Notebook II™ software was easy for 
students to learn. Once students were trained, they 
entered 6,800 records in a 5-month period. TheeditoriaV 
proofreading staff could not keep up with them. In a 
work situation dependent upon student employee labor, 
Notebook II™ can be considered very " user friendly." 

6. Notebook II™ met the cost constraints of a 
library with a small software budget. 

7. The Solar System Classification System has 
functioned as intended. All planetary maps are grouped 
together in one call number sequence, allowing retrieval 
by class number. The new Magellan maps from NASN 
JPL fit very well into the new sequence, as did the maps 
generated from Voyager I and II. It is especially easy to 
find maps of the Saturnian and Jovian satellites. 

8. The GEOMAPS database structure proved so 
flexible in its retrieval mechanisms that the structure 
was adapted and used for cataloging the departmental 
collection of theses and dissertations. The same exploded 
subject and geographic indexing used in the maps was 
found to work wonderfully well for theses. 

9. The GEOMAPS Project succeeded because of 
the many fine student map catalogers employed at 
Michigan State University Geology Library over the 
last 10 years. Students can easily learn the basics of 
map cataloging, and many of them became quite 
proficient at it. 

PROJECT LIMITATIONS 

1. The size of the Notebook II™ database is 
limited to 9,999 records. In 1985, it was not expected 
that the MSU Geology Library map collection would 
exceed this limit. Initial estimates of the collection size 
ranged from 5,000 to 7,000 maps, leaving a 2,000 to 
3,000 record margin for expansion. Unfortunately, once 
the database is filled, the only recourse is to start a new 
database, hopefully at a logical point of separation. For 
the Geology Library, this occurred in 1990 with the new 
1990 maps. 

2. The Find, Select, and View Functions work 
relatively fast as long as the collection remains below 
the 5,000--6,000 mark. After that point, a complicated 
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search on the full database can take 10 minutes on an 
IBM PC-XT. 

3. Back-up of a full database also becomes time
consuming. Currently, a complete backup ofGEOMAPS 
takes approximately 15-22 minutes to run on a PC-XT. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Notebook II™ software, the GEOMAPS 
Database Structure, and the modified AG S Classification 
System with the expanded Solar System Class Numbers 
have provided the MSU Geology Library with an 
accessible map collection. Three factors-the need for 
inexpensive software, a requirement for more in-depth 
subject-geographic indexing levels, and the fact that 
students would be the primary data entry personnel
strongly influenced the design and implementation of 
the GEOMAPS project. Although three limitations have 
been identified in cataloging a collection that ultimate! y 
exceeded 12,000 maps, Notebook II™ and the 
GEOMAPS structure can provide very good access to 
and retrieval of maps in the small- to medium-sized 
geology library. 
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APPENDIX A. EXPANDED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR MAPS OF THE 
SOLAR SYSTEM (AND BEYOND) 

1-999 EAR Til .02 PROMETHEUS 

049 MOON .03 PANDORA 

1000 SOLAR SYSTEM (General) .04 EPIMETHEUS 
1010 SUN .05 JANUS 
1020 MERCURY .06 MlMAS 
1030 VENUS .07 ENCELADUS 
EARTH-use numbers 1-999 .08 TETIIYS 
1040 MARS .09 TELESTO 
1049 SATELLITES .10 CALYPSO 

.11 DIONE 
.01 PHOBOS .12 HELENE 

.02 DEIMOS .13 RHEA 
1050 JUPITER .14 TITAN 
1059 SATELLITES .15 HYPER ION 

.16 IAPETUS 
.01 METIS .17 PHOEBE 

.02 ADRASTEA 1070 URANUS 

.03 AMALTHEA 1078 RINGS 

.04 THEBE 1079 SATELLITES 

.05 10 

.06 EUROPA .01 1986U7 

.07 GANYMEDE .02 1986U8 

.08 CALLISTO .03 1986U9 

.09 LEDA .04 1986U3 

.10 HI MALIA .05 1986U6 

.11 LYSITHEA .06 1986U2 

.12 ELARA .07 1986U1 

.13 ANANKE .08 1986U4 

.14 CARME .09 1986U5 

.15 PASIPHAE .10 1985Ul 

.16 SIN OPE .11 MIRANDA 

1058 RINGS .12 . ARIEL 

.01 HALO .13 UMBRIEL 

.02 MAIN RING .14 TITANIA 

.03 GOSSAMER RING .15 OBERON 

1060 SATURN 1080 NEPTUNE 
1068 RINGS 1088 RINGS 

.01 DRING 

.02 CRING 1089 SATELLITES 

.03 BRING .01 TRITON 

.04 A RING .02 NEREID 

.05 FRING 1090 PLUTO 

.06 GRING 1099 SATELLITES 

.07 ERING .01 CHARON 
1069 SATELLITES 2000 NEXT SOLAR SYSTEM TO BE 

.01 ATLAS MAPPED 
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APPENDIX B. GEOMAPS FIELD STRUCTURE AND DATA ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS 

Field Structure 
Studentlnsuuctions 
Call Number: 
Type in call number without copy number. 
Title: 
Type in title exactly as written on map or on envelope for USGS maps or maps with envelopes. Check map title 

on map itself if envelope is unclear or a homemade replacement. 
Author(s): 
Type in author(s) name(s) up to three; if more than three, use the first author only and add et al. Author must be 

a person, not an agency. 
Contents: 
Number of maps and texts in envelope. Use text for all pamphlets, printed notes and texts included with maps. 
Scale: 
Scale appears on map itself and on some envelopes. Use either 1: format or 1 mile=; if no scale, type No scale. 
Publisher/ Agency: 
Use USGS or CGS for U.S. Geological Survey or Canada Geological Survey; all others should be typed in format: 

State/Country Name. Name of Agency, Dept., etc. 
Series: 
General series format is: Name of State/Publisher. Name of Series. Series Code Number. Refer to standardized 

Series Format Lists for USGS, CGS, and other Standardized Series. 
Year: 
Year of Publication or Edition. 
Country: 
Enter Name of country where map is located. Use USA for United States. Use this line for continents, oceans, 

Earth, and planet names. Use Earth for world maps. 
State/Province: 
Use postal code abbreviations for U.S. states. Use names of provinces, republic names (USSR), etc . 
Quads/Locations: 
Use this line for the most specific location terms: quadrangles, counties, national parks, mountains, rivers, 

wilderness areas. Use as many as needed. Abbreviate quadrangle as Quad. and county as Co. 
Subjects: 
Use Standardized Subject Terms List to assign subject terms to each map. Other subject terms can be added as 

needed. 
Time Period: 
Use list of Standardized Geologic Time Periods. If one of these terms appears in the title, then that is the time 

period that should be assigned. 
Stratigraphy: 
Stratigraphic terms are hard to assign; these names are assigned to the underground rock layers and may appear 

as Formations, Groups, etc. Some maps do not have stratigraphic units, but structure and stratigraphy maps do. 
Holdings: 
Enter the copy numbers of the maps we own. Enter as c.l, c.2, c.3, c.4, c.5 up to 5; enter as c. l-15 for maps with 

more than 5 copies. Always enter c. I as a minimum. 
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Notes: 
Use this line for additional information of a miscellaneous nature, i.e., c.1 has text & map, c.2 has map only. 
Entry Date/Initials: 
Put date and initials. 



APPLICATION OF PAPER PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES BY THE 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY FIELD RECORD AND 

PHOTOGRAPHIC LIBRARIES 

Chloe Gregg MacDonald and Joseph K. McGregor, Photographic Library 
Carol Edwards, Field Records Library 

Isabella Hopkins, Special Collections Section 

U.S. Geological Survey Library 
MS 914, Box 25046, Federal Center 

Denver, Colorado 80225 

Abstract-For the geoscientist interested in conserving paper and photographic documents, 
such as maps, field notebooks, papers, and photographs, the basic paper conservation techniques do 
not require great skill, training, or funding . These techniques include creating an appropriate 
environment, housekeeping, and caring for paper. This information can be applied to any paper 
records the scientist wishes to preserve. 

INTRODUCTION 

All around us destruction of the world's most 
treasured historical and scientific papers is taking place. 
Our own personal collections are being destroyed. Paper 
items are especially fragile and are in great danger from 
mundane villains in our everyday environment. For 
instance, sunlight is usually thought of as a passive and 
beneficial natural phenomenon; however, alone and 
unchecked, it could eventually destroy all the paper 
holdings in all the world repositories. By utilizing a few 
basics of conservation and taking a few simple steps in 
caring for our paper-based collections we can stop such 
ongoing destruction. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 

The first requirement for paper, photographic, or 
map preservation is the appropriate storage space. The 
area should be fireproof, dark, and clean. The temperature 
and humidity should be stable. The environment should 
be air conditioned to a temperature of 65° and a relative 
humidity of less than 50 percent. Since there are pollutant 
gases in the air that can build up acid concentrations 
harmful to paper and photographs, as well as dust that 
can both acidify and cause abrasion, filtered air is 
recommended. 

Paper should be protected against mold (fungi), 
insects, rodents, and humans. Mold hastens decay. Insects 

and rodents eat almost every kind of material; however, 
human damage is the most destructive. Although humans 
can destroy wantonly, well-intentioned persons may 
damage paper-based items through carelessness or 
application of improper preservation techniques. 

CARE OF THE PAPER 

The initial steps in preparing papers for storage are 
to remove any paper-debilitating items and to place the 
papers into appropriate containers. Papers should be 
stored in a dry place away from any water sources. 

REMOVAL OF DEBILITATING ITEMS 

All metal staples, paper clips, pins, pressure
sensitive cellulose tape or self-stick notes, and rubber 
bands should be removed. Ideally, no clips or staples 
should be used on paper or photographic documents 
because of potential rust and tearing damage; however, 
if absolutely required stainless steel paper clips or staples 
may be used to hold papers together. The best way to 
hold papers together is to use an acid-free folder. Old 
pressure-sensitive tape should be removed since this 
type of cellulose tape is highly acidic and will discolor 
paper. Even when the tape is removed, the adhesive 
cannot be cleaned from the paper. Rubber bands contain 
sulfur, which is highly acidic and will discolor and 
damage paper. 
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MOLD (FUNGI) 

Fungi spores are in the air everywhere. They need 
only the proper combination of light, heat, and moisture 
to begin to grow. Scientists should keep paper-based 
collections within the stated temperature and humidity 
limits to prevent fungal growth. 

CLEANING 

After all metal clips and rubber bands are removed, 
the papers are ready to be cleaned, if necessary. A 
cleaning agent such as SKUM-X (a crumbled vinyl 
material commonly used by the National Archives
Rocky Mountain Region) can be used. This agent will 
not remove pencil marks or harm paper. Sprinkle SKUM
X on the paper to be cleaned and rub lightly in a circular 
motion. To remove, clean off with a wide natural bristle 
brush. 

DUPLICATION 

When paper becomes brittle or newsprint paper 
articles are to be saved, the page or article should be 
duplicated and the newspaper discarded. Archival quality 
paper (rag content or buffered wood pulp paper) and a 
copier that uses carbon ink should be used. This simple 
action can result in the preservation of paper records for 
centuries to come. Newsprint paper should not be stored 
next to other papers. Newsprint is highly acidic, and the 
acid will migrate to the adjacent pages. The acid causes 
embrittlement and damage to paper. 

WRITING MATERIALS 

Carbon ink called "India ink" is the best ink to use 
on paper because it is not light sensitive and will not 
fade. It locks into the fibers of the paper and cannot be 
removed. It is not acidic and does not harm paper. The 
basic formula for modern ballpoint pens is based on iron 
gall ink with an oil base. It will fade, smear. and eat 
through paper. Iron gall ink, created for use on parchment 
or vellum in the 7th century, is a mixture of oak galls, 
copperas (ferrous sulfate) and water. Sulfuric acid 
(created by the oxidation of copperas) in iron gall ink 
causes the ink to "bite" into the parchment or vellum to 
make a permanent mark. It will destroy paper. however. 
by eating through it. It will fade when exposed to light. 
It can be identified by its rust color (from the ferrous 
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sulfate). Graphite pencil is a good writing tool. It does 
not fade and is not harmful to paper. It will smear. but 
that is its only drawback. 

ACID-FREE ENCLOSURES 

Acid-free archival enclosures, such as folders and 
boxes, should be used for storing paper or photographic 
records. Folders keep records flat, prevent curling in 
boxes, and if acid-free, help leach any acid from the 
papers. The size of boxes used depends on the size and 
shape of the papers stored. Notebooks and document 
filled folders should be placed in boxes so that the boxes 
are full and the contents flat, with no possibility of 
slumping. The boxes should be labeled so that individual 
papers can be located. The boxes create a 
minienvironment, protecting the papers from light, dust, 
and short-term temperature and humidity variations. 
Acid-free document boxes can be ordered from 
conservation materials suppliers. 

MYLAR FOLDERS AND ENCAPSULATION 

Papers can become tom through heavy use or 
careless handling. Some become so decomposed that 
they crumble if touched. Such papers, as well as those of 
special value or ones that are frequently handled, can be 
protected from many types of damage by placing in 
polyester film (Mylar) folders. These folders can be 
purchased from conservation suppliers. If a document 
(paper or map) is very large, valuable, or fragile, one 
may wish to encapsulate it. Polyester film (Mylar D), 3 
to 5 mm thick, and double coated 3M no. 415 polyester 
transparent tape can be used to form this enclosure. 
Polyester film is clear, tough, and inert. It is excellent to 
use for protecting paper while working in the field. 

CONCLUSION 

The preceding sections discuss the basic principles 
used to protect and conserve paper. In all procedures, 
every step the scientist/conservator takes must be 
reversible. Never do anything that cannot be reversed. 
Much destruction is caused by carelessness or ignorance. 
Put your records in acid-free enclosures protected against 
destructive environmental elements. Your paper records 
can be preserved for years if you employ these simple 
and inexpensive steps for their protection. 
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